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Abstract
The femur is the longest bone in the human body and serves the important
purposes of load-bearing and allowing bipedal locomotion.
Accurate modelling of the variation in shape within the healthy adult pop-
ulation can be useful for a variety of applications: from the mere anatomical
description of its features, in order to better understand its function, to more
complex tasks such as pathology detection or surgical planning.
Statistical Shape Modelling (SSM) is a well-established technique that
enables to capture the variability within a set of training shapes and describes
it with a reduced set of variables.
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of a SSM based
on a point cloud representation of shape, and introduce and test subsequent
improvements to the modelling process that can increase its clinical relevance
and scope of application.
The standard approach to SSM employs a dimension-reducing technique,
generally by means of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). However, this
approach favours the compactness of the model, thus not focusing on other
aspects that may be more relevant to clinical practice.
Although rotation of the principal components is commonly performed as
a post-processing step in statistical analysis involving PCA, it is not routinely
applied in SSM.
By applying this class of rotation, the components’ effects are more lo-
calised, allowing a better interpretation, understanding and classification of
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pathological deformities.
Among other possible representations, the Medial Axis Transform (MAT)
could offer a further insight into shape modelling, since it allows the infor-
mation about thickness to be decoupled from the rest of the shape.
SSMs based on this representation can lead to a different perspective
on the understanding of femoral anatomy and function,and can also enable
the reconstruction of the complete anatomy starting from a reduced set of
features, with diverse applications in the fields of surgical planning, forensic
science and paleontology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The concept of shape is difficult to define unequivocally in words, yet its
meaning is clear to almost everybody. It relates to the properties of three-
dimensional objects and the relationships of the different parts of the object
between themselves.
When it comes to biological structures, shape assumes an important rele-
vance as it is strongly related to function; all the organs in a living organism
have a precise shape so that they can accomplish a specific task. The bones
in the human skeleton serve different purposes, from supporting body weight
to protecting vital organs.
Through the evolutionary process, the shape of bones such as the femur
has changed in response to different postures and forms of locomotion and has
been optimised for the main purposes of load-bearing and bipedal walking
(Shefelbine et al., 2002).
Since each individual is different in terms of height, weight and posture,
there are different femoral shapes that should be considered normal. In order
to detect pathological abnormalities, the concept of “normality” should be
defined.
The introduction of medical imaging techniques allowed for a non-invasive
evaluation of bone shape, however, before the introduction of tomography,
23
Introduction
only two-dimensional projections of internal structures were available. In
order to describe the shape of bones, a set of geometrical parameters (angles
and distances) was introduced, thus effectively mapping the shape in a rel-
atively high-dimensional space. This mapping is somehow important, as it
allows relationships between the variables to be made easier to understand.
However, the choice of the variables to employ originated from the empirical
expertise of orthopaedics and not from a mathematical analysis of shape.
Due to their intrinsic two-dimensional nature, these sets of parameters
lack the power to capture the complexity of a three-dimensional structure;
even though this approach was the best available at the dawn of medical
imaging, the introduction of tomographic techniques allowed for a complete
three-dimensional reconstruction of structures, hence allowing for a more
rigorous description of shape.
The approach that is going to be followed in this thesis is not completely
different from the one that doctors initially employed; the shape should be
mapped onto a higher-dimensional space, in the hope that the relationships
between the variables comprising this space would be linear and therefore
easier to interpret.
The main idea is to try to limit the amount of preprocessing performed
by an expert, and use statistical techniques to capture the features of the
shape modelled. In order to achieve this, the shape must be represented by
a set of basic variables that just try to represent the shape as a whole, not
discarding any kind of information.
Points sampling the surface of the object have been used by many authors
for the purpose of model computation. However, due to the high number
of variables, the statistical significance of the model might be questioned
as, inevitably, the number of shapes available for the modelling process is
limited. Thus, a trade-off between the number of variables and accuracy of
the representation should be found.
A first model was built based on the points lying on the surface of a set
24
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of femurs taken from a healthy human being. Different representations of
shape were also considered and the so-called medial-axis transform (MAT)
was then employed for computation of an alternative model.
Regardless of the type of representation, in order to reduce the dimension-
ality of the space and capture the meaningful relationships between shapes,
a standard dimensionality-reduction technique called Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) was employed. The advantage of this technique consists of
grouping together those variables that have correlated variations across the
data-set; shape variability can therefore be modelled in a compact way.
Despite being optimal in terms of compactness, this approach leads to
models that cannot be applied to a pathology-detection scenario in a straight-
forward way. Since the model is based on healthy subjects, the set of Princi-
pal Components (PCs), i.e. the reduced set of variables introduced by PCA,
is optimised for the description of healthy shape.
Pathological deformities, excluding those that alter considerably the shape
of the bones like tumours or serious traumatic events, are usually charac-
terised by a local change in shape that affects well-defined structures and
alters the relative position or size of them compared to the rest of the shape.
Starting from a standard SSM, these local changes can be described by
grouping together many PCs; however this might need supervision by an
expert, as a description involving many parameters is generally not easy
to understand . A different approach, based on a particular class of rota-
tions (orthomax rotations), can maintain the compactness of the model and
favour a local description and enable an effective description of pathological
deformity without expert supervision and arbitrary definition of ranges of
normality.
It should be said that the standard PCA model and its rotated coun-
terpart cannot be compared directly in terms of performances, since they
respond to different purposes. The standard model naturally describes those
aspects of shape that characterise healthy femurs, whilst the rotation effec-
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tively identifies important structures comprising the shape, thus introducing
a new set of measures that is best suited for the description of local boney
deformations.
Whenever the deformation affecting the bone is so severe to disrupt the
shape of the bone completely (like in the presence of tumours or fractures),
trying to describe the shape using the PCs or the rotated PCs computed
from a healthy training set could not be possible. Moreover, since in these
cases more invasive procedures might be needed to restore functionality, the
aim would be to assess the shape prior to the traumatic event or tumour
formation.
One possible approach would be to consider the contralateral limb, but
since perfect symmetry cannot be guaranteed, predicting the whole shape
from those parts of the shape that can be considered normal can be a viable
possibility.
Mathematically, this is possible as the SSM is nothing but a representa-
tion of the shape in terms of an over-determined system; provided there is
a sufficient portion of the femur that can be used for the prediction, a good
estimate of the real shape could be obtained.
Reconstruction of the whole shape can be used either to plan reconstruc-
tive or implant surgery or to assess the severity of fractures in order to
determine the optimal procedure to employ.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis introduces some novel techniques to the description of femoral
anatomy.
These include the first SSM based on a medial representation of a three-
dimensional shape; despite medial representations have been used in previ-
ous works (Styner, 2001), their role was limited to complete the description
provided by a standard SSM based on a point cloud representation. Since
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traditionally the properties of long bones are defined by axes of symmetry,
the medial representation seems the most appropriate approach for describ-
ing their shape. This thesis proves the viability of the computation of a
SSM based on a medial representation, thus possibly allowing an improved
understanding of function and pathology.
Another important contribution consists in the use of orthomax rotations
for a model describing a three-dimensional shape; previous work on this field
was focused on two-dimensional shapes (or stacks of two dimensional shapes).
A clear definition of the statistical limits for this alternative modelling is also
provided, allowing the employment of this model as an automatic tool for
pathology detection.
The possibility of predicting the complete shape of long bones from frag-
ment is also investigated; apart from medical-related applications in surgical
planning and fracture treatment, such a prediction can be employed in fields
such as forensic science and paleontology, where the problems of reconstruc-
tion of bones from fragments is particularly relevant.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 focuses on the main aspects of femoral anatomy and bone devel-
opment. A general background about femoral fractures is also presented, in
order to understand the motivations for a tool to reconstruct femoral anatomy
from partial information. A review of the muscles which are connected to
the femur is given in Appendix A.
In Chapter 3, the general theory of SSMs is presented, starting from the
different options available for shape representation and then introducing all
the different steps needed to perform the actual model computation. Among
the techniques to represent shape, the point cloud representation and the
medial axis transform are those that are employed in Chapters 4 and 5,
respectively.
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Chapter 4 also introduces the concept of orthomax rotation and compares
the results of a standard model and its rotated counterpart. These results will
be analysed using a semi-automatic tool developed to compute geometrical
parameters that are used in clinical practice.
An alternative approach to shape representation, based on the Medial
Axis Transform, is presented in Chapter 5 and SSMs derived from this rep-
resentation are evaluated and compared to the standard approach.
In Chapter 6 an application of SSM for shape reconstruction is tested in
a femoral-fracture scenario.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions from this work and considers future develop-
ments and possible applications of the tools and models that were computed.
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Femoral Anatomy and
Description
In order to understand completely any kind of model describing femoral
shape, some knowledge about its anatomy is essential. The main anatomical
features of the femur will now be introduced, an overview of the muscles that
are attached to the femur, and are likely to influence is shape, is covered in
Appendix A. By considering the developmental process by which long bones
are formed (endochondral ossification) together with the lines of action of
the relevant muscles, it is possible to have a clearer picture of the process
by which femoral shape develops, hence understanding its connection with
function.
The femur is the bone of the thigh, its name originates from Latin where
the expression “os femoris” actually means bone of the thigh, an anterior
and a posterior view of the femur is shown in Fig. 2.1.
It is the longest bone in the body and its proximal end is formed by
the head and the neck and two structures called the greater and lesser
trochanters, which provide the points of attachment of the major muscles
involved in the movement of the hip joint.
The greater trochanter has a ridge on its anterolateral surface that pro-
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vides the insertion point for the gluteus minimus and a corresponding pos-
terior ridge where the gluteus medius inserts.
Other muscles inserting in this region are the obturator interni and the
associated gemelli muscles.
The lesser trochanter is smaller than the greater trochanter and has a
conical shape. The combined tendons of the iliacus and psoas major attach
to the femur in this region.
The head has a spherical shape and it articulates with the acetabulum of
the pelvic bone, the concave surface where the head of the femur meets with
the pelvis to form the hip joint. Since the head of the femur is longer than
the depth of the cavity of the acetabulum, the joint is not stable. Stability
is provided by a fibrocartilage lip (labrum), which effectively increases the
depth of the acetabulum, and by the action of specific muscular groups, which
are described in Appendix A.
The neck is a pyramidal structure that connects the head to the shaft.
The orientation of this structure relative to the shaft influences the range of
movement of the hip joint, thus making this angle an important parameter
in measuring functionality.
The shaft of the femur is not perpendicular to the articulating plane of
the knee, as the distal shaft is closer to the mid-line of the body than the
lateral shaft.
The posterior shaft shows a raised ridge called linea aspera that represents
a major site for muscular attachment.
The distal part of the femur is characterised by two large structures, the
condyles, which articulate with the tibia. The two condyles are separated
in the posterior region by the intercondylar fossa whilst anteriorly they are
joined and articulate with the patella, commonly known as knee-cap.
The shape of the femur is affected by many factors; the muscles origi-
nating and inserting on the femur play an important role in determining the
shape of the thigh bone. A complete description of these muscles is given in
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(a) Anterior View (b) Posterior View
Figure 2.1: Femoral Anatomy (modified from Gray)
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Appendix A.
Although imbalances in these muscles can alter bone shape also in adult-
hood, their effect is greater during the early stages of life, as developing
bone has a particular configuration that makes it more susceptible to shape
changes due to external loads. A brief overview of the process of bone growth
is given in the next section; the focus is on those aspects that are more rele-
vant to the purpose of this work rather than on the complete description of
the process.
2.1 Femoral Growth: Endochondral Ossifica-
tion
Bone develops in the body from the differentiation of pluri-potential tissues.
Different sites experience distinct types of differentiation: long bones, in-
cluding the femur, are created by conversion of a cartilage anlage (template)
into well-vascularised bone; this process goes under the name of endochondral
ossification, which means ossification within the cartilage.
The early stages of this process resemble the ossification of flat bones,
such as the scapula; a discrete bone collar forms in the region of the mid-
shaft of the long bone and a nutrient artery develops to provide the means
for the bone cells to invade the cartilage anlage (Fig. 2.2).
In the femur, this bony collar appears at weeks 7-8 in uterus (Scheuer
& Black, 2004). The proper endochondral ossification process occurs when
the cells in the middle of the cartilaginous region begin to enlarge and char-
acteristic structures called growth plates are formed. Bone comprises both
a cellular component (osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts) and an amor-
phous component, called the matrix. Since this matrix is rigid, bone growth
cannot happen by simple cell prolification. The longitudinal growth and di-
ametric expansion of long bones is due to particular structures called growth
plates.
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Figure 2.2: Early stages of Long Bones Development (Scheuer & Black, 2004)
The first site of ossification occurs in the primary centre of ossification,
which is located in the middle of the shaft. In this region the condrocytes
(cartilage cells) start to grow and produce substances that will promote the
creation of the matrix. Meanwhile osteoprogenitor cells are brought in the
cartilage which will then lead to the formation of trabecular bone, that is a
kind of woven bone found in the internal part of long bones especially in the
distal and proximal ends.
At the time of birth secondary ossification centres develop at each end
of the femur and ossification continues in the growth plates that are located
between the secondary ossification centres and the primary ossification cen-
tres.
In the growth plates condrocytes will keep on growing and eventually they
will be replaced by calcified bone. This process will result in an increase in
length of the bone.
At birth the femur has two growth plates, at 3-4 years the proximal
growth plate separates into two distinct plates and a new ossification centre
is formed within the femoral head.
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The presence of these growth plates and the action of the leg muscles will
affect the final shape of the femur.
It is not surprising that the geometry of the femur changes significantly
in response to walking. The effect of these changes depends on the kind of
stimuli provided. If for instance the muscles are not fully developed, this will
result in a deformed femur. Jonkers & Shefelbine (2010) show that abnormal
loading conditions can lead to significant changes in femoral shape over a
period of five months.
One of the aims of this thesis was to provide a model that could describe
differences in shape corresponding to the different growth plates and be able
to distinguish between the different muscle groups acting on the bone. Such
a model could describe the effects of primary or secondary (for instance
due to nerve damage) muscle abnormalities, which are considered to be the
underlying cause of bone deformities.
Table 2.1 groups the different muscles according to the structure they are
most likely to influence.
The lines of action of these muscles are not constant, but change ac-
cording to the position of the joints in the lower limb. However, since their
insertion/origin regions are fixed, they will likely influence femoral shape in
the areas shown in the table.
2.2 Femoral Deformities
The stimuli from normal musculature are necessary to attain normal bone
formation; whenever muscles are not fully-functional during childhood, bones
cannot develop properly and shape abnormalities occur.
Since in adulthood the shape of bones has already been determined, a
radical change in shape is no longer possible although bone can change its
architecture, thus leading to other kinds of pathologies that can eventually
result in fractures.
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STRUCTURE MUSCLE
GREATER TROCHANTER
M. gluteus medius
M. gluteus minimus
M. piriformis
M. vastus lateralis
M. obturatorius internus
Ms. gemelli
M. quadratus femoralis
LESSER TROCHANTER
M. iliacus
M. psoas major
M. psoas minor
SHAFT (proximal third)
M. gluteus maximus
M. pectineus
M. adductor minimus
M. adductor brevis
SHAFT (middle third)
M. adductor magnus
M.adductor longus
M. vastus medialis
M. vastus lateralis
M. vastus intermedius
M. biceps femoris
MEDIAL CONDYLE
M. adductor magnus
M. triceps surae
M. plantaris
M. gracilis
LATERAL CONDYLE
M. triceps surae
M. tensor fasciae latae (Tractus iliotibialis)
M. popliteus
Table 2.1: Regions of the femur and principal muscles that are attached or in
contact with these
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In order to detect deformities, some geometrical measures are usually
evaluated; if these measures do not fall within the range of normality then
the bone will be considered abnormal. However, it is difficult to define this
range, especially since there are different definitions of the same measures
that often cannot be compared and sometimes the technique used for the
evaluation is not reliable (Murphy et al., 1987).
Usually, in examining the shape of the femur, the focus in on the angular
position of the neck-head relative to axes passing through the condyles and
the shaft. This comes as no surprise, since a correct alignment of the neck-
head structure enables the load to be transferred correctly to the leg and also
allows for a complete range of motion of the limb. From a mechanical point
of view, the mechanical axis of the femur, defined as the line passing through
the centre of the femoral head and the centre of the knee (see Moreland et al.
(1987)), should be aligned with the axis of the tibia allowing an optimal load
transfer.
The angles that are usually considered to assess femoral geometry are:
• Neck Shaft Angle (NSA): This angle measures the inclination of the
head and neck of the femur relative to the shaft axis. Some authors
consider this angle to be the angle formed by the projections of the
neck and shaft axes onto the coronal plane. However, as the change of
version angle leads to a change in neck shaft angle if this definition is
used, the 3D angle between the two axes was considered instead, since
it is not affected by this problem.
• Version Angle (VA): This measures the position of the neck axis relative
to the medial lateral direction in the transverse plane.
• Bicondylar Angle (BA): This parameter measures the inclination of the
shaft axis relative to a line perpendicular to the line passing through
the most inferior points of the femoral condyles.
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The main angular deformities involving the femur that are associated
with these angles are:
• Coxa Vara / Valga, this deformity affects the head and neck of the
femur. If the neck-shaft angle is lower/higher than normal then the
condition is called coxa vara/valga. This kind of deformity can be either
congenital, meaning that it developed during fetal life, developmental
or result from traumatic events. If the condition affects one limb only,
the two legs will have different lengths thus resulting in limping and
other secondary effects.
• Version Abnormalities, if the VA has values greater or lower than nor-
mal. When VA is very small or even negative the femur will be retro-
verted and will result in altered gait.
Angular abnormalities are not the only kind of deformities that can be
found in bones: for instance in cerebral palsy bones appear gracile and some-
times exhibit an enlargement of the extremities (Miller, 2005). In order to
evaluate these kinds of deformities various measures can be introduced. Since
this study was not addressing any particular pathology, two measures were
considered that relate to the size of both the proximal and distal ends of the
femur:
• Head Radius (HR), that is the radius of the best fitting sphere on the
articular surface of the head.
• Intercondylar distance (ID), that measures the distance between the
two most posterior points on each condyle.
Although other measures might be introduced, those introduced here were
deemed sufficient for the purposes of this thesis.
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2.3 Femoral Fractures
Femoral geometry can be disrupted not only because the femur had been
subjected to abnormal loading during growth; traumatic events can lead
to fractures of the bone that need to be treated either by means of a cast
splintage (or other forms of external fixations) or surgically.
In the case of a complete fracture, in which bone fragments separate
completely, surgery is needed to place the fragments together to restore the
original geometry. As a consequence of a complete fracture the segments are
displaced, due to the force of the injury but also due to the action of gravity
or the muscles attached to the bone.
To assess the pattern of the fracture, usually x-rays are taken in the region
of interest. CT and MRI are also useful and 3D reconstructed images are
recommended.
It is important to evaluate in a quantitative way how characteristic struc-
tures of the bone are displaced from their original position, or relative to
other structures after the bone is fractured. This information allows for
better planning of the surgical fixation, thus improving the outcome.
However, the whole shape of the bone would be needed to achieve accurate
measurements. Despite some work that has suggested that in long bones
proximal features relate to distal features, thus allowing the measurement
of standard morphological parameters (Robertson et al., 2000), these results
are only valid in a weak statistical sense, and therefore not very reliable.
Statistical Shape Models could provide a way of reconstructing the whole
geometry starting from an incomplete shape (using the fractured region to
reconstruct the shape is obviously not possible). However, standard point
cloud representations can be impractical for this purpose as will be seen in
Chapter 6, where models based on different representations are tested in
order to assess the feasibility of this kind of prediction.
This predictive tool might prove useful in preventing and assessing malu-
nion of fractures, which is one of the possible delayed complications (Solomon
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et al., 2005); a fracture is said to be malunited whenever the fragments are
joined in an unsatisfactory position or the stiffness of the bone is insufficient
to transmit physiological loads.
Possible causes of this complication are a bad initial reduction of the bone
or failure to maintain this reduction during the healing process; hence the
importance of obtaining a reduction as accurate as possible.
However, the assessment of malunion is not straightforward: rotational
deformities in long bones are usually missed, unless a comparison with the
unfractured bone is performed. Such a comparison is not always possible,
as both the bones might be fractured. Moreover, some studies suggest a
significant difference between left and right bones (Da Silva et al., 2003),
thus making this comparison not always reliable.
Since the comparison with the contralateral limb is not possible, a statis-
tical model could be the most viable technique to estimate the original bone
geometry prior to fracture.
Femoral fractures are usually classified according to the region of occur-
rence.
One possible classification is the following (Solomon et al., 2005):
• Fracture of the Femoral Neck
• Intertrochanteric Fractures
• Subtrochanteric Fractures
• Femoral Shaft Fractures
• Supercondylar Fractures
• Condylar Fractures
An example of a femoral shaft fracture is shown in Fig. 2.3; here the
fracture has healed in a slightly tilted direction. However it might be diffi-
cult to evaluate whether corrective surgery would be needed to correct the
alignment based solely on x-ray images.
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Figure 2.3: Femoral shaft fracture before and after the healing process has taken
place (Solomon et al., 2005). Although the misalignment of the
healed bone is visible, it is difficult to quantify its entity.
The complete description of femoral fractures falls outside the scope of
this work. However, regardless of the location of the fracture, the description
of the geometry of the femur before the traumatic event can help in assessing
the severity of the fracture. Furthermore this can assist clinicians in the
choice of the optimal treatment and in monitoring the healing process in a
more quantitative way, thus avoiding possible complications.
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Statistical Shape Modelling
Statistics is the science of making effective use of numerical data represent-
ing a population, i.e. a homogeneous group of individuals sharing common
characteristics.
When it comes to shape modelling, it is possible to use statistics in order
to capture the differences in shape that are observed within the data-set
under consideration with a reduced, yet meaningful, set of variables.
SSMs have been employed to describe a variety of shapes, in addition to
applications in the recognition of faces and movements (Quan et al., 2009;
Ahmad et al., 1997).
Davies et al. (2003) computed a SSM representing the anatomy of the
hippocampus, a major component of the human brain. This same structure
had been studied previously by Shenton et al. (2002), and the computed SSM
was used to investigate shape abnormalities in schizophrenia.
Among other biological structures that have been successfully described
using SSM there are the liver (Lamecker et al., 2002), the pelvic bone (Lamecker
et al., 2004), and the humerus (Yang et al., 2006).
In order to build a model of shape that employs the powerful tools of
statistics, the first important step is to decide what kind of descriptor of
shape should be employed to represent each instance of shape within the
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data-set.
Different approaches to describing shape are available and usually they
are motivated by what is easily available. The evolution of modern technolo-
gies to acquire representation of 3D objects have increased the popularity of
the so-called point cloud representation of shape, simply consisting in point
sampling the surface enclosing the object. However, this representation is
intrinsically redundant since spatially-close points are seldom independent of
each other. Other representations, which can reduce these redundancies to
different extents, are available.
A brief overview of the most common representations is given in Sec-
tion 3.1.
3.1 Descriptors of Shape
3.1.1 Point cloud representation
Among the possible representations of three-dimensional shapes, the point
cloud representation is one of the most widely employed. It consists of a
set of points sampling the surface enclosing the volume occupied by a given
object; no information about the connectivity between the points is generally
included in this representation, although there are some algorithms that allow
the reconstruction of a “watertight” surface, i.e. including the connectivity
information, based on the points or tomographic images (Lorensen & Cline,
1987; Amenta & Bern, 1999). An example of a point cloud representation of
a human femur is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Despite being effective in representing the shape of an object, the point
cloud representation suffers from the limitation of being “local”. Each point
is completely independent from the others and there is no intrinsic limitation
in the extent of deformation that will disrupt the shape.
This kind of representation was employed successfully in the computation
of Statistical Shape Models (SSMs) of a set of homogeneous shapes (Yang
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Figure 3.1: Point cloud representation of a human femur
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et al., 2006). In such a scenario, the modelling process itself provides a set
of statistical constraints that limits the range of movement a single point
can experience, thus effectively representing the shape. Assuming the shapes
follow a normal distribution, the SSM would define a set of vectors for each
point on the shape. These vectors will represent the allowed directions of
movement for each point and the amount of movement is determined by the
standard deviation associated with the vector itself.
However, since no a priori constraint is introduced between the points,
the degrees of freedom of this representation are too many to lead to very
strong statistical conclusions, unless the number of available samples is rel-
atively high. As the availability of samples is usually limited by cost or
ethical-issues, other representations that limit the degrees of freedom of the
problem might prove a viable alternative.
Another possible description of 3D shapes involves a parametric repre-
sentation. When the shape has a spherical topology there are different ap-
proaches that can be effectively employed.
Topology is the branch of mathematics that studies those spatial proper-
ties that are preserved under continuous deformations.
A 3D surface has a spherical topology when it can be deformed continu-
ously, i.e. without tearing (creating holes) and glueing (creating one object
from two or more) to a spherical shape.
Most biological shapes are spherical in topology, since at a macroscopic
level they do not have holes, so the focus is on those techniques to represent
this particular class of shapes.
A parametric description of a 3D surface consists of a map, M, of a
two-dimensional parameter space (u, v) onto the three-dimensional Euclidean
space, as described in Eq.3.1.
(u, v)
M7−→ R3 (3.1)
Among the possible representations, the ones more suitable for modelling
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biological shapes are the following (Styner, 2001):
• Superquadratics (Bajcsy & Solina, 1987): This is a popular approach
in describing 3D shapes. When representing biological shape, the only
viable approach would employ the superquadratic ellipsoids, v, defined
in Eq.3.2.
v(a, a1, a2, a3, 1, 2, u, v) = a
 a1C
1
u C
2
v
a2C
1
u S
2
v
a3S
1
u
 (3.2)
The parameters u and v are subjected to the limits pi/2 ≤ u ≤ pi/2 and
pi ≤ v < pi and the functions Cw and Sw are defined in Eq.3.4.
Cw = sgn(cos(w)) | cos(w) | (3.3)
Sw = sgn(sin(w)) | sin(w) | (3.4)
where sgn represents the sign function, returning the sign of its argu-
ment.
All the parameters a, a1, a2, a3 > 0 and they define the aspect ra-
tios whilst the parameters 1, 2 define the “squareness” of the su-
perquadratic ellipsoids. This kind of representation seems more suited
to CAD than to the description of biological structures; although possi-
ble in theory, for shapes like that of a femur, different structures would
need to be represented by different superquadratics curves that then
need patching, i.e. linking together to assure the smoothness of the
resulting shape.
The problem of choosing where to patch these superquadratics is not
trivial. Moreover, since this process needs iterating over the whole
data-set of shapes it could be time consuming. Thus, although widely
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used, this approach does not seem well-suited for the computation of
SSMs of bones.
• Spherical Harmonics (SPHARMs): one of the possible approaches to
describe the boundaries of an object consists of employing a set of func-
tion defined on some space parameters, called basis functions. Among
the possible bases, SPHARMs allow shape deformations to be expressed
in a compact ways, as stated by Kelemen et al. (1999).
The main idea is to represent the coordinates of the points as the sum
of harmonic functions up to a certain level of degree: higher degrees
would add finer features to the shape, thus allowing for a different level
of detail to be considered.
Styner used this representation to compute a model of shape of the
amygdala/hippocampus complex of the brain (Styner, 2001). The har-
monic of order 0 (corresponding to an ellipsoid) was used to perform
the registration of all the shapes in a common coordinate frame, this
corresponds to registering the shapes according to their principal axes.
Such an approach would not work for the femur as, despite having a
clear major principal direction, there is no guarantee that the two other
directions would always be consistent throughout all the different in-
stances of shapes (Section 4.3).
Moreover, the approach followed by Styner just uses the SPHARMs’
properties for this registration purpose and the simplification of shapes,
as the model relies on points sampled on the surface obtained from the
SPHARM representation.
Although using the parameters of SPHARMs or the superquadratic
ellipsoid representations to build a model could be a viable option, it
would suffer from the fact that a change of the parameters would affect
the shape as a whole.
However, by simply using points on the surface the model would just be
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a point cloud based model as nothing about the initial representation
is retained.
Despite being possible representations, the parametric representations in
general would not allow for the construction of a SSM. Given the complexity
of some geometrical shapes, the reduction in the degree of freedoms intro-
duced by the parametric representation could in fact introduce unwanted
non-linearities, thus making the model difficult to understand.
Alongside the model based on the point cloud representation, Styner
(2001) introduced the idea of a medial-representation of the shape. How-
ever, this medial representation is used as a complement to the standard
SSM and not as a representation considered to be sufficient on its own.
A complete review of medial representations is given in Chapter 5, how-
ever it is worth noticing that this representation reduces the degrees of free-
dom by grouping together points on the surface that lie on the same sphere
tangent to the shape; the locality of the point-cloud representation is retained
but the introduction of weaker (compared to the parametric representation)
constraints are introduced so that the statistical strength of the model is
increased without any non-linear complication.
3.2 Rigid Registration
In order to investigate changes in morphology within a data-set, the differ-
ent shapes need to be “comparable”. Since shape representation needs the
definition of a coordinate system, the coordinate system must be the same
for all the instances of shape considered.
The properties of shape are invariant to rigid transformations, therefore
they do not depend on the particular choice of coordinate system employed.
Once a particular shape is chosen, the remaining shapes can undergo a rigid
transformation to obtain alignment.
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A general point P ∈ R3 can be represented in the so called homogeneous
coordinates pH , defined in Eq.3.5.
pH = (xP yP zP 1)
T (3.5)
Points represented in this way can undergo a rigid transformation (i.e.
a rotation and translation) through the homogeneous transformation matrix
H, as Eq. 3.6 shows.
pt = HpH =
[
RH1 o
H
1
0T 1
]
(3.6)
The last row of the matrix H in Eq.3.6 never changes, whilst the sub-
matrix RH1 represents a rotation and vector o
H
1 a translation.
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP, Besl & McKay (1992)) algorithm tries
to optimise this transformation so that the sum of the square errors between
corresponding points between the reference shape and each test shape is
minimised.
The minimisation is obtained using a gradient descent approach; the gra-
dient of the function to minimise is approximated using the values of the
function in the neighbourhood of a starting point, and a new point is then
considered in the direction of biggest decrease.
As with any gradient descent method, in order to avoid being trapped in
local minima the ICP should initiate from a relatively good starting point;
therefore before applying the registration all the shapes need to be adjusted
so that they are reasonably aligned.
The first step in the vtk’s implementation of the ICP algorithm is to
match the centroids of the reference and the test shape examined; then the
transformation matrix is changed so to minimise the distance between each
point in the test shape to its closest point on the reference shape, until
convergence is reached.
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3.3 Scaling
The shapes that were examined correspond to adult femurs and therefore the
differences in length were not as important as it would have been expected
for a data-set relative to growing children.
Nevertheless, changes in femoral lengths are still likely to be the most
statistically significant. Anthropometric studies consider the length of the
femur to be approximately Lfemur = 0.245 × H, where H represents the
height of the person considered (Ethier & Simmons, 2007). So, even in the
adult population, differences in femoral length are still predominant relative
to all other changes in shape.
Since dealing with variations in length is relatively easy, it was decided
to exclude this kind of information from the model. The advantages are
two-fold. Firstly, by disregarding length, finer shape changes would be more
evident. Secondly, by neglecting size it was easier to employ the medial
description for shape representation; the femur can be considered to have an
approximated cylindrical shape and the medial representation of a cylinder
consists simply of its axis (Fig. 3.2, and see Chapter 5).
The techniques available for the computation of the medial representation
of 3D shapes do not result in a continuous surface, but rather in a set of
points sampling the actual surface of the medial representation. The number
of these points cannot be controlled directly, but it depends on the initial
number of points sampling the boundary of the 3D shape considered.
Assuming a constant sampling density (i.e. number of points considered
per unit of area), the medial representation of a longer cylinder would consist
of a larger number of points. The matching of features between two sets of
medial points with considerably different cardinalities is not straightforward.
Furthermore, since the shape of the femur is more complicated than a simple
cylinder, there is a risk that some important medial points for the description
of the shape are neglected in the process.
For all these reasons, each shape was scaled to one shape considered to
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Figure 3.2: Medial representation of cylindrical shapes: the dots represent a sam-
pling of the medial representation
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be the reference shape, thus focusing on less evident aspects of shape and
simplifying the matching process for the medial representation.
The scaling process relies on the definition of the bounding box of the
shape. The bounding box of a set of points, S ∈ R3, is defined as the
rectangular box that contains all the points in p ∈ S and has minimum
volume. From a computational point of view, this problem is usually solved
in an approximated fashion, thus finding the rectangular box that contains
all the point and has volume V = (1 + )Vmin, where Vmin is the volume of
the real bounding box and 0 <  < max, with max an upper limited deemed
good enough for the specific application (Barequet & Har-Peled, 2001).
In order to compute the bounding box of each shape the vtk function
vtkBoundingBox was employed (Schroeder, 2003). For the purpose of scaling,
the properties of the bounding box of the reference shape and each other
shape in the data-set were considered.
Let ∆x1,∆x2,∆x3 be the dimensions of the reference bounding box, so
that the condition ∆x1 < ∆x2 < ∆x3 is verified. Now, by considering
the general bounding box of a test shape t, its dimension being labelled
∆xt1,∆x
t
2,∆x
t
3 (again under the assumption ∆x
t
1 < ∆x
t
2 < ∆x
t
3), it is possi-
ble to perform the scaling by considering a scaling factor α = ∆x3/∆x
t
3 that
is used for all the three dimensions. The scaled shapes can then be used for
the remaining steps of the modelling process.
3.4 Feature Matching
The registered shapes need to be processed further in order to perform the
modelling. After the roto-translation, all the shapes will be referred to the
same coordinate system, but with no correspondence yet established between
the points on each surface.
For two-dimensional shapes, one possible approach is to manually perform
the matching by labelling characteristic points on the shape, such as points of
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maximum curvatures or end points. However, for three-dimensional shapes
such an operation could be both time-consuming and prone to error.
Furthermore, the different shapes in the data set are represented by sets
of points with different cardinalities, thus making it difficult to decide which
points should be retained and which should be discarded.
In order to perform the matching of features and solve the problem of the
different cardinalities in the representations, one possible approach could be
to deform a reference shape so that it approximates a given target shape; the
information about shape should be preserved, provided the number of points
in the reference shape is high enough, and the cardinalities of the different
shapes would be homogeneous throughout the data set.
Lorenz & Krahnsto¨ver (2000) proposed a semi-automatic approach in
which some key-features are manually selected by the user on all the shapes.
Subsequently, one shape acts as the template (source shape) which has to
“coat” all the remaining shapes (target shapes). First the selected features
are matched as closely as possible, then the mesh of the surface coating the
target shape is relaxed, in order to make the point distribution resemble the
source mesh as much as possible, still maintaining the matched features on
the target shape.
Although this approach proved successful in modelling the vertebrae,
femoral shape does not provide as many key feature points. Moreover, man-
ual labelling is time consuming and dependent on the user so a completely
automatic matching procedure would be desirable. A completely automatic
procedure allows an easier extension of the model whenever a new instance
of shape is available.
Automatic matching can be achieved through a grid-based deformation
of a source shape onto different targets. Cootes et al. (2004) describe the
computation of a statistical model based on diffeomorphic (i.e. non-folding)
deformation fields defined on the nodes of a grid (two or three-dimensional).
These deformation fields can be represented by composing relatively sim-
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ple basis functions. An obvious choice would be the B-splines used by Rueck-
ert et al. (1999). Splines are a family of functions defined piece-wise by
polynomials. Rueckert introduces the concept of Free-Form Deformations
(FFD), based on B-splines, (Rueckert et al., 1999) which have been suc-
cessfully employed for feature matching and the computation of SSMs of
biological structures (Yang et al., 2006; Rueckert et al., 1999, 2006).
The main idea consists of embedding the surface in a three-dimensional
mesh and then defining a deformation field on this grid. This deformation
field is modelled using B-splines that have the points of the mesh as their
control points. The mesh is subsequently subdivided into finer resolution
levels by increasing the number of control points, thus decreasing the mesh
space.
Given a three-dimensional surface defined by points lying on it and con-
nectivity between these points, the domain of the surface Ω would be formed
by triplets of coordinates that fall within a rectangular parallelepiped, as
shown in Eq.3.7
Ω = {(x, y, z) | Xmin ≤ x ≤ Xmax, Ymin ≤ y ≤ Ymax, Zmin ≤ z ≤ Zmax}
(3.7)
where Xmin, Ymin, Xmin (Xmax, Ymax, Xmax) are the lower (upper) limits of
the bounding box containing the shape.
Given this domain, a first uniformly-spaced mesh Φ1 of nx × ny × nz
control points Φijk can be defined and a deformation field can be created by
using interpolating B-splines based on these points.
The deformation field T1local, relative to the mesh Φ
1, can be expressed in
terms of a 3D tensor product of cubic B-spline functions (Eq. 3.8).
T1local(x, y, z) =
3∑
l=0
3∑
m=0
3∑
n=0
Bl(u)Bm(v)Bn(w)Φi+l,j+m,k+n (3.8)
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where i = bx/nxc − 1, j = by/nyc − 1, k = bz/nzc − 1, u = x/nx − bx/nxc,
v = y/ny − by/nyc, w = z/nz − bz/nzc and Bl(u) represents the lth basis
function of the B-spline give in Eq. 3.9
B0(u) = (1− u)3/6
B1(u) = (3u
3 − 6u2 + 4)/6
B2(u) = (−3u3 + 3u2 + 3u+ 1)/6
B3(u) = u
3/6
(3.9)
The control points of the mesh are the parameters of the B-spline and the
degree of deformation depends on the resolution of Φ. Finer meshes allow
for local non-rigid deformations at the expense of computational complexity.
However, B-splines have the property of being locally controlled, so they are
computational efficient even for a large number of control points.
The mesh of control points can be subsequently refined, thus leading to
progressively finer meshes Φ1,Φ2,Φ3, . . .ΦL, satisfying the condition that the
spacing δ decreases from Φl to Φl+1. Different local transformations Tl can
then be defined for a specific mesh Φl, and the global local transformation
can be computed by adding the individual ones, as shown in Eq. 3.10.
Tlocal(x, y, z) =
L∑
l=1
Tl(x, y, z) (3.10)
The values of the control points are adjusted so that the sum of the
distances between each point in the reference shape and its closest point on
the target shape is minimised with a procedure described by Lee et al. (1997).
By applying the local transformation to all the points in the target shape
and preserving the connectivity information, a uniform representation within
the data-set can be achieved, hence allowing for the computation of the SSM.
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3.5 Modelling
Once a uniform and comparable representation across the data-set is achieved,
it is possible to compute the proper SSM.
After the feature matching, each shape, xi, can be represented by a vector
obtained by concatenating the coordinates of each point sampling its surface
(Eq. 3.11); coordinates occupying the same position throughout the different
vectors will be considered matched.
xi =
 1
st point︷ ︸︸ ︷
xi1 y
i
1 z
i
1
2nd point︷ ︸︸ ︷
xi2 y
i
2 z
i
2 . . .
nth point︷ ︸︸ ︷
xin y
i
n z
i
n
 (3.11)
The mean shape can be computed by averaging all the shape vectors in the
data-set; assuming there are m shapes in the data-set, the expression for
xmean would be given by Eq. 3.12.
xmean =
1
m
m∑
i=1
xi (3.12)
Using the mean shape it is possible to translate the data-set in shape-
space so that all the points will be centred on the origin, thus allowing for a
simple description of variation; once the model is computed the variation in
shape can be modelled by moving away from the origin along the so-called
principal directions.
The data-set can be represented by a matrix X in which each column
represents a shape after the mean has been subtracted.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) aims to reduce the dimensionality
of a data-set comprising many interrelated variables whilst retaining the ma-
jority of the variation observed. The original variables are transformed into
a new set of variables, called Principal Components (PCs) that are a linear
combination of the original ones. These new variables are uncorrelated, and
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once the mean value has been subtracted, they satisfy the property shown in
Eq.3.13 for all the pairs (X, Y ) of PCs considered.
E(X, Y ) = E(X)E(Y ) (3.13)
Where E(X, Y ) represents the expected value of the PCs considered to-
gether and E(X) is the expected value of the PC considered.
The main focus of PCA is variance, thus the first step consists of finding
a linear combination PC1 = α
′
1x of the initial variables x with the maximum
variance. Subsequently, among the linear combinations that are uncorrelated
to PC1 the one that maximises the variance is computed (PC2). The pro-
cedure is iterated and each PCk is computed so that its correlation with all
PCl, with l < k is zero and that the variance is maximised.
The computation of the PCs can be performed by solving the eigen-
problem associated to the covariance matrix C of the dataset, which is defined
in Eq.3.14.
C =
1
m
XXT = AAT (3.14)
The PCs describing the data-set correspond to the eigen-vectors of the
matrix AAT , i.e. those vectors vi that satisfy Eq.3.15.
AATvi = µivi (3.15)
When the cardinality m of the data-set exceeds the dimensionality n of
the original space, it is possible to compute n PCs. In this case, PCA can
be considered as a rotation of the original coordinate system that aligns the
axes with the directions of maximum variation.
When m < n, although the computation of n PCs is still possible, only
m−1 eigenvectors are meaningful, as the covariance matrix is rank-deficient.
Turk & Pentland (1991) showed that the eigenvectors ui of the m × m
matrix ATA can be transformed into these meaningful eigenvectors of C
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(Eq. 3.16).
vi = Aui (3.16)
This approach can save computational time and can be seen as a projection of
the data-set onto the (m−1)−dimensional hyper-plane defined by the data-
points, and the subsequent definition of a coordinate system that maximises
the variance observed alongside each of the axes.
The number of PCs that are computed can be as high as m − 1, the
cardinality of the data-set minus one, however it is common practise to retain
just the first k PCs that account for most of the variation in the data-set.
In this scenario, each element of the data-set can be expressed in terms
of the PCs. All the k PCs can be assembled into the matrix Φ, as shown in
Eq. 3.17.
Φ = [PC1 PC2 . . . PCk] (3.17)
Using this matrix it is possible to represent the data-set with a reduced set
of variables, called b-values, which are the projections of each vector x along
each of the PCs. Since not every PC is employed in this description, an
additional term  needs to be introduced to ensure a perfect representation.
However, one can safely neglect this term assuming it is due to noise and
errors in the process of shape representation, thus leading to Eq. 3.18.
x︸︷︷︸
n×1
= Φ︸︷︷︸
n×k
b︸︷︷︸
k×1
+ ︸︷︷︸
n×1
≈ Φb (3.18)
In order to compute the PCs of a given data-set, the empirical covariance
matrix of the examples is computed; each vector in the data-set, after the
mean xmean has been subtracted, will form one of the columns of the data
matrix D (Eq. 3.19).
X = [x1 − xmean x2 − xmean . . .xm − xmean] (3.19)
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The empirical covariance matrix Σ can be expressed in terms of the centred
data-matrix, as shown in Eq. 3.20.
Σ =
1
m
∑
X ·X′ (3.20)
The PCs can then be calculated by finding the matrix V that renders the
covariance matrix diagonal (Eq 3.21).
V′ΣV = Λ (3.21)
The columns of V correspond to the eigenvectors of Σ and matrix Λ is a
diagonal matrix with elements λii each of which represents the eigenvalue
associated to the ith eigenvector.
In order to determine how many PCs should be retained, the cumulative
variability is computed. Each PC is responsible for a percentage of variability
expressed by Eq. 3.22, where the denominator represents the sum of all the
eigenvalues.
Vi =
λi∑L
l=1 λl
(3.22)
The cumulative variability can be defined as a non-decreasing function C(i),
that assumes values given by the expression in Eq.3.23.
C(i) =
i∑
l=1
Vi ∀i = 1, . . . , L (3.23)
The residual variance can be then computed by considering the following
equation (Eq. 3.24).
R(i) = 1− C(i) (3.24)
The scree graph relative to the set of PCs can then be obtained by simply
plotting the residual variance against the number of components. Gener-
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ally, the first k components are retained so that a great proportion of the
variability (for example 95%) is taken into account.
If the number of shapes in the data-set is limited, it is not possible to
guarantee that the number m of examples would be higher than the dimen-
sion of the shape-space ds = 3× n.
Whenever m < ds, the points representing each shape in shape space will
define a hyper-plane which is at most (m − 1)-dimensional. Considering a
fictional three-dimensional shape-space, if the available data-set comprises 2
shapes only, then the only principal direction that could be found would be
that corresponding to a line passing through the points (Fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Principal Component Analysis performed on two three-dimensional
points. Since the number of points available is less than the dimen-
sionality of the space, the principal direction will define a line passing
through the points
In extreme cases like the basic example just presented, PCA would not be
able to produce a generic model but would simply give a compact represen-
tation that fits all the data perfectly, by means of a set of (m−1) orthogonal
ds-dimensional vectors that span the hyperplane containing the data points
which are oriented along the direction of maximum variability.
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In case the number of examples cannot exceed the dimensionality of the
space introduced by the representation employed, the generality of the SSM
must be questioned. As said earlier, only a subset of the PCs is usually
retained, so that most of the variation is taken into account. However, if most
of the computed PCs should be considered to describe this variability, then it
is very likely that the model would have poor generality; the representation
can still be used to describe the variability within the data-set, but not for
other instances of shape.
However, if a smaller percentage of the components is needed to de-
scribe most of the variability, then the number of examples can be considered
enough to capture the general aspects of shape.
No absolute criteria can be given in terms of an optimal data-set cardi-
nality for the computation of a SSM, as this depends on the shape modelled
and the representation used for the description.
A three-dimensional representation of the modelling process in shape-
space is shown in Fig. 3.4. The first principal components, accounting for
most of the variability (although not greater than 95%) are projected onto
the unidimensional axis I, the remaining components that bring the over-
all variability beyond 95% are represented by axis II while the third axis
represents all the remaining components.
Unless the set of examples used to compute the SSM is not (almost)
perfectly aligned along the first axis, it would always be possible to detect
the second direction, as the associated variability will be greater than the
one observed along the third axis. From a practical point of view, if the
available PCs allow variation to be detected that can be safely considered
noise-related, then the model can be considered to be general enough to
represent the population the data-set belongs to.
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Figure 3.4: Principal Component Analysis performed in a space with higher di-
mensionality compared to the number of examples in the data-set
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Chapter 4
Statistical Shape Model of
Cloud of Points
In Chapter 2 the traditional approach to the description of femoral geome-
try was introduced. However, although this approach is motivated by what
are the most evident changes in shape, it originates from the analysis of
two-dimensional data that do not take into account the complexity of the
three-dimensional space. The geometrical parameters considered in clinical
practice are usually based on projections of the femur onto the anatomical
planes; the reasons behind this approach are mainly due to the fact that
planar images were available since the introduction of x-ray imaging. How-
ever, these parameters are not sufficient for the complete descritpion of the
three-dimensional anatomy and different definitions are needed according to
the specific task to employ.
A statistical approach, performed not on the parameters but rather on
the shape itself, would enable the description of the femur efficiently using a
different set of parameters that has not been introduced by an expert, but is
justified by a more rigorous statistical analysis of the femoral shape itself.
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4.1 Introduction
Since the introduction of imaging methods in medicine, it has been impor-
tant to describe quantitatively the shape of internal organs and structures,
thus enabling the definition of what should be considered normal and what
pathological. Many improvements had been introduced throughout the years
in this field, 3D imaging being probably one of the greatest ones. However,
most of the techniques employed to characterise biological shapes in clinical
practice still rely on simple angle and distance measures taken on planar
images, i.e. planar projections of three-dimensional structures.
Although these measures have been used for many years, they some-
how lack the power to describe the overall complexity of a three-dimensional
shape. On top of that, very often measures that are described with the
same name are not directly comparable, as they are not referred to the same
coordinate system and might not be independent from each other.
Statistical Shape Models (SSMs) have already been used to capture the
complexity of three-dimensional shapes (Lamecker et al., 2002; Shenton et al.,
2002; Davies et al., 2003; Lamecker et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2006) with a
reduced set of meaningful parameters, thus favouring compactness. The
standard approach consists of representing the shapes as sets of matching
features (i.e. points on the surface) and then mapping each instance of shape
to a high-dimensional feature space. Provided that the modelled shapes are
similar enough, some kind of dimensionality reduction technique, generally in
the form of Principal Component Analysis (PCA), can be used to determine
the principal modes of variation in feature space.
Despite being optimal in terms of compactness of representation, PCA
alone might not be flexible enough to describe shapes that do not follow
the patterns of the modelled population. Since the effects of pathology and
trauma are mostly localised, a model that allows for a local description of
shape changes would be preferable in a diagnostic context.
By rotating the Principal Components (PCs) using orthomax rotations,
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it is possible to achieve the desired localised effects, retaining the overall
compactness of the model brought about by PCA.
A standard SSM and its rotated version were created based on a data-
set of 23 segmented three-dimensional left femurs. In order to evaluate the
performances of these two models, a semi-automatic algorithm was imple-
mented that extracts some geometrical parameters describing the geometry
of the femur. Each component of the models was sampled at statistically
significant intervals and the algorithm applied to each new instance of shape,
allowing for a comparison between the two models
4.2 Statistical Shape Model
4.2.1 Shape Modelling
A set of 23 anonymised femurs was scanned using a CT scanner. The scan-
ning parameters were the following: slice thickness 1mm; image matrix di-
mension 512 × 512, with in-plane resolution 0.39mm × 0.39mm. All the
bones were segmented using automatic thresholding in Mimics R© (Materi-
alise, 2009), and the reconstructed three-dimensional shapes were classified
as normal by an orthopaedic surgeon.
These three-dimensional shapes formed the data-set on which the mod-
elling methodology was applied. All the shapes were exported in stl format
and then converted to vtk format (Schroeder, 2003).
In order to build a SSM it is necessary to have a comparable description
of all the items comprising the data-set. It was decided to exclude the size
component from the model, as size would be represented by the first princi-
pal component accounting for most of the variability. Including size is still
possible and the results will be the same as the one presented here, the only
difference being that the total variability within the training set would be
considerably higher.
Once all the bounding boxes containing the object were scaled, one shape
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amongst the data-set was chosen to be the reference shape. The effects of the
choice of this reference on the resulting model has not yet been investigated,
but it is unlikely they would be significant; this follows current practice in
SSM (Yang et al., 2006).
Each shape was then rigidly transformed in order to overlap it onto the
reference shape, hence creating a common coordinate system. This task was
accomplished via the VTK’s implementation of the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm which effectively register 3D shapes, as shown by Besl &
McKay (1992).
In order to perform PCA on the samples, each instance of shape should be
represented by the same number of variables. This was accomplished using
Rueckert’s Free Form Deformation algorithm introduced in Section 3.4; the
reference shape is embedded in a three-dimensional mesh-grid. The grid, and
the underlying space, can be deformed using b-splines having the points of
the mesh as control points. The grid is progressively refined leading to an
overall smooth deformation. The reference shape is then deformed so that its
outer shape approximates each of the other shapes in the data-set (Rueckert
et al., 1999).
Since the chosen reference shape was represented by 4999 points, after
the FFD is performed, each shape was described with the same number of
points.
Starting from this representation, each shape can be now described by its
associated shape vector, i.e. the vector built by concatenating the coordinates
of each surface point.
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X =

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
T
(4.1)
Where n is the number of points sampling each surface and m is the total
number of shapes considered.
Given this representation, each instance of shape was represented as a
point in a 3 × n dimensional space. Since the number of points was 4999,
then the shape space considered had 14,997 dimensions.
The main assumption in SSMs is that the points form a multi-variate
Gaussian distribution in shape-space. Such an assumption cannot be verified
until the actual model is built, since the dimensionality of the shape space is
too high.
If the points indeed satisfy the Gaussian assumption, it is possible to cap-
ture the major modes of variation of the data set using Principal Component
Analysis.
The mean shape was computed by averaging all the shape vectors, the
resulting shape maintained the main characteristics of a femur (Fig. 4.1),
thus partially justifying the Gaussian assumption. Since the properties of a
multivariate Gaussian distribution are completely defined by the mean and
the variances, having a mean that maintains the characteristics of the shape
modelled gives some support to the assumption made.
Using the princomp function in MATLAB R© (The MathWorks, 2009),
principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the data-set.
The principal components are ordered based on the variability explained;
the first principal component accounting for most of the variability in the
data-set. The overall variability of the model (V =
∑m
i=1 λi) is represented
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Figure 4.1: Mean shape obtained from the point cloud representation. The main
features of the femur are preserved and can be clearly identified.
by the sum of all the eigen-values of the components, thus the percentage of
variability explained by a component j is expressed by Eq.4.2.
Vj =
λj∑m
i=1 λi
=
λj
V
(4.2)
Usually not all the components extracted are retained (see Section 3.5), as
the ones with small explained variance are considered to be influenced mainly
by noise. The criterion followed for choosing how many PCs to considered
was to retain a subset of the PCs that leaves a residual variance of less
than 5%. By plotting the scree graph it was possible to determine that 9
components satisfied this criterion (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Scree Graph for the standard PC model
Once these components were selected they provided an effective and com-
pact way to describe the shape of a healthy femur. Each shape could be
represented by the following expression:
x = x¯ + Φb +  (4.3)
Where x¯ represents the mean shape, b is the set of coordinates in the
principal component space and Φ is a n × p matrix where each row corre-
sponds to one PC. The term epsilon is considered to be some noise and it is
neglected.
The coordinates of a new instance of shape in the PC shape can be
calculated using the pseudoinverse Φ−1 of the principal component matrix.
b ≈ Φ−1(x− x¯) (4.4)
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Using the values of b it is possible to estimate the probability density
function of the shape vectors in PC space.
Since the number of examples in the data-set is limited, unidimensional
histograms cannot be employed to verify the Gaussian assumption. Izenman
(1991) obtained a robust expression to evaluate the optimal bin size W to
use in histogram computation. This bin size depends on the inter-quartile
range (see Section 6.2) and N , the cardinality of the data-set (Eq.4.5).
W = 2 · IQR ·N− 13 (4.5)
When considering the projections of the items in the available data-set on
each of the PCs, the values of W lead to a number of bins ranging from 4 to
6, thus making the evaluation of the underlying probability density function
inconclusive, as it can be see in Fig.4.3.
Botev et al. (2010) developed a MATLAB script that computes an esti-
mate of the probability density function of a dataset using a kernel method.The
probability density function is approximated by the sum of kernel functions
evaluated at each data point and a bandwidth parameter is optimised to
obtain a smooth function.
Plots of the density estimates for the projections on different PCs is given
in Fig.4.4.
The different density functions confirm that the data-set can be consid-
ered approximately Gaussian. The peak values of the distribution is always
close to the centre of the axes and the probability density function decreases
monotonically while moving away from this point.
These qualitative properties justify the approach of describing the data-
set using the mean shape and the variances associated with each PC that is
used in Section 4.5.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Histograms of the projections of the data-set on the 1st (a) and 2nd
(b) PCs. The optimal bin size does not allow to draw conclusions on
the probability distribution.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Estimate of the probability density functions in PC space. a) PC1
b) PC2 c) PC3 d) PC4
4.2.2 Rotation of the PCs
The resulting description of the shape is optimal in terms of compactness,
however, if the aim is to have a model describing pathological changes in
shape another approach might be more appropriate.
Orthomax rotations are used to produce a model with localised effects,
allowing for a better detection and description of pathological abnormalities.
A rotation matrix R is applied to the original PC matrix, thus leading to a
new vector basis that spans the reduced PC-space. The rotation is computed
to maximise the criterion ψ in Eq.4.6. The matrix Φ is orthonormal with
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Estimate of the probability density functions in PC space. a) PC5
b) PC6 c) PC7 d) PC8
dimension n× k and R is an orthonormal rotation in Rk, i.e. satisfying the
property RR′ = Ik, where Ik is the k × k identity matrix (Stegmann et al.,
2006).
ψ =
∑k
j=1
∑n
i=1(ΦR)
4
ij − λn
∑k
j=1(
∑n
i=1(ΦR)
2
ij)
2
n
(4.6)
The choice of the parameter λ determines the type of rotation, with values
of λ = 1 and λ = 0 corresponding to varimax and quartimax rotations
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respectively. As stated by Stegmann et al. (2006) the effect of a varimax
rotation will result in an increase in the variance of the loadings within each
component. Since R is an orthonormal rotation it cannot change the square
sum of the new basis vectors. Therefore, the only way to increase the variance
of the loadings in each column of Φ is to push some loadings close to zero
whilst some others grow larger. Conversely, a quartimax rotation will tend to
achieve the same results on the row of the matrix Φ thus leading to rotated
components that affect different localised aspects of shape in an exclusive
fashion.
For the purpose of this study, a varimax rotation seemed to be the best
suited as it allows for a separate description of different shape changes that
could involve the same aspect of the shape. For example, a change in shape
affecting the head and neck of the femur could result in change of version
and neck-shaft angle. A varimax rotation could describe these two effects
with two different components, whereas a quartimax rotation might tend
to group these two effects together, as it favours non-overlapping effects.
The orthomax rotation was calculate using rotation optimisation routines
developed by Bernaards & Jennrich (2005) in R (R Development Core Team,
2009).
In order to evaluate the statistical boundaries relative to the newly found
component, the normal-distribution hypothesis was employed. Since the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix correspond to the variance of each com-
ponent, the underlying distribution of the data can be modelled as a hyper-
ellipsoid with the same dimensionality as the space. The axes of these el-
lipsoids will have a length equal to the square root of each eigenvalue (the
region of space that was considered to be statistically significant actually lies
within 3 standard deviations). Once the rotated components have been com-
puted, the intersection of a line through the origin oriented like each rotated
component was considered and its intersection with the hyper-ellipsoid was
computed.
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The equation of a hyper-ellipsoid is presented in Eq.4.7
xtAx = 1 (4.7)
where x is a column vector and A is a diagonal matrix whose eigenvectors
correspond to the principal axes of the ellipse.
If a coordinate system defined by the axes of the ellipsoid is considered,
each rotated component will be represented by a new set of coordinates given
by Eq.4.8
i = 1, . . . , p
P˜C
i
rot = [PC
i
rot · PC1 PCirot · PC2 . . . PCirot · PCm]
(4.8)
where P˜C
i
rot represents the coordinates for the i
th rotated component in the
coordinate frame aligned with the axes of the hyper ellipsoid, while the nota-
tion PCirot · PCj represents the dot product between the rotated components
and the standard principal component, with index j = 1, . . . ,m, defined in
the original space. The effect of this change of coordinates can be visualised
in 2D in Fig. 4.6.
The matrix A in this coordinate system will be diagonal and each element
Aii will correspond to the inverse of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.
The variability explained by each rotated component will be smaller com-
pared to the original variables. In order to quantify this variability, a line
passing through the origin and having the same direction of each rotated
principal component is considered.
The parametric equation of a line passing through the origin is given by
Eq.4.9:
x = t · d (4.9)
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Figure 4.6: Two-dimensional example of how the rotation of the components
changes the maximum variability explained along the components.
Before the rotation the first components will have a standard devia-
tion related to the length between the origin and the green crosses.
After the rotation the standard deviation will be the length of the
segments up to the red crosses.
By substituting Eq.4.9 in Eq.4.7 it is possible to find the value for t
that corresponds to the intersection of the line with the surface of the ellipse.
Provided that ‖ d ‖= 1 the value of t corresponds to the variability explained
along the rotated component considered (Eq.4.10).
Moving along each rotated component up to a value of 3t (both in the
positive and negative direction) will give an insight into the effect of the
component itself remaining within the region of legal variation consistent
with a Gaussian model.
t2 =
1
dTAd
(4.10)
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4.3 Measurement Method
In order to quantify variations in femoral shape, some geometrical parameters
linked to the bone’s functionality need to be evaluated.
Since the femur is composed of three major structures (the head/neck,
the shaft and the condyles) the measures that were considered relate to the
relative positions of these structures and some significant parameters related
to their size.
Five different parameters were extracted from each shape. Despite there
being more parameters that can be introduced to better describe femoral
geometry, this subset was considered to be sufficient for the purpose of the
study.
The five measurements taken can be divided in two sub-categories:
• Angular Measures
– Neck Shaft Angle (NSA): This angle measures the inclination of
the head and neck of the femur relative to the shaft axis. Some
authors consider this angle as the angle formed by the projections
of the neck and shaft axes onto the coronal plane. However, as
the change of version angle leads to a change in neck shaft an-
gle if this definition is used, the 3D angle between the two axes
was considered instead, since it is not affected by this problem
(Fig. 4.7).
– Version Angle (VA): This measures the position of the neck axis
relative to the medial lateral direction in the transverse plane
(Fig. 4.8).
– Bicondylar Angle (BA): This parameter measures the inclination
of the shaft axis relative to a line perpendicular to the line passing
through the most inferior points of the femoral condyles (Fig. 4.9).
• Size Measures
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Figure 4.7: Definition of the Neck Shaft Angle
Figure 4.8: Definition of Version Angle
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Figure 4.9: Definition of Bicondylar Angle
– Head Radius (HR): the radius of the sphere fitting a sphere on
the surface of the head of the femur (Fig. 4.10).
– Intercondylar Distance (ID): the length of the segment connecting
the two most inferior points on the condyles (Fig. 4.11).
An accurate angle definition depends on a consistent definition of a co-
ordinate frame. Usually, while acquiring a medical image, the patient is put
in an anatomical position. However, the accuracy of this manual positioning
is far from perfect and can be influenced by the physical limitations of the
patient; it is therefore advisable not to rely on the image’s own coordinate
system but to build a coordinate system based on the characteristics of the
shape itself. The directions that need to be defined are the Lateral-Medial
Direction (LMD) the Posterior-Anterior Direction (PAD) and the Inferior-
Superior Direction (ISD).
There are different methods described in the literature to define these
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Figure 4.10: Definition of Head Radius
Figure 4.11: Definition of Intercondylar Distance
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directions. It was decided to follow the classic table top method, as presented
by Kingsley & Olmsted (1948), to determine the so-called posterior condylar
axis, i.e. the axis passing through the most posterior points of the two
condyles.
The aim is to find the contact points of the posterior aspects of each femur
in the data-set with the surface of a table. Since only the three-dimensional
reconstructions of the actual femurs are available, the procedure is not actu-
ally performed, but only simulated using custom-made Python (van Rossum,
1995) code and using the python vtk (Schroeder, 2003) wrappings for visu-
alisation purposes.
In order to find the actual points of contact with the imaginary table
top, an iterative algorithm was developed. First the femoral shape needs to
be oriented according to its principal directions, computed using the prcomp
function in R accessed through python’s rpy module (Moriera & Warnes,
2004). The mean point of all the surface points was taken to be the centre
of the new coordinate system.
The first principal axis always correspond approximately to the long axis
of the femur. However it is not possible to assign the two remaining axes to
the LMD or PAD just by considering their associated variances.
A simply heuristic method was introduced to distinguish between the two
directions; if only the condyles are examined, by considering those points
on their surface that lie on the 1-2 plane (i.e. the plane defined by the
1st and 2nd principal directions) and those that lie on the 1-3 plane, it is
possible to identify the anterior/posterior direction by looking for the point
corresponding to the intercondylar fossa, the concave region separating the
two condyles.
Considering the principal coordinate system by looking at the absolute
values of the coordinates of those condylar points that have been selected
(those points lying on the 1-2 and 1-3 planes), the one with the lowest value
will correspond to the intercondylar fossa (Fig. 4.12). Due to its shape, the
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intercondylar fossa corresponds to a depression that can be easily identified
by looking at the intersection of the shape with the aforementioned planes.
This assumption was satisfied in all but 3 of the 72 reconstructed shapes 1
that were tested and never failed in finding at least the orientation of the
AP direction, since in those 3 cases the point identified lay on the trochlear
surface.
Whenever the right direction is not found, it is possible to manually
change the orientation, thus establishing the correct orientation of the axis;
this was done in the three cases mentioned.
Once the estimate of the anatomical directions had been found, a trans-
formation was applied to the points so that the x,y and z axes will correspond
to the rough estimates of the LMD, PAD and ISD.
Starting from the transformed points, the aim was to find a small ro-
tation of the shape that satisfied the condition that 3 points, lying on the
greater trochanter and the medial and lateral posterior condyles, had the
same coordinate along the axis labelled as PAD.
This problem was solved by employing a two-step iterative procedure.
The first step consisted of finding a first approximation of the condylar axis.
The femur was rotated about the 1st principal axis until there were two points
on the condyles that had the same posterior-related coordinate (since in the
coordinate system a point was defined as more posterior the more negative
its y-coordinate was, points with the most negative second coordinates were
considered).
A dichotomic style search was implemented to speed up the procedure and
allowed for results deemed accurate enough for the purposes of this thesis.
The procedure is first initialised by considering a rotation of +10o and −10o
about the z-axis. The condylar points with the lowest y-coordinate (more
negative y-coordinates correspond to more posterior points in the provisional
1For each of the nine PCs of both the rotated and unrotated model, 4 shapes were
extrapolated, thus 9× 4× 2 = 72
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Figure 4.12: Heuristic method to determine anterior-posterior direction. The
points on the surface that lie on the 1-2 and 1-3 planes are consid-
ered. The range of the coordinates of these points along the 2nd
and 3rd principal direction are then evaluated, and the direction
with the lowest range is taken as the AP direction. The point with
the minimum absolute value of the coordinate is considered as a
point on the intercondylar fossa and therefore determines the pos-
terior direction. Whenever this assumption is not satisfied, it is
possible to manually swap the Anterior and the Posterior labels.
This manual correction was applied in 3 of the 72 cases tested.
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coordinate frame) were considered to be the current contact point, i.e. the
contact point with a table top if the shape was simply translated along the
z-axis until it touched the surface of the table.
The positive rotation was labelled Lateral (L), as it tends to make the
contact point lie on the lateral condyle, whereas the negative rotation was
labelled Medial (M) for analogous reasons. If the actual contact point was
not located accordingly with the label, the angles of rotation were increased
by a 1o step, until the labels were consistent.
The unrotated shape was labelled O and corresponds to a mid-rotation
between the rotations of the M-shape and the L-shape.
If the O-shape satisfied the condition that the two contact points on the
condyles have the same valued y-coordinate, the procedure stopped and it
was possible to proceed to the next step.
If there was only one point of contact in the condylar region, then either
the M-shape or the L-shape was dropped, according to the position of the
contact point on the O-shape; if it was medial then the M-shape was dropped
and replaced with the O-shape, otherwise it is the L-shape that would have
been replaced. At this point a new O-shape was computed by considering a
new angle of rotation by averaging the angles of the new M and L shapes.
This procedure was iterated until the difference between the 2nd coordi-
nate of the contacts points was below a threshold T = 0.1mm (Fig. 4.13).
Once convergence was obtained, it was possible to move on to the follow-
ing step. The final shape was rotated about a new axis passing through the
two condylar contact points, using the rotation matrix provided in Eq.4.11
R =
 X
2 + (1−X2)CΘ XY (1− CΘ)− ZSΘ XZ(1− CΘ) +XSΘ
XY (1− CΘ) + ZSΘ Y 2 + (1− Y 2)CΘ Y Z(1− CΘ)−XSΘ
XZ(1− CΘ)−XSΘ Y Z(1− CΘ) +XSΘ Z2(1− Z2)CΘ

(4.11)
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Figure 4.13: Schematic of the iterative procedure employed to determine the
most posterior condylar points
where X, Y and Z correspond to the components of the unit vector defining
the axis of rotation and CΘ and SΘ correspond to the cos and sin of the
angle of rotation Θ. The same procedure described for the rotation about
the z-axis was employed, the only difference being that the contact points
were labelled Inferior (I) and Superior (S) (the initial inferior contact point
will correspond to either one of the contact points found in the 1st step).
When this second step converged, the algorithm was started again from
the first step until there was no significant difference in the y-coordinates of
all 3 contact points.
The line passing through the final contact points on the posterior aspects
of the condyles represents the condylar axis. In order to find the LMD, the
long axis of the femur was computed by considering planes perpendicular
to the first principal axis of the femur taken from 20 to 80 % of the overall
length at 10% intervals.
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Ellipses taken in correspondence to each of these planes were fitted using
a least square technique (Fitzgibbon et al., 1999) and then a regression line
fitting the centres of these ellipses was computed. New cutting planes perpen-
dicular to this newly found direction were considered and new ellipses were
fitted at the same levels. The procedure was then iterated until the change
in direction was smaller than an appropriately chosen threshold (T = 0.5o).
Once the long axis was computed, the reference PAD was computed by
considering the cross product between the ISD, given by the long axis, and
the condylar axis. The cross product of the PAD with the ISD finally gave
the LMD. These 3 directions form a right-handed coordinate system in which
LMD,PAD and ISD correspond respectively to the x, y and z axes.
An example of the assigned coordinate system, alongside some of the axes
that will be introduced later, is given in Fig. 4.14.
4.3.1 Neck Axis
The parameters that were computed depend on two other axes: the “capito
collar” axis and the inferior condylar axis.
Kingsley & Olmsted (1948) suggested that the femoral head should not
be included during the calculation of the version angle, however relying only
on the neck can lead to difficulties, as this structure might not be developed
enough to allow for the determination of its axis. The “capito-collar” axis
was used instead, as presented by Pearson & Bell (1919).
Using the Visualization ToolKit (Schroeder, 2003) through its python
wrappings, a simple GUI was implemented that allows the selection of a
region containing the base of the femoral neck. A rectangle can be manually
selected by the user in a rendering window; firstly the femur is shown in a
frontal plane and two points can be selected on each end of the base of the
femoral neck. The view is then automatically shifted to a plane perpendicular
to the line passing through these two points and a third point can be selected
in a transverse plane (Figs.4.15,4.16).
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Figure 4.14: Assignment of a coordinate system and computation of main axes
relative to femoral shape
Thus a selection rectangle is defined and the perpendicular to this rect-
angle pointing medially is used as the first approximation of the capito-collar
axis. Ellipses are fitted in the region between 20 and 80% of the overall
length of the femoral neck and head, a line is then fitted to the centres of
these ellipses and new cutting planes perpendicular to this line are consid-
ered. The procedure is then iterated until there is no significant change in
the direction (less than 0.5o).
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Figure 4.15: First step of the selection of the neck area. Point A is close to
the base of the neck in the medial/inferior region whereas point B
corresponds to the base of the neck in the lateral/superior position
4.3.2 Bicondylar angle
In order to measure the bicondylar angle a line passing through the two most
inferior points was considered; since an appropriate coordinate system had
already been defined, the two points with the most negative z-coordinates in
the positive and negative x-semispaces were selected. The bicondylar angle
was considered to be the angle between this line and the x-axis in the coronal
plane (Fig. 4.17).
4.3.3 Head Radius
The computation of the HR is based on the manual selection of points on
the articular surface of the femoral head; once these points are selected the
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Figure 4.16: Second step of the selection of the neck area. Point A and B will
define a line that is now parallel to the view direction. Point C must
be selected close to the base of the neck in the posterior direction
best fitting sphere is computed, and its radius considered to be the radius of
the femoral head.
4.4 Comparison with previous studies
In order to evaluate the performances of this software, the measure obtained
from the data-set were compared to previous studies (Table 4.1); the standard
deviations and/or ranges observed are presented when available. The results
are in line with those available in the literature, thus proving the reliability of
the computed measures. It should be noted that the set of femurs considered
by Parsons (1914) also included bones showing a negative VA, thus explaining
the lower value of the mean VA observed in this study.
Sugano et al. (1998b) used a method that compares directly to the one
introduced here. It is worth noticing that the geometrical parameters they
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Figure 4.17: The two most inferior points are selected and the condylar axis is
defined by the line joining them, the angle between this line and
the medial lateral direction forms the bicondylar angle.
found are in line with what has been found by applying the measurement
software to the 23 femurs available.
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NSA [o] VA [o] BA [o] HR [cm]
3D 126.94o ± 8.4 26.42± 5.71 12.03± 1.7 2.51± 0.17
SHAPES (114.45, 141.42) (16.8192, 37.60) (7.91, 15.90) (2.12, 2.8)
Parsonsa
126±? 13±? 9±? 2.45±?
(112, 138) (17,−40) (14, 15) (2.05, 2.75)
Suganob 125.8± 6.3 22.6± 10.6 · · · 2.05± 0.1
Suganoc
· · · 19.8± 9.3 · · · · · ·
· · · 13.4± 10.4 · · · · · ·
· · · 26.0± 9.1 · · · · · ·
Kersnicˇd
2.68±?
· · · · · · · · · (2.36, 2.89)
aParsons (1914)
bSugano et al. (1998b)
cSugano et al. (1998a), 3 methods are compared
dKersnicˇ et al. (1996)
Table 4.1: Comparison of geometrical parameters gathered during different stud-
ies. Sugano et al. (1998a) considered 3 alternative methods from dif-
ferent sources. Numbers in brackets represent the range of the values
observed.
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4.5 Results
The behaviours of the two models were compared first visually and then in
a quantitative way using the set of measures previously introduced.
Since about 99.7% of the values drawn from a normal distribution lie
within 3 standard deviations, new instances of shape were recreated by sam-
pling the model at ±1.5σ and ±3σ, where σ corresponds to the standard
deviation of each component. The results of the traditional PCA model are
shown in Fig. 4.29.
All the shapes created by the model preserve the structure of a femur
and they actually describe changes in shape that represent the main known
differences in femoral morphology.
The effect of the first component for instance can be related to a change
in neck-shaft angle, however there is also a change in the thickness of the
bone that can be noticed in the head radius.
To quantify the effect of each component some geometrical parameters
were measured. The changes of these parameters along the first 8 components
are presented in Figs. 4.20-4.23.
From Figs.4.20 and 4.29 it can be seen that the 1st PC accounts for a
change in shape affecting different aspects of the shape at the same time;
moving along this component results principally in an increase in NSA and
measures related to the size of the femur (both ID and HR). However, the
changes in the other parameters, albeit being smaller, are not negligible.
By considering the ratio between the range of each measure for all the
components and the maximum range in the overall model it is possible to
evaluate the relative importance of each parameter compared to the others
(Fig. 4.24).
By considering the 1st component it can be seen that there are 3 param-
eters that are equally important within this component (NSA, HR and ID).
This can give further insight into the correlation between these morphological
parameters in the normal population.
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(a) 1st Principal Component
(b) 2nd Principal Component
(c) 3rd Principal Component
Figure 4.18: Transverse view of the effects of the first 3 principal components on
the shape.
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(a) 1st Principal Component
(b) 2nd Principal Component
(c) 3rd Principal Component
Figure 4.19: Coronal and sagittal views of the effects of the first 3 principal
components on the shape.
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(a) 1st Component
(b) 2nd Component
Figure 4.20: Effects of PCs 1-2 on the morphological measures
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(a) 3rd Component
(b) 4th Component
Figure 4.21: Effects of the PCs 3-4 on the morphological measures
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(a) 5th Component
(b) 6th Component
Figure 4.22: Effects of the PCs 5-6 on the morphological measures
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(a) 7th Component
(b) 8th Component
Figure 4.23: Effects of the PCs 7-8 on the morphological measures
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Figure 4.24: Pie charts describing the relative importance of each measure
through the 9 components the model comprises
However, when considering pathological deformities, this correlation may
no longer be present. From the standard SSM developed, a negative correla-
tion was found to exist between the NSA and the HR. Sugano et al. (1998b)
studied the morphology of the femur in developmental dysplasia of the hip
(DDH), a disorder that represents abnormal development or dislocation of
the hip (Miller, 2005, page 182).
Four different classes of DDH are here considered, according to the degree
of sub-luxation (from class I to class IV, spanning a range of sub-luxation
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from less than 50% to more than 100%). Classes II and III are grouped
together thus effectively reducing the classes to three. Each of these classes
was considered to be represented by its mean values for NSA and HR.
By considering the differences in NSA and HR between each DDH class
and the normal population, the behaviour of the NSA as HR increases can
be analysed (Fig. 4.25).
Figure 4.25: HR and NSA trends in DDH-affected subjects (data from Sugano
et al. (1998b))
The standard SSM showed that, in the normal population, an increase in
HR would correspond to a decrease in NSA. However, in the case of DDH
subjects such a negative trend can be observed for class II/III.
In the case of DDH the correlation between NSA and HR explained by
the SSM is disrupted, and similar trends for other sets of measures can also
be lost due to pathology.
Moreover, since pathological deformities are usually characterised by a
higher variability than that observed in the normal population, clear trends
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cannot always be found.
Although this model captures those changes that tend to be correlated
to each other providing a good way of understanding the relationships be-
tween the different structures within the shape; it has the limitation of being
representative of the normal population only (i.e. the population that is
modelled). Thus, as it is this model cannot be used for diagnostic purposes.
In the case of DDH, the results presented by Sugano et al. suggest that
the correlation between NSA and HR found in healthy subjects is disrupted.
A varimax rotation of the PC (Section 4.2.2) led to more localised effects
that enabled for more flexibility of the model.
A rotated component can be interpreted as a vector field defined on the
points sampling the surface. Both the principal components and their rotated
counterparts correspond to a vector field with a magnitude significantly dif-
ferent from zero only in a certain subset of all the points. Moving along each
component modulates the effect of this vector field.
By comparing these vector fields before and after the rotation, it is notice-
able that the vector field becomes more localised, as can be seen in Fig. 4.26.
Before the rotation the 1st component was mainly affecting the femoral
head and the medial condyle, resulting in a change in NSA, VA as well as
HR and ID.
After the rotation, the affected region is limited to the head region, there-
fore the component was expected to influence only the NSA, VA and HR.
However, by looking just at the head region (Fig. 4.27) it can be seen that
the vectors are almost parallel and not converging to (or diverging from) a
common point, like it happens before the rotation.
In the light of this, it can be said that before the rotation, the component
shows a change in head volume (change in HR) that does not appear once
the rotation is applied. As will be shown later, the 1st rotated component
does not involve any significant change in HR.
The effect of the orthomax rotation was to increase the variance of the
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Figure 4.26: Effect of rotation on the vector field associated to the 1st compo-
nent. Vectors are coloured according to their magnitude.
(A) Effect of the 1st component prior to rotation: the main area
influenced are the head and the medial condyle. (B) Effect of the
same component after rotation: the effect on the femoral head is
stronger whilst there is no effect on the medial condyle
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Figure 4.27: Effect of rotation on the vector field associated to the 1st component
on the head region only. (A) Unrotated Component (B) Rotated
Component
statistical distribution of the loadings within each component; a few load-
ings became relatively higher, whereas most of the others were practically
rendered negligible (Fig. 4.28).
The bright bands in the heatmaps of Fig. 4.28 were more evident after the
rotation, and there was also less overlapping between different components.
Analogous to what was done with the principal components, each rotated
component was sample at ±1.5σ and ±3σ, and the geometric parameters
were measured. The result of this procedure is presented in Fig. 4.30.
The effect of the first 8 rotated components on the geometrical parameters
can be evaluated in Fig. 4.31 4.34.
The relative importance of each measure within each component appears
different from what it was observed for the standard PCA model (Fig. 4.35)
In all the 9 components there was only one parameter that clearly experi-
enced the greatest variations compared to the others. Most of the components
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Figure 4.28: Change in the loading distribution after an orthomax rotation.
Each row (1-9) of the two heatmaps corresponds to a component.
After the rotation a reduced number of loadings becomes higher
whilst the remaining are pushed to zero
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(a) 1st Principal Component
(b) 2nd Principal Component
(c) 3rd Principal Component
Figure 4.29: Transverse view of the effects of the first 3 rotated principal com-
ponents on the shape.
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(a) 1st Principal Component
(b) 2nd Principal Component
(c) 3rd Principal Component
Figure 4.30: Coronal and sagittal views of the effects of the first 3 rotated prin-
cipal components on the shape.
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(a) 1st Component
(b) 2nd Component
Figure 4.31: Effects of rotated PCs 1-2 on the morphological measures
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(a) 3rd Component
(b) 4th Component
Figure 4.32: Effects of rotated PCs 3-4 on the morphological measures
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(a) 5th Component
(b) 6th Component
Figure 4.33: Effects of rotated PCs 5-6 on the morphological measures
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(a) 7th Component
(b) 8th Component
Figure 4.34: Effects of rotated PCs 7-8 on the morphological measures
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Figure 4.35: Pie charts describing the relative importance of each measure
through the 9 components the rotated model comprises
had a predominant structure that experienced more than 40% of the overall
variation explained for that particular mode of variation, therefore leading
to more “understandable” effects.
The results for both the PCA model and its rotated counterpart are
presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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Component # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NSA [o] 17.73 7.25 10.59 2.78 6.31 3.59 1.09 9.32 2.24
VA [o] 14.13 2.02 3.23 6.43 7.11 8.12 5.84 2.68 2.89
BA [o] 1.65 0.47 1.45 4.28 0.95 2.63 1.32 7.47 3.85
ID [mm] 5.7 2.4 2.1 1.85 0.1 0.57 0.56 1.35 1.53
HR [mm] 6.31 1.19 0.68 0.05 0.13 1.95 0.39 1.25 0.46
Table 4.2: Ranges of variation for the parameters for each component in the
standard model
Component # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NSA [o] 11.93 1.71 8.43 1.88 2.42 3.46 7.04 2.5 2.56
VA [o] 13.32 1.68 2.93 1.62 1.16 8.73 0.63 1.17 6.12
BA [o] 4.56 0.55 3.35 3.22 2.68 1.45 1.9 6.69 2.69
ID [mm] 0.75 0.98 1.48 0.51 2.81 0.18 0.35 1.39 0.75
HR [mm] 1 0.1 0.83 0.13 2.39 0.66 0.31 0.72 0.94
Table 4.3: Ranges of variation for the parameters for each component in the
rotated model
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Medial Axis Transform
Although shape appears to be a very natural concept in everyday language,
when it comes to describing it in a quantitative manner there are many
different approaches. There are also different possible models of shape, none
of them being the best in all circumstances, as it is the final aim of the model
that determines what the best option is.
When computing a SSM, it is important to represent each instance of
shape as a set of corresponding features, thus providing a way of comparing
different shapes allowing for statistical analysis.
In Chapter 3, each shape was described using a set of points lying on its
surface. These points were the nodes of a triangular mesh on the surface
computed through the marching cube algorithm from the segmented CT
scans.
Although this approach gave good results and it had been employed pre-
viously in other works in the literature (Yang et al., 2006), it was felt there
were other approaches that might increase the statistical strength of the
model, by reducing the intrinsic redundancies of this representation.
Blum (1967) introduced a new idea to extract a novel descriptor of shape
that can be particularly relevant for branching structures, as the femur or
long bones in general. He proposed making the shape interact with itself in
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order to find a particular representation that captures the symmetries of the
shape and enables an easier detection of its features.
A two-dimensional shape was imagined to be embedded in a plane of
dry grass. The outline of the shape was then imagined to be set on fire;
eventually the fire would die out in those points corresponding to the medial
axis (MA).
A more formal definition describes the MA of a 2D shape as the locus
of points formed by the centres of the circles that are tangent to the shape
in 2 or more points. If the information about the position of these centres
is augmented with the radius of the tangent circles, then all the information
about the original shape is preserved.
The MA including the radii forms an invertible transformation, called
the Medial Axis Transform (MAT); starting from the MAT it is possible to
reconstruct the original shape without any loss of information.
In the case of a closed shape, there are 2 MATs that can be considered:
one lying inside the object and the other one outside; the information con-
tained in each one of them is the same, therefore it is possible to consider
just the inner MA without losing any information. An example of the two
MATs for a two-dimensional shape is shown in Fig. 5.1.
By introducing the MAT, it is possible to define natural shape proper-
ties that would have required further analysis or that would not have been
available altogether. The two shapes in Fig. 5.1 show both similarities and
differences; the number of inflection points is the same but while the shape on
the top is straight, the bottom one is bending and shows a different thickness
at its ends . Just by considering the contours’ properties, the comparison of
the two shapes is not straightforward; even by considering differential prop-
erties, such as the number of inflection points and the total curvature, it is
impossible to simply determine the differences between the two shapes.
However, by considering the two MAs it can be easily seen that the two
shapes are similar since their MAs share the same topology, but it is also
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Figure 5.1: An example of the internal (red) and external (blue) MA of a smooth
two-dimensional shape (modified from Amenta & Bern (1999)).
easy to capture their differences, since the MAs have different properties.
This ability of the MA to capture interesting features relative to the shape
could be used to build a different kind of SSM that could have the advantages
of being more statistically significant, as the MA maintains the same amount
of information using fewer points.
The computation of a SSM based solely on a medial representation of
shape has not been performed before; this work represents the first attempt
to compute a SSM of 3D shapes based on their MA representation.
Unfortunately, the exact computation of the MA of a shape can only be
performed on special classes of shapes. However, most of the times approxi-
mations to the MA can be computed and used instead.
One of the most widespread ways of computing these approximations uses
a set of points sampling the surface and then considers the Voronoi diagram
of these points, specifically its vertices.
Given a set of m points P in RN , the space Rn would be partitioned in m
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Figure 5.2: Two 2D shapes and their MA (red). The similarity between the two
shapes is captured by the topology of the MA; both of them consist
of a unidimensional line connecting two end points.
regions of space V (pi) with i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and where pi ∈ P is a point in the
set. Each region would include those points m ∈ RN that are closer to the
point pi considered than to any other point in P . A more formal definition
is given in Eq.5.1
V (pi) = {q ∈ RN , d(q,pi) ≤ d(q,pj),∀j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and j 6= i} (5.1)
where q represents a generic point in RN and d(., .) denotes the Euclidian
distance between two points. The Voronoi graph V or(P) consists of the
boundaries between these regions. These boundaries are defined, in 2D,
by segments and points. These points, called the Voronoi Vertices are of
particular interest as they can be used to compute an approximation of the
MA for 2D shapes. An example of a Voronoi Graph is given in Fig. 5.3.
Attali & Montanvert (1997), reviewed different methods to approximate
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Figure 5.3: Voronoi Graph of a random set of point (red dots)
the MA of 2D-shapes. All of these employ the concept of Voronoi Graph and
its dual concept, i.e. the Delaunay triangulation.
The Delaunay triangulation for a set P of points in the plane consists in
those triangles (formed by connected any three points of P ) that satisfy the
condition of having a circumcircle, i.e. the circle passing through the three
vertices of the triangle,that does not contain any point of P . An example of
a valid and an invalid Delaunay triangle is give in Fig. 5.4.
The Delaunay triangulation is said to be the dual concept of the Voronoi
Graph since the latter can be obtained by simply connecting the centres of
the circumcircles of the triangulation.
Since all these approximations are computed on points sampling the
boundary of the shape, the resulting MA would present artefacts that can
be eliminated using appropriate pruning techniques.
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Figure 5.4: Valid (green solid line) and invalid (red dashed line) Delaunay trian-
gles of the same set of points shown in Fig. 5.3
Brandt (1994) proved that for 2D-shapes the set of Voronoi Vertices
converges to the real MA as the sample density approaches infinity. Un-
fortunately, this is not true for 3D-shapes, as there are some vertices that
will always be close to the surface of the shape (Amenta et al., 1998), re-
gardless of the sampling density. The validity of the extension to three-
dimensional shapes is spoiled by the occurrence of the so-called “slivers” in
three-dimensional Delaunay diagrams. A sliver is a tetrahedron whose four
vertices are almost co-circular on the boundary. The position of the Voronoi
vertex corresponding to a sliver does depend on the four vertices, but it is
generally not related to any feature of the shape. Amenta & Bern (1999)
found that some of the Voronoi vertices, called “poles”, are guaranteed to be
away from the surface. Indeed these poles, that are those Voronoi vertices
that are the furthest from the sample point in each Voronoi cell, converge
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to the MA as sample density goes to infinity. Amenta et al. (2001) proved
this by considering the properties of the poles and subsequently proving the
equivalence of the shape reconstructed from the poles to the original shape.
Starting from this result, the computation of the MA of 3D-shapes can
be computed starting from the poles of the Voronoi Graph and pruning the
resulting graph in order to get rid of those branches of the graph due to the
sampling of the surface.
By considering the approximation of the MA computed on some points on
the outline of a rectangle, it can be seen that provided the sampling density
is high enough, a subset of the Voronoi graph includes a good approximation
of the real MA (Fig. 5.5).
However, there are some branches in this approximation that are not
related to the shape itself but rather to the sampling process.
Some methods have been introduced to perform this pruning (Attali &
Lachaud, 2001) which however, as stated by Dey & Zhao (2004), suffer from
the problem of being dependent on parameters that cannot be determined
beforehand but are instead shape-specific.
In the same paper, Dey and Zhao proposed a new approach that elimi-
nates this problem. Since their method was the one employed in this work,
some key features of it are going to be presented in the following section.
Giblin & Kimia (2004) provide a formal classification for MA points of
three-dimensional object; based on this classification, Leymarie & Kimia
(2001) introduce the concept of medial scaffold. The MA is represented in
the form of a graph, and different classes of MA points correspond to dif-
ferent features of shape. Although using this representation would probably
simplify the matching process (Section 5.2), it introduces excessive complica-
tion in the model, and therefore the Voronoi approach of Dey & Zhao (2004)
was the one employed.
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Figure 5.5: Approximation of MA for a rectangular shape. The red part of these
approximations are close to the real MA, however the black parts are
due to artefacts introduced by the sampling process
5.1 Approximation of the MA from the Voronoi
Graph
Starting from a cloud point representation of a 3D-shape S , the aim is to
find the set of medial balls of the shape itself. A medial ball satisfies the
condition of being tangent to the shape in 2 or more points; the MAT of S
is approximated by the union of these balls.
Each point of S has two medial balls: one for each side of the surface.
By considering shapes topologically akin to a sphere, i.e. those that divide
R3 into two disconnected regions one internal and the other external to the
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shape, an internal and external MA can be defined.
By definition, the Voronoi vertices of a shape satisfy the condition of
being the centre of a sphere that contains two or more points on the shape.
However, in order for this sphere to be medial, it needs to be tangent to the
shape in those points.
A key role in the identification of those Voronoi vertices that represent
spheres that satisfy this condition is played by the poles of the sample point.
These are the points p+i that are the furthest Voronoi vertices from pi within
those contained in the corresponding Voronoi cell. The vector Vpi = p
+
i − pi
is called the pole vector and it approximates the normal to the surface of S
at pi. The plane passing through the point pi and having normal Vpi is an
approximation of the tangent plane to the surface at pi.
When considering Fig. 5.6, if the poles of a Voronoi graph are taken
into account, each one of those will have at least two points on the surface
corresponding to it; when more than 2 points lie on the surface of the sphere,
the points pA and pB are those that form the smallest angle Θ. The point m
will be retained as a MA point if the angle Θ is below a certain threshold.
Those points m that satisfy this, are said to fulfill the angle condition.
Dey & Zhao (2004) also proposed the inclusion of another condition,
as the angle condition alone does not give satisfactory results in a density-
independent manner. However, since all the shapes used here had the same
sampling density, the MAs were computed based on the angle condition only.
All geometric computations were performed using C++ code based on the
CGAL library (Hemmer, 2009).
5.2 Matching Features on the MAs
Once the MAs of all the shapes have been computed, in order to compute the
SSM, corresponding points in each MA have to be matched together. The
MAs that are computed using the method just described still contain some
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Figure 5.6: Generic Ball associated with Voronoi vertex m. pA and pB are two
points on the surface and Θ is the given by 180 minus the angle
formed by the pole vectors of pA and pB (Adapted from (Dey &
Zhao, 2004))
degree of redundancy. This can be dealt with by introducing a simplification
algorithm as proposed by Tam & Fournier (1998). The proposed procedure
deals with a general polyball approximation, but can be safely applied to the
MATs as they are particular cases of polyball approximations.
The authors proposed the clustering of all the balls representing the shape
and then examining the sphericity () of each cluster, where  =
r
R
is defined
as the ratio between the radius of the biggest sphere enclosed in the cluster
and the minimum enclosing spheres that contains all the spheres in the cluster
itself. It was decided to use a bottom-up hierarchical clustering technique
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based on a particular distance. Those groups of spheres that should be
simplified need at least to be intersecting. A kind of metric that measures
the intersection of two spheres is therefore needed.
Figure 5.7: Two generic spheres will intersect only if the distance between their
centres is less then the sum of their radii. By introducing a new
metric Eq. 5.2, those spheres that have a negative-valued distance
will intersect
When considering Fig. 5.7, if the distance dab between the centres of two
spheres A and B is smaller than the sum of their radii Ra and Rb then the
two spheres are intersecting. A bottom-up hierarchical clustering employing
the distance defined in Eq.5.2 can be employed.
D(A,B) = d(cA, cB)− (Ra +Rb) (5.2)
where d(cA, cB) represents the standard Euclidian distance between the cen-
tres of the spheres and Ra and Rb are the radii of the spheres.
The clustering method consists of starting from the individual elements
and then merging them progressively into bigger clusters. Starting from the
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set of all the spheres of the MAT, those that are closest to each other will be
merged to form a cluster of spheres. Then the distance between the spheres
and the newly formed clusters is computed and new clusters are formed. The
procedure terminates when all the spheres form a single cluster.
In order to apply this algorithm, the distance between two spheres that
has just been introduced needs to be extended to deal with clusters of spheres.
Usually either the minimum or maximum distance between each element in
a cluster and each element in the other cluster is taken as the intra-cluster
distance.
The maximum distance approach, also known as complete linkage cluster-
ing (Tan et al., 2006), seemed to be the best choice for the simplification for
the MATs; the distance in Eq. 5.2 is negative when the two spheres are in-
tersecting. If this distance is employed to measure the distance between two
clusters A and B and one of the spheres in cluster A is not intersecting the
spheres in cluster B then, following the maximum criterion, the intra-cluster
distance will be positive.
Since only clusters of mutually intersecting spheres need to be considered
for simplification, the complete linkage clustering will successfully identify
those clusters that might be simplified as the one that had been merged
based on a negative intra-cluster distance.
When considering Fig. 5.8, the initial hierarchy, or level 1, will consider
each of the elements of the set as unitary clusters. At the second level,
the elements (C),(D) and (E),(F) will be merged together to form two new
clusters (CD) and (EF). The procedure is repeated, until a single cluster
(ABCDEF) is created.
The representation in Fig. 5.8 is called a dendrogram. According to the
needs, the dendrogram can be “cut” at different levels. For the purposes of
MATs simplification, the dendrogram related to each MAT was cut so that
no cluster was formed by merging two clusters with a positive intra-cluster
distance, thus considering only groups of spheres that were intersecting.
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Figure 5.8: Results of agglomerative clustering are usually represented in a tree-
like graph called dendrogram. The main idea of this kind of algorithm
is that the tree can be cut at different levels according to a specific
criterion
The sphericity  of each cluster was computed, and those clusters with
 > 0.95 were approximated by the biggest sphere in the cluster itself.
Whenever this condition was not verified for a particular cluster C<,
smaller clusters within the cluster itself were considered and their sphericity
was computed. This procedure was repeated until no further simplification
could be performed.
After the medial representations were simplified, the different MATs needed
to be matched so that corresponding spheres could be compared. One pos-
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sible approach was presented by Tam & Fournier (1998). In their paper, a
technique for interpolation between images based on union of spheres was
developed. Each image was transformed into a three-dimensional represen-
tation that was subsequently approximated by a union of spheres.
Although the results of this matching allowed for a good interpolation be-
tween two 3D shapes, they were not good enough for the purpose of building
a SSM; despite trying different weights on the distance function proposed,
the matching were never good enough as proved by the resulting mean shape
obtained after the matching (Fig. 5.9).
Moreover, the matching of two bipartite graphs relies on the Hungarian
algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) that, despite being more efficient than a brute-force
approach, still requires long computations.
A different approach was employed to match the spheres between two
MATs that was both faster and gave results that were good enough to build
a SSM based on the MAs and MATs.
After the MATs of each femur in the data-set were computed, a Free Form
Deformation (FFD), as proposed by Rueckert et al. (1999), was applied on the
shape whose MAT was composed of the smallest number of points (reference
shape) in order to approximate all the other shapes in the data-set. The final
transformation was then applied to the centres of the spheres of the MA of
the reference shape.
Each of these deformed MAs formed an intermediate approximated MA
that allowed for the proper matching to be performed. For all the points
of the deformed MA the closest point on the real MA was found and the
position of its centre and the magnitude of its radius was considered to be
the real MAT point corresponding to the point of the reference MAT.
In order to be more accurate, it might be possible to consider not just the
Euclidean distance of the centres of the spheres of the MATs, but a weighted
distance that also includes the difference between the radii of the spheres.
However, the results were already good enough and this variation did not
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Figure 5.9: The mean shape computed from the matching proposed by Tam
& Fournier (1998). Although this approach gives good results for
linear interpolation between two shapes it is not robust enough for
the computation of SSMs
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contribute any substantial improvement.
After the matching of the MATs is performed, the data set could be
represented by a matrix M, the definition of which is given in Eq. 5.3
M =

x11 x
2
1 · · · xk1
y11 y
2
1 · · · yk1
z11 z
2
1 · · · zk1
R11 R
2
1 · · · Rk1
...
...
. . .
...
x1N x
2
N · · · xkN
y1N y
2
N · · · ykN
z1N z
2
N · · · zkN
R1N R
2
N · · · RkN

(5.3)
where each column ofM represents a shape vector that had been obtained
by simply concatenating the co-ordinates x, y and z of the centres of each
sphere of the MAT and the radius R.
Principal Component Analysis can be performed on this matrix to ob-
tain a SSM based on the MAT representation of shape. Since the MAT
contains two different kinds of information, two other models could be built
just by considering the position of the centres and the radii of the spheres
independently.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Medial Axis Transform Model
The first model that was considered was based on whole MATs, thus includ-
ing both the position of the centres of the spheres and their corresponding
radii.
The mean shape was computed and then subtracted from each column
of M. The principal components and their corresponding variances were
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calculating using MATLAB’s function princomp with the econ option, since
the number of examples, k, was smaller than the original dimension of shape-
space.
The PCs are ordered according to their decreasing variances and then
the components numbers are listed on the x-axis while the corresponding
variances are represented on the y-axis, thus resulting in the scree graph
relative to the PCA of the data (Fig. 5.10).
Figure 5.10: Scree graph relative to the MAT model
Analogous to what was stated in Chapter 4 the components that account
for 95% of the variability were retained.
In this case, the first 8 PCs are those that account for most of the vari-
ability in the model. Since the inclusion of the 9th component in the model
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produced no significant gain in variability, the model analysed comprised 8
components.
5.3.1.1 Visual Analysis
The behaviour of the model was first assessed visually; the main hypothe-
sis of the SSM is that the data is distributed as a multivariate Gaussian,
therefore the statistical properties of the distribution are fully determined by
considering the mean and the standard deviations.
A good representation of the properties of the shape modelled would be
given by sampling each component at suitable intervals up to ±3σ, where σ
represents the standard deviation associated with the particular PC consid-
ered.
From statistical theory, 99.73% of the observation lie in the region be-
tween ±3σ. Thus by sampling the regions within these boundaries an overall
portrait of the effect of the component examined can be drawn.
The effect of the 1st PC on the femoral shape is presented in Fig. 5.11.
The effect of the component is global and, as the value of this component
is increased the femur becomes thicker and the NSA decreases and the medial
condyle gets more prominent.
All the remaining 7 components were examined visually in the same way,
the results of the qualitative visual assessments are given in Table 5.1.
The images representing the changes in the shapes at the two extremes
for each component are presented in Figs.5.12-5.13.
5.3.1.2 Quantifying the effect of the Components
In order to have a quantitative description of the effect of each component on
the shape, the same algorithm to extract meaningful geometrical parameters
that was presented in Chapter 3 was employed to evaluate the MAT model.
The trends of each of the variables as the movement in the reduced shape
space is limited along each PC are depicted in Figs. 5.15-5.18.
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Figure 5.11: Effect of the 1st Principal Component of the shape. The component
is sampled at −3 − 1.5 + 1.5 and +3σ
5.3.2 Medial Axis Model
By its own definition, it is evident that there are 2 different kinds of informa-
tion contained in the MAT. From a rigorous point of view, the co-ordinates of
the centres of the spheres and the corresponding radii are not homogeneous.
Therefore a more correct approach would consider these two aspects of the
representation separately. This approach is now taken.
The results of the modelling based on the centres of the spheres, i.e. on
the MA only, are going to be presented in this section, while the one based
on the radii information will be presented in Section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.12: Effects of the MAT model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.13: Effects of the MAT model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.14: Effects of the MAT model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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(a) 1st Component
(b) 2nd Component
Figure 5.15: Effects of the principal components of the MAT model (1-2) on the
morphological measures
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(a) 3rd Component
(b) 4th Component
Figure 5.16: Effects of the principal components of the MAT model (3-4) on the
morphological measures
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(a) 5th Component
(b) 6th Component
Figure 5.17: Effects of the principal components of the MAT model (5-6) on the
morphological measures
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(a) 7th Component
(b) 8th Component
Figure 5.18: Effects of the principal components of the MAT model (7-8) on the
morphological measures
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Component Effect of the Component
1 Increased thickness, increased NSA. Medial Condyle
gets more prominent
2 Shortening of the bone. Condyles become smaller.
Greater trochanter changes shape significantly
3 NSA increases in association with a decrease in antev-
ersion
4 The shaft changes its bending, associated changes in
proximal structures
5 Shaft gets thicker, condyles and greater trochanter be-
come bigger
6 Version Angle changes and small variation in shaft bend-
ing
7 Change in condyle morphology
8 Change in intercondylar distance, head radius and neck
length
Table 5.1: Effects of the various components on the femoral shape
The scree graph relative to the MA model (Fig. 5.19) looks very similar
to the one for the MAT model (Fig. 5.10).
The scree graphs of the MA and the MAT models appear very similar
in shape, although the variances that are involved with the MAT model are
marginally higher. A direct comparison between the two scree graphs is given
in Fig. 5.20.
Although there are some components that, at least in terms of explained
variability, seem to be different from each other, the two models need to be
examined in more depth to determine if their differences actually justify the
existence of two separate models.
The same kind of visual and quantitative analysis was performed on the
MA model in order to assess this.
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Figure 5.19: Scree Graph relative to the MA model
5.3.2.1 Visual Analysis
The effects of the model were first assessed visually, as was done for the MAT
model in Section 5.3.1.1. The results of this qualitative analysis is given in
Table 5.2.
The images representing the changes in the shapes at the two extremes
for each component are shown in Figs.5.21-5.23.
5.3.2.2 Quantifying the effect of the Components
The morphological parameters were also examined for the MA model, the
results are shown in Figs. 5.24-5.27.
By comparing the results of this model to those for the MAT model, it is
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Figure 5.20: Comparison between the scree graphs of the MA (blue/continuous)
and MAT (red/dashed) models
noticeable that most of the trends for the parameters are similar. This can be
confirmed by considering the correlation coefficient between each of the mea-
sures for two corresponding components from the two models. The absolute
values of these coefficients are represented as a heat map in Fig. 5.28.
The two models correlate nicely for those measures that are less dependent
on the radius of the spheres of the MAT, however this cannot be said for the
HR and ICD.
By considering the NSA, it is clear by its definition that its value depends
on the capito-collar axis and the long axis of the shaft. These axes depend
only on the position of the centres of the spheres not on their radius; the
shapes of the neck and head and the shaft present cylindrical symmetry,
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Figure 5.21: Effects of the MA model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.22: Effects of the MA model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.23: Effects of the MA model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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(a) 1st Component
(b) 2nd Component
Figure 5.24: Effects of the principal components (1-2) from the MA model on
the morphological measures
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(a) 3rd Component
(b) 4th Component
Figure 5.25: Effects of the principal components (3-4) from the MA model on
the morphological measures
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(a) 5th Component
(b) 6th Component
Figure 5.26: Effects of the principal components (5-6) from the MA model on
the morphological measures
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(a) 7th Component
(b) 8th Component
Figure 5.27: Effects of the principal components (7-8) from the MA model on
the morphological measures
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Figure 5.28: Heat Map representing the absolute value of the correlation coeffi-
cients between the measure obtained from the two models. Rows
correspond to the PCs and columns to the different measures (1-
NSA, 2-VA,3-BA,4-HR,5-ID)
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Component Effect of the Component
1 Change in NSA. Medial Condyle gets more or less promi-
nent. Shortening of the bone. Greater and lesser
trochanter are also affected
2 Chenge on neck lenght.Change in version angle
3 NSA changes. Shaft changes its curvature in the frontal
plane
4 Shaft changes its curvature
5 Change in version. Changes in shaft bending in sagittal
plane. Medial condyle experiences some changes
6 Change in version. Lesser trochanter becomes less or
more evident
7 Neck changes in length. Medial condyle experiences
some changes
8 Change in intercondylar distance, head and neck shape
Table 5.2: Effects of the various components of the MA model on the femoral
shape
therefore their MA would be unidimensional.
The axis of a cylindrical-symmetrical shape does not depend on the thick-
ness of the shape, thus measures such as the NSA that rely on axes computed
on cylindrical-symmetrical parts of the femur would be the same regardless
of the inclusion of the radius information.
On the contrary, measures such as HR do not correlate between the two
models; this is due to the fact that parts of the shape like the head of the
femur are made up of a single sphere and the radius of this sphere actually
determines the HR. This explains why the 6th components, for instance,
exhibits a good correlation for the first two measures (NSA and NA) but not
for HR.
As for the BA measure, it actually depends on both the position of the
centres of the spheres of the MA and their radius. If the radius of one of
the spheres corresponding to one of the condyles changes independently from
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the radius of the other condyle then the BA would be affected even if the
position of the centre of the sphere has not changed.
Therefore, the BA is affected both by the MA properties and the radii
information, thus explaining the relatively poor correlation coefficients ob-
served in the 3rd column in Fig. 5.28.
Given these considerations the two models provide two different ways of
describing shape using different sets of directions.
In order to complete the MA model, the radius information needed to be
analysed separately. The final model was considered to be the union of the
two models, thus considering all the PCs of the two separate SSMs.
The results of the Radius Model are presented in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.3 Radius Model
Considering Fig. 5.29, it is clear that the first PC obtained by examining
only the radii is by far the most important within the model; this component
alone accounts for more than 50% of the overall variability contained in
the data-set. By including other components up to the 8th the amount of
variability does not change by a great amount, however when examining the
effect of components 9→ 17, i.e. those components that should be retained
to explain 95% of the variability, it is clear that they do not account for
real changes in shape, but are actually modelling some noise due to the non
perfect matching between MAT points. Thus just the first 8 components are
going to be considered.
The effects of those components that were included in the model are
shown in Figs. 5.30 to 5.32.
The 1st component is related to a change in thickness of the femur that
involves every single structure; since the femurs included in the models are all
fully-developed this component can actually distinguish between female and
male bones, as generally males have thicker bones and muscle attachments
are more prominent. However, since there was no information on the sex of
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Figure 5.29: Scree Graph of the radius model
the specimens it was not possible to validate this hypothesis.
The third component is very interesting as it affects the dimension of the
femoral head alone, whilst there is no other change in other structures of the
bone.
Overall, by considering the radius information independently from the
position of the centres of the spheres it is possible to decouple information
about thickness from that involving shape.
However, as was pointed out earlier, there are some geometrical parame-
ters that traditionally have been used to describe femoral morphology that
rely both on the radius of the spheres and their position.
Both models are therefore meaningful and the choice of which one to use
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Figure 5.30: Effects of the radius model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.31: Effects of the radius model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.32: Effects of the radius model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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should depend on the final application.
5.4 Rotated Models
One of the main effects of MAT representation consists of the reduction of the
dimensionality of the final model. Comparing the femoral shapes obtained
from the point cloud based model to those given by the MAT model, it is
evident that the former one is far more detailed.
However, the loss of some information in the MAT model should not be
seen as a drawback of this representation; whenever modelling reality, there
is always an intrinsic simplification of the real object or process modelled
and it is this very simplification often allows a better understanding of the
problem.
In Chapter 4, by applying an orthomax rotation to a SSM it was pos-
sible to obtain localised effects that could have a natural application in the
description of pathological deformities. However, the high dimensionality of
the vectors concatenating the coordinates of the points sampling the shape
prevents the orthomax rotation to reach a structure very close to the perfect
simple structure introduced by Bernaard & Jennrich (2003).
Since the rotation would ideally take into account each of these coordi-
nates only once throughout the set of PCs, then inevitably, due to the high
dimensionality there will be many points on the surface that would be influ-
enced by the same rotated PC. Although this number would be considerably
smaller compared to the original model, still the rotated model just provides
a coarse subdivision of the shape having one component that relates to VA,
one that relates to NSA and so on.
Due to the nature of these rotated models, it was decided not to measure
the different shape parameters introduced in Chapter 2. This is due to the
fact that there are different components that can be related to a change in the
same parameters. By basing the evaluation of the model on these parameters
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the main advantage of these rotated models could be missed. Each of the
parameters can in fact be affected by morphological changes experienced by
different structures. The rotated models would be able to describe these
different mechanisms as will be shown in the remainder of this chapter.
5.4.1 Rotated MAT Model
Once the MAT model is computed it is possible to apply an orthomax rota-
tion to it and evaluate the behaviour of the model. A visual evaluation of
each component of the model is given in Figs. 5.33 to 5.35.
The effect of the rotation on a model with a lower dimensionality leads
to a stronger localisations of the effects of the components.
The rotated model based on the point cloud representation was indeed
able to describe those aspects that traditionally have been identified by doc-
tors as important, such as the angular position of the neck axis relative to
the condyles.
However, by rotating the MAT model something different is achieved:
not only do the components relate to the same important aspects of shape,
but they also differentiate between the different mechanisms that can lead
to a change in one of these parameters.
Practically speaking, the rotated MAT model is able to identify those very
structures the femur is composed of and also take into account all the possible
different deformations these structures experience in the healthy population.
The effect of each rotated component on the shape is summarised in
Tab. 5.3.
By looking at Fig.5.33, it can be seen that the behaviour of the first
component is not consistent with a Gaussian distribution, i.e. the femur
assumes a non realistic shape. This can be due to the different information
represented in the shape vector; the radius and the coordinates of the centres
represent qualitatively different information. Using the correlation matrix
in the computation of the model would introduce a normalisation of the
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Figure 5.33: Effects of the rotated MAT model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.34: Effects of the rotated MAT model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.35: Effects of the rotated MAT model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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Component Effect of the Component
1 Increased thickness of the whole bone
2 Medial Condyle moves in the Medial/Lateral direction
and varies in size
3 Medial Condyle moves in the Inferior/Superior direction
with no change in size
4 The greater trochanter changes in size and moves in the
Inferior/Superior direction
5 Proximal portion of the shaft moves in the coronal plane
6 Distal portion of shaft moves in sagittal plane
7 Version Angle changes due to change in femoral neck
and head
8 Proximal Shaft shifts in sagittal plane
9 Middle and proximal section of shaft move in coronal
plane
Table 5.3: Effects of the rotated MAT components on the femoral shape
variables, thus possibly eliminating this behaviour.
Each of these components can be easily related to the muscular groups
that were defined in Chapter 2 and if the muscles attaching to a particularly
structure have different orientations there are separate components for each
of these directions (Tab. 5.4), as for instance with the muscles inserting or
affecting the medial condyle or the proximal shaft.
The possibility of relating each component to the action of groups of
muscles is particularly relevant for describing and identifying pathological
deformations of the femur, since many of these are due to unbalanced mus-
cular forces. This can be due to direct muscular damage, nerve dis-function
or damage of the motor cortex. Regardless of the origin of the deformation,
all these conditions have an effect on the bone that is always mediated by
the muscles. Therefore a model that is able to link the different muscular
groups to femoral shape might have some potential for diagnostic purposes.
Since no real-case scenarios were available for testing, it was not possible
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STRUCTURE MUSCLE COMPONENT
GREATER TROCHANTER
M. gluteus medius
PC4M. gluteus minimus
M. piriformis
M. vastus lateralis
M. obturatorius internus
Ms. gemelli
M. quadratus femoralis
LESSER TROCHANTER
M. iliacus
PC5M. psoas major
M. psoas minor
SHAFT (proximal third)
M. gluteus maximus
PC5 and PC8
M. pectineus
M. adductor minimus
M. adductor brevis
SHAFT (remaining thirds)
M. adductor magnus
PC6 and PC9
M.adductor longus
M. vastus medialis
M. vastus lateralis
M. vastus intermedius
M. biceps femoris
MEDIAL CONDYLE
M. adductor magnus
PC2
M. triceps surae
M. plantaris
PC3
M. gracilis
LATERAL CONDYLE
M. triceps surae
-
M. tensor fasciae latae
Table 5.4: Regions of the femur and principal muscles that are attached or in
contact with them
to evaluate how this model relates to pathology; however, the extreme local-
isation of the effect renders this model very promising for the description of
conditions that by their very nature affect well-defined regions or structures
of the femur.
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It should be noticed that in Tab. 5.4 the first PC is not listed. Since its
effect consists in a change in thickness of the whole bone (see Tab. 5.3), this
component might actually be related to body weight, a factor that is likely
to influence femoral shape, given its load-bearing function.
5.4.2 Rotated MA Model
The orthomax rotation can also be applied to the MA and the radius infor-
mation only. The first component of the rotate MAT model accounts for a
change in thickness of the femur, therefore, by neglecting this information in
the representation, it would be able to describe other aspects of the shape
that are not included in the rotated MAT model.
The effects of each rotated MA component are depicted in Figs. 5.36 and
5.37.
The main effect of each component on the shape is described briefly in
Tab. 5.5.
By excluding the information about the radius, some component and re-
lated changes in shape are now taken into account explicitly by the model.
The most obvious one consists of Component 3 that describes a change in
shape that can be linked to the action of the horizontally- oriented hip mus-
cles. These muscles have a relative small cross-sectional area (Glitsch &
Baumann, 1997) and it is well-known that this is proportional to the force
they can exert. Thus, the effect on the shape of these muscles was not
taken into account in the rotated MAT model as it was negligible relative to
other effects. Nevertheless, by discarding the information about the radius
of the MAT points, a component of the model is now able to represent the
horizontally-oriented hip muscles.
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Figure 5.36: Effects of the rotated MA model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.37: Effects of the rotated MA model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.38: Effects of the rotated MA model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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Component Effect of the Component
1 Change in NSA due to movement of proximal shaft
2 Condyles move in the coronal plane, shortening the bone
3 The greater trochanter changes in size and moves in the
Inferior/Superior direction
4 Medial condyle moves in the coronal plane in the Medi-
al/Lateral direction
5 Distal part of the shaft moves in the sagittal plane, ef-
fectively changing the curvature of the femur
6 Change in version and length of the femoral neck
7 Movement of the greater trochanter in the coronal plane
in the Medial/Lateral direction
8 Both condyles move medially/laterally
9 Change in NSA due to changes in shape of femoral neck
and head
Table 5.5: Effects of the rotated MA components on the femoral shape
5.4.3 Rotated Radius Model
The orthomax rotation can be also applied to the model computed on the
radius information only.
The effects on the shape are shown in Figs. 5.39 and 5.40 and their brief
description is given in Tab. 5.6.
As expected, with the exception of the 3rd component, this model de-
scribes changes in shape which are specific to certain regions and structures.
It is worth noticing that this model actually identifies structure that were
not explicitly described by any of the previously analysed models. These
structures are the femoral neck and the femoral head, this should come as
no surprise, as the main difference between these parts of the femur is in fact
their radius.
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Figure 5.39: Effects of the rotated radius model PCs on femoral shape (1 of 3)
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Figure 5.40: Effects of the rotated radius model PCs on femoral shape (2 of 3)
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Figure 5.41: Effects of the rotated radius model PCs on femoral shape (3 of 3)
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Component Effect of the Component
1 Change in medial condyle size
2 Thinning of proximal shaft
3 Changes in condylar fossa shape
4 Greater trochanter increases in size while femoral head
becomes slightly smaller
5 Changes in thickness of the femoral neck
6 Size of the lesser trochanter
7 Radius of femoral head and corresponding change in me-
dial condyle
8 Changes in radius of femoral head
Table 5.6: Effects of the rotated radius-components on the femoral shape
5.5 Discussion
The introduction of the MAT has the main merit of increasing the clinical
relevance of the model. By direct comparison of the model obtained from the
MAT and the one obtained from the point cloud representation, there are
some differences between the two mainly due to the fact that the point cloud
model has to be drawn from a very high dimensional space and therefore is
intrinsically subject to more noise.
The simplification step introduced to deal with redundancy of the in-
formation within the MA representation can be used to obtained different
models with different levels of complexity; by deciding to include more and
more spheres it is possible to retain a greater level of information, thus lead-
ing to more accurate models. However, this decreases the strength of the
statistical significance of the model.
The introduction of the MAT allowed for the decoupling of 2 kinds of
information that could be then examined separately, thus leading to the MA
and radius models. Using this model it is possible to discard the information
about the thickness of the bone and just focus on the relative position of the
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different structures of the bones. Whenever the information about thickness
cannot be ignored, for instance when considering the BA, the model should
include the radius information as well.
By introducing the rotation of the principal component also in the MAT
and MA and radius model, pathologies can be analysed from a different
point of view. Due to the decoupled information, it would be possible to
differentiate pathologies from those that affect the radius of the spheres of
the MA or those that actually affect the positioning of their centres.
Both the rotated MAT model and the rotated MA model, efficiently cap-
ture localised changes in shape. The rotated MA model in particular can
be easily related to the different muscular groups that are attached to the
femoral bone. By neglecting the radius information the effect of smaller
muscular groups becomes evident, thus allowing the effect on shape linked
to pathologies of these muscular groups to be described.
Although the mechanical behaviour of the femur is too complex to be
reduced to the simple interaction between muscular groups and their effect
on the inserting/originating structure, the results shown in Table 5.4 could
provide a starting point for a more rigorous mechanical analysis.
By rotating the radius model, regions of the femur such as the neck and
the femoral head can be identified automatically and changes in neck and
head thickness are taken into account by separate components.
Overall, the introduction of the rotation of the components together with
the MAT transformation allows a natural description of femoral anatomy in
which no a priori information about the different structures comprising the
bone is employed.
The localised effects of each component would make these models useful
for describing different kinds of shape abnormalities.
It would be interesting to verify if the different kind of changes in shape
described by the separate MA and radius model could be explained in differ-
ent ways, possibly differentiating between biological and mechanical factors.
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However this goes beyond the purpose of this work and might be addressed
by further studies.
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Chapter 6
Reconstruction of Femoral
Morphology
In Chapter 2 a brief overview of femoral deformities was introduced; when the
deformities are limited to rotational abnormalities or differences in thickness,
the whole femoral shape can be used to evaluate the parameters of one of the
models considered in the previous chapters. This would be just a projection
onto the reduced-shape space and can allow the quantification of the amount
of deformation (especially when a rotated model is considered). However,
when the shape considered cannot be directly compared to the normal shape,
such as in fractures or tumours, this approach can no longer be used.
In this chapter those parts of simulated fractured femurs, considered to
be normally unaffected by the fracture were used to evaluate the parameters
of the PCs of a SSM. By using these parameters it was possible to reconstruct
the whole shape, thus enabling the comparison of the fractured bone to what
is its predicted original shape, according to a statistical model.
Reconstruction of the complete three-dimensional shape from partial in-
formation can be also useful in forensic, for instance when trying to estimate
the height of the individual based on fragment of a burnt bone (Grevin et al.,
1998) or in order to reduce radiation dosage, by reconstructing the anatomy
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starting from bi-planar images (Mittona et al., 2006).
The approach followed here can be applied, with no modifications, to
the reconstruction of normal humeral anatomy; the accurate reconstruction
of proximal humeral anatomy is particularly relevant whenever prosthetic
replacements need to be employed (Robertson et al., 2000).
Since the reconstruction produces the whole three-dimensional shape, it
is possible to define a complete coordinate system, thus allowing a better
classification of proximal humeral fractures.
Applications of this technique in paleontology would enable to reconstruct
an intact bone from a fragment, thus simplifying the process of skeletal recon-
struction from fossil remains (Carpenter, 1984). Further improvement can
be obtained in association with a predictor of adjoining bones, as discussed
by Yang (2008).
The evaluation of the predicting tool is performed in terms of the measures
introduced in Chapter 2, as they are more relevant in a fracture-treatment
scenario. It is worth noticing that among these measures, the angular ones
would be the most important, since they are those that can be more directly
influenced by surgical intervention.
Since the fractures were only simulated, a direct comparison between the
prediction and the real shape was possible in order to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the predicting tool.
6.1 Introduction
Traumatic events and bone tumours can significantly change the appearance
of a bone up to the extent that characteristic anatomical features can no
longer be recognised.
Surgery may be needed in order to restore normal anatomy and function,
however it can be difficult to assess the shape that should be attained. Ex-
amination of the contralateral limb can be a possible approach for long bones
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such as the femur (Stephen et al., 2002), but may not be always possible and
also the skeleton is usually not symmetrical (Cuk et al., 2001). A predictive
tool to reconstruct the real shape based on partial information can therefore
make a better reference for surgical intervention.
It is the hypothesis of this work that the models developed previously
(Chapters 4 and 5) can be used to plan surgical reconstruction of femoral
fractures.
6.2 Methods
Due to the lack of real fractured bones, the predictive tool was tested on
simulated fractures, thus using partial information from whole shapes. A
proximal fracture scenario was simulated by reconstructing the shape just
by considering part of the proximal shaft of the femur. Since there were too
few examples in the data set to allow for both a training set and a test set,
a leave-one-out approach was employed; 23 different model were computed
using 22 shapes in the data-set. For each of the models one shape was not
used for the creation for the model; a manual selection of MA points was
performed on the shaft region. The extent of the selection was not fixed but
left arbitrary on purpose, so to recreate conditions as close as possible to the
real-life scenario in which the amount of shape that can be used cannot be
controlled.
In Chapters 4 and 5 different models were introduced, however, since the
aim is to predict the overall shape from portions of it, not every model is
suitable.
Orthogonal rotations of the PCs were introduced in order to describe
local effects, typical of pathologies. However, this very characteristic makes
the resulting model unsuitable for the predictive task. This is evidenced by
considering the following: each model that was computed could represent a
shape in a reduced space defined by the eigenvectors computed by PCA. In
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this space each instance of shape will be represented by a vector of coordinates
b, called the b-values of the shape.
X = bΦ +  (6.1)
In Eq. 6.1 the vector  represents an error vector that is neglected for
the purposes of modelling. The vector X allows for the reconstruction of the
shape, in the case of a cloud of points this vector is computed by considering
the concatenation of the coordinates of the points (or spheres in the case of
the MA) sampling the shape and then subtracting the mean shape.
Starting from a complete shape it is possible to evaluate the values of vec-
tor b by solving a linear system. However, if a partial shape is considered,
the model representation still holds but there are some of the features repre-
senting the shape that are unknown. Since it is possible to swap equations
in the matrix representation without changing the solution, we can rewrite
the system as in Eq. 6.2.

X1U
...
X lU
X1K
...
XmK

=

Φ11U Φ
12
U · · · Φ1kU
...
...
. . .
...
Φl1U Φ
l2
U · · · ΦlkU
Φ11K Φ
12
K · · · Φ1kK
...
...
. . .
...
Φm1K Φ
m2
K · · · ΦmkK


b1
b2
...
bk
 (6.2)
where the both the vector x and the matrix Φ in Eq. 6.1 have been rewritten
so that those elements that are relative to unknown features, with subscript
U, are separated from those that correspond to known features, with sub-
script K.
By considering the linear system relative to the known features, it is
possible to find an estimate b˜ using the pseudo-inverse of ΦK.
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XK = ΦKb⇒ b˜ = (ΦKTΦK)−1ΦKTXK (6.3)
This value of b˜ is guaranteed to minimise the least square error between
the real XK and the predicted value X˜K = ΦK
T b˜. Since the values of the
vector XU are unknown it would be possible to compute an estimate of them
simply by considering Eq. 6.4.
X˜U = ΦU(ΦK
TΦK)
−1ΦKTXK (6.4)
By considering Eq. 6.4 it can be seen that the values of this estimation
for the unknown features relies on the properties of the matrix Φ.
The non-normalised version of Φ can be found by multiplying it from the
right to the matrix Σ, which is a diagonal matrix containing the standard
deviations σi associated with each column of Φ.
Q = ΦΣ (6.5)
This matrix can be still subdivided into two matrixes that are relative
to the unknown and known parts of the vector to reconstruct X, therefore
another set of parameters can be found by solving the system in Eq. 6.6.
XK = QKc⇒ c˜ = (QKTQK)−1QKTXK (6.6)
where QK = ΦKΣ. Blanz & Vetter (2002) proved in their work that
the vector c˜ minimised the squared residual and also the maximum prior
probability defined in Eq. 6.7, where si represents each of the eigenvectors
forming the model and under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution in
every direction.
p(x) =
m∏
i=1
1√
2piσi
e
− 1
σ2
i
〈si,x〉
(6.7)
Their result considered a non-normalised version of the matrix Φ, as each
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column of this matrix was multiplied by the square root of the corresponding
eigenvalue, i.e. the associated standard deviation σi.
However, by using some basic algebraic properties of matrices it is possible
to prove that the results will be equivalent if the normalised version of the
matrix is used instead (Eq. 6.8).
c˜ = ((ΦKΣ)
T (ΦKΣ))
−1QKTXK =
= (ΣTΦK
TΦKΣ))
−1ΣTΦKTXK =
= Σ−1(ΦKTΦK)−1 (ΣT )−1ΣT︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
ΦK
TXK =
= Σ−1(ΦKTΦK)−1ΦKTXK
(6.8)
By substituting for b˜ from Eq. 6.3:
c˜ = Σ−1b˜ (6.9)
So the reconstruction of X would have the same value regardless of the
normalisation of Φ as can be seen in Eq. 6.10.
X = Qc˜ = Φ ΣΣ−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
b˜ = Φb˜ (6.10)
The orthomax rotations introduced to describe pathological deformities have
an important effect on matrix Φ. Bernaard & Jennrich (2003) showed that
orthomax rotations render the matrix Φ close to a perfect simple structure
(PSS). A matrix is said to have a PSS if it has at most one nonzero element
on each row. If this structure is not achievable, then the rotation will result
in an approximate PSS for the matrix.
In the light of this, one might think that by employing a rotated model
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for prediction purposes, since the matrix Φ is in a (nearly) PSS, then the
probability that the sub-matrix ΦK
TΦK is singular would increase. However,
by considering Eq. 6.11 it is clear that the invertibility of the matrix ΦK
TΦK
is unaffected by rotations (or any geometric similarity), since the determinant
of the transformation matrix is equal to one.
| (ΦKR)T (ΦKR) |= (6.11)
=| RTΦKTΦKR |= (6.12)
| R || ΦKTΦK || R |= 1· | ΦKTΦK | ·1 =| ΦKTΦK | (6.13)
where | A | denotes the determinant of matrix A.
The prediction of the femoral shape would then be the same regardless of
the rotation. Therefore, the standard PCA model was used, since the rotated
model is derived from it.
The last choice to be made is relative to which representation to use; in the
previous chapters two different representations were employed: the MAT and
the cloud of points. However, considering the kind of task to be performed,
the MAT model has some advantages; since the aim is to reconstruct the
overall shape starting from the geometry of the proximal shaft, registration
of this partial shape to the whole shape needs to be performed. The femoral
shaft is an elongated structure with cylindrical symmetry, so the matching
between points lying on the outer surface might be difficult to be performed.
However the MAT of a nearly-cylindrical shape is roughly linear thus the
matching between features would be easier.
An interactive GUI, based on Python and VTK, was developed to allow
the manual selection of MA points on the proximal shaft in order to recon-
struct the whole shape. The measuring tool described in Chapter 2 was then
employed both on the real shape and the reconstructed one to evaluate the
goodness of the prediction.
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In order to evaluate the properties of the predictive tool, the box-plot of
the predictions across all the shapes in the data-set can be considered.
A box-plot is a non-parametric representation that summarises the prop-
erties of a probability distribution (Hoaglin et al., 1983). Even though box-
plots are non-parametric, the properties of this representation can be better
evaluated by considering how it represents a well-known distribution such as
the normal distribution.
A box-plot is composed of a box, a median line and the “whiskers”. The
parameters needed to define a box-plot are the following:
• Median, which is the numeric value separating the higher half of a
population, or a probability distribution, from the lower half.
• First Quartile (Q1), which is the numeric value that cuts off lowest 25%
of data
• Third Quartile (Q3), which is the numeric value that cuts off highest
25% of data
The distance between Q3 and Q1 is called the Inter Quartile Range (IQR),
and it is used to define the limit of the whiskers. The limits of the left
and right whiskers are placed at −1.5 × IQR + Q1 and +1.5 × IQR + Q3,
respectively.
All the data points that do not fall within the whiskers are considered to
be outliers, and usually are represented as red crosses on the box-plot. The
box-plot representation of a normal distribution is given as an example in
Fig. 6.1.
The approach described here can be considered as an estimate of many
parameters (the coordinates of the MA and the corresponding radii). Tra-
ditionally, the mean squared error computed from the real parameters and
their estimate values is considered to test the performances of the estimator.
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Figure 6.1: Box-plot relative to a normal distribution: the Median, Inter Quartile
Range are defined in terms of standard deviations (σ) and the outliers
are represented as red crosses
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However, such an approach would not be particularly appropriate in this
scenario, as in surgical procedures the important parameters are those an-
gular measures that were introduced in Chapter 2. Hence, comparing the
predicted shape and the real shape in terms of these angles seems to be the
most relevant approach. Moreover, since the angular measures are the result
of the interaction of many MAT points and refer to well defined properties
of femoral shape, it is possible to investigate whether certain properties of
shape are easier to predict compared to other ones.
Even though the parameters that are considered are no longer those em-
ployed for the representation of shape, the angular measures are nothing
but a function of the original parameters. Therefore, the properties of the
estimator can still be evaluated by considering the box-plots of the errors
between the values of these measures on the real and reconstructed shape.
The two main properties of a predictor are the variance of the errors and
the bias. A predictor is said to be biased if it consistently over or under-
estimates a parameter.
However, a biased predictor is not necessarily worse than an unbiased one.
The variance of the predictions is in fact a more important property of an
estimator. It is easy to understand that a predictor that always overestimates
the real parameter exactly by a certain value b, should be preferred to a
non-biased predictor, which experiences a larger amount of variation. These
two possible behaviours are shown in Fig. 6.2 alongside the relative box-plot
representations.
The properties of the predictor can be easily visualised considering the
box-plot of the prediction errors. The median of the error represents the
bias of the predictor, so that a median positioned exactly at zero would
indicate an unbiased predictor, and the width of the box gives an indication
of the variation within the predictions. Ideally, the best predictor would
be unbiased (median at zero) and with zero variance (degenerate box, with
width equal to zero). For obvious reasons, this ideal condition will never
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Figure 6.2: (a) Unbiased predictor, the distribution of the errors has median
centred on zero. However, this predictor has worse performances
that a biased predictor with a significantly lower variance (b).
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be verified, so the predictions can be considered to be better the closer the
predictor approaches the ideal estimator.
6.3 Results
To assess the predictive abilities of the MAT model, 23 different models were
computed using 22 out of the 23 femoral shape available. The shape that
was left out was used as the test shape, the MAT of this shape was computed
and the corresponding MA was rendered using VTK and Python (since the
MAT has 4 dimensions, only its three-dimensional counterpart, i.e. the MA,
can be visualised).
The choice of representing the shape through its MA and not the actual
reconstruction is motivated by the fact that in a real case scenario the feature
matching is performed on the MAs and not on the real surface.
The user was then be able to perform a manual selection of a rectangular
parallelepiped which contained medial axis points in the proximal shaft area.
The computed medial axis was automatically oriented so that its first prin-
cipal direction will point upwards, thus enabling an easier selection of points
on the shaft (Fig. 6.3).
Once the MA points were selected, the corresponding MAT points formed
the vector XK previously defined and the estimated coordinates in the PC
space could be computed.
The overall reconstructed shape X˜ was then computed and rendered
alongside the original shape, as shown in Fig. 6.4.
An example of one of the 24 reconstructions performed is given in Fig. 6.5,
where the original shape, the reconstruction and the mean-shape are shown
in the different anatomical orientations.
Although, this visual comparison could help to spot completely wrong
predictions, a more quantitative comparison was performed. This analysis
relied on the geometrical measures defined in Chapter 2.
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Figure 6.3: The MA of the test shape is rendered and points corresponding to
the proximal shaft are manually selected, the selection would include
all the points that are included in the parallelepiped defined by the
selection rectangle and the perpendicular to the viewing plane
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Figure 6.4: Rendering of the reconstructed shape (green) alongside the original
one (red)
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between the original shape, the prediction and the mean-
shape. From top to bottom: transverse, coronal and sagittal views
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The measures evaluated on the real shape were then compared to those
extracted from the prediction and the mean shape. The box-plots of the
differences are shown in Figs. 6.6 to 6.10.
(a) Boxplot NSA (b) Neck-Shaft Angle
Figure 6.6: Box-plots of the signed-errors of the predictions relative to the NSA.
The mean-shape and the prediction based on the SSM are compared.
It is worth noticing that, box-plots being non-parametric, they make no
assumption on the statistical distribution of the data.
Since the error between the real shape and the prediction is considered,
the box-plot of this value would ideally show the characteristics of the ideal
predictor described earlier. Again the smaller the IQR of the errors relative
to a predictor are, the better its performances would be.
By considering the different box-plots Figs. 6.6-6.10 it can be said that
the predicting tool developed is consistently better than considering the mean
shape.
The higher amount of variation for the angular measures, especially the
NSA, can be explained by considering that the range of variation of these
parameters is naturally higher, thus the errors are also expected to be higher.
From the values in Tab. 6.1 the model seems to give better predictions
for all of the variables, although for length parameters the difference between
the two predictors considered is not as high as with angular ones. Bearing
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(a) Boxplot VA (b) Version Angle
Figure 6.7: Box-plots of the signed-errors of the predictions relative to the VA.
The mean-shape and the prediction based on the SSM are compared.
(a) Boxplot BA (b) Bicondylar Angle
Figure 6.8: Box-plots of the signed-errors of the predictions relative to the BA.
The mean-shape and the prediction based on the SSM are compared.
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(a) Boxplot ID (b) Intercondylar Distance
Figure 6.9: Box-plots of the signed-errors of the predictions relative to the ICD.
The mean-shape and the prediction based on the SSM are compared.
(a) Boxplot HR (b) Head Radius
Figure 6.10: Box-plots of the signed-errors of the predictions relative to the HR.
The mean-shape and the prediction based on the SSM are com-
pared.
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Prediction Mean-shape Prediction Model
Parameter Mean Max Min Mean Max Min
NSA [Deg] -0.952 13.5242 -13.4468 0.3097 5.5280 -5.5649
VA [Deg] -0.4036 10.7716 -10.0138 0.7656 6.1905 -3.3925
BA [Deg] -0.4271 3.4378 -4.5474 -0.3532 2.5601 -4.4342
ICD [mm] -0.6858 3.4568 -4.5249 -0.2535 2.3369 -4.3203
HR [mm] 0.2011 2.4990 -0.9908 -0.2546 0.4411 -2.0371
Table 6.1: Predictions errors of the mean shape and the model-based prediction
in mind the proposed application however, this is hardly a problem, as the
angular parameters are those that surgery aims to restore being the only ones
that can be directly influenced by the procedure.
The performance of the SSM-based predictor are also accurate enough
to justify its employment in pre-surgical assessment. Villanueva-Mart´ınez
et al. (2009) discussed the importance of VA and NSA in surgical total hip
resurfacing procedures. They describe a surgical technique employing guide-
wires that can achieve an average deviation from the ideal NSA of 3.3o (max
7o) and an average deviation for VA of 3o (max 8o). These values are a clear
improvement compared to other techniques, where the average deviation is
6.5o (max 12o) and 6o (max 15o) for NSA and VA respectively.
These results give an idea of what should be considered an acceptable
deviation in the values of these angular measures.
By comparing these findings to the results of the predictions in Tab. 6.1,
it can be said that the predicting tool employed give performances that are in
line with those of the guide-wires technique in terms of maximum deviation
observed (Villanueva-Mart´ınez et al., 2009).
Assuming that the proposed technique is employed to determine the de-
sired angle to be achieved during a surgical procedure, by applying a tech-
nique similar to the one described by Villanueva, the deviation from the real
value would be small enough and hopefully prevent future complications.
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6.4 Discussion
The issue of reconstructing the whole 3D geometry of healthy human femur
has been addressed. Among all the models that were considered in the pre-
vious chapters, the MAT model was deemed to be the best candidate as it
makes the feature matching easier and has the stronger statistical validity.
It was proved that using the rotated SSM, instead of the original one,
will not change the reconstruction, contrary to what one might have initially
thought. Thus, since the rotated model is nothing but a further manipulation
of an initial PCA model, this was the model on which the prediction was
based.
Results showed that the SSM has good prediction abilities that are better
than simply considering the average femoral shape of the healthy population.
Although another predictor based on the mean shape might have been con-
sidered (i.e. the one that simply replaces the unknown features with those of
the mean shape), such a predictor would have not guaranteed the construc-
tion of a well-shaped bone and was not considered as a consequence.
Since the number of known features used for the reconstruction was not
fixed, the results prove that the tool could be used in a real-life scenario thus
enabling for better surgical planning based on standard images.
The predicted values for NSA and VA always fall in an acceptable range,
at least from a surgical point of view (Villanueva-Mart´ınez et al., 2009), thus
allowing for a possible application of the tool in surgical-planning.
The results presented by Blanz & Vetter (2002) are general enough to
allow the reconstruction of a full three-dimensional shape starting from any
known projection L of the shape.
This would allow for the reconstruction of the femoral shape from planar
images. Nevertheless, since local 3D images in the proximity of fractures
help the assessment of the condition of soft tissues involved in the fracture,
this kind of approach was not considered although it may be useful for other
applications.
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It should be noted that the leave-one-out approach gives an opportunity
to test the representativity of the data-set; since the reconstructions obtained
from each of the 23 models tested resulted in accurate predictions, we can
consider the shapes comprising the data-set to represent the general femoral
anatomy.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Thesis conclusions
This thesis focuses on the modelling of femoral shape in the healthy human
population. Since the pertinence of a model depends on the particular task
aimed for, the choice of the modelling technique to be employed should be
dictated by the final application.
In the case of tissue or organs, the main reasons for describing shape
can either consist in a simple anatomical description, allowing for a better
understanding of particular relationships between function and shape, or be
addressed towards the much wider realm of pathological anatomy.
The classical SSM approach introduced in Chapter 4 mainly responds
to a descriptive need; the complexity of the three-dimensional shape of the
femur is captured by a reduced set of 9 parameters. These parameters offer
a compact way of representing the shape and group together those aspects
of shape that are statistically related.
For instance, by considering the first PC in this model, it is evident that
proximal aspects of femoral anatomy are correlated to distal ones. This com-
ponent is related to femoral alignment, which is a key factor in musculoskele-
tal research, as well as being useful in the diagnosis of arthritic conditions
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affecting the knee joint (Cooke et al., 2007). However, the actual relationship
between the different aspects of femoral anatomy can be seriously disrupted
in case of pathologies leading to bony deformities.
Building SSMs including also pathological bones would not be possible,
as the data-set would not form a properly defined population and the amount
of variability to account for would be too large. Considering just particular
groups of pathologies could in theory be a viable option, but it would require
a considerable amount of time and might still suffer from the large amount
of variability observed.
By employing orthomax rotations, it was possible to redistribute the vari-
ability observed in the healthy population in a way that allows the description
of pathology in a better way. Leung & Bosch (2007) used the orthomax ro-
tation to describe local wall-motion abnormalities in the left ventricle, which
are related to pathological conditions. By applying an orthomax rotation to
the femoral SSM, it is possible to achieve similar results for the thigh bone.
Prior to the rotation, the first component of the model described changes
in proximal and distal anatomy which synergetically resulted in an aligned
bone; the orthomax rotation decouples different aspects of the shape, allow-
ing the description of a non aligned bone using fewer, and therefore easier to
understand, parameters.
Moreover, qualitatively different variations are taken into account by dif-
ferent parameters thus allowing each of these rotated components to be re-
lated to different muscular groups. However, the femur is subjected to com-
plex mechanical conditions and the actual correspondence to muscular groups
should be further investigated.
By means of an orthomax-rotated model, it is possible not only to identify
whether an important aspect of shape (usually captured by a clinically rele-
vant parameter) is abnormal, but also to pinpoint those regions or structures
responsible for the abnormal parameter. This is a clear improvement, since
some of these clinical parameters are affected by aspects of shape that are
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not spatially close, and the identification of the exact location that originates
the abnormality enables a better treatment.
Furthermore, this model does not subdivide the femur into its substruc-
tures (greater and lesser trochanter, condyles etc. ) beforehand, but instead
their definition originates from the modelling process itself. In this view, the
rotated model leads to an analytical description of femoral anatomy, identi-
fying its relevant structures and describing them with separate parameters.
In theory, a similar description could be achieved by considering different
SSMs describing each femoral feature separately; however such an approach
relies on an accurate and unambiguous definition of the substructures, which
cannot always be guaranteed.
Another effect of the rotation is to produce a model which is more un-
derstandable, compared to the standard PCA approach. The effect of each
component translates into a defined change in one of the parameters (such
as NSA and VA) that are routinely employed in orthopaedics. For those
parameters that, due to their definition, depend on spatially distant features
of the femur (like VA, which depends on the relative position of the femoral
neck axis and the condyles), the rotated model offers different components
accounting for the different ways a change in the measure can occur.
The representation introduce by the SSM can be difficult to interpret
by surgeons and physicians, therefore a semi-automatic tool, developed in
Python (van Rossum, 1995), that computes a set of commonly used geomet-
ric parameters describing femoral shape was developed and used to “trans-
late” the effects of each model using terminology commonly employed in
orthopaedic practice. This tool relies only on one of the many possible def-
initions of each parameter; however, since the main aim was to label each
component, using only one definition did not introduce any limitation.
One of the problems often encountered when computing a SSM consists
of the small cardinality of the data-set available, especially in the medical
field. This can result in a low statistical strength of the model, since each
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shape is artificially mapped in a high dimensional shape. The introduction
of a different representation for the shape (Chapter 5), based on the MAT,
reduces the dimensionality of shape space and increases the statistical signif-
icance of the model. Moreover, this representation decouples the information
about thickness (represented by the radius of each MAT point) from the rest
of the shape. In this way it is possible to neglect thickness variation and
focus on other aspects of shape. This is somehow similar to the scaling pro-
cess introduced in Chapter 3; by neglecting those changes in shape that are
most evident, the amount of variability observed decreases and more subtle
variations can be detected.
By employing an orthomax rotation on the various models based on the
MAT representation, it was possible to obtain a localised description of mor-
phological shape that was more evident compared to the one given by the
rotated SSM based on the point cloud description. Not only changes in shape
affecting the different structures of the femur, such as the greater trochanter,
can be accounted for by different components, but it is also possible to relate
these effects to particular muscle groups. This effect is particularly evident
when considering the MA and radius model separately.
The rotated radius model also allows particular features of femoral anatomy
to be detected that were not explicit in other models considered in this thesis.
Since some of the components of this model describe the changes in diame-
ter of both femoral neck and head, it can be said that the model identifies
these structures as important femoral features. This was achieved only after
separating the radius information from the one relative to position of the
MAT points, thus allowing for the detection of aspects of shapes that would
otherwise have been missed among changes with higher variability.
The MAT representation can also be used to predict the overall femoral
shape, starting from partial data (Chapter 6). Employing just a fragment
of the bone to reconstruct its shape can be of some utility in planning re-
constructive surgery, after disruptive events such as bone fracture or tumour
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surgical removal. Due to their nature, these events tend to preserve some
parts of the shape which might contain some information about the overall
anatomy.
The feasibility of this approach was tested by assuming a proximal frac-
ture of a femur and using part of the proximal shaft to compute a reconstruc-
tion based on the SSM. The MAT representation was chosen as it enables
feature matching in a less problematic way, especially when dealing with
near-cylindrical structures, such as the femoral shaft.
The performance of this predicting tool was tested against the predictions
offered by the mean femoral shape. Using the contralateral limb would have
been more representative of a clinical situation, but since this was not pos-
sible due to the nature of the data-set, it was decided to use the only other
predictor that would ensure a perfectly formed bone.
The results show that the accuracy of the prediction is good enough to
be employed in surgical planning, as the range of variation is considered to
be small enough compared to the acceptable values experienced in total hip
resurfacing operations.
7.2 Further Considerations
This work has introduced a variety of novel techniques in the modelling of
femoral anatomy.
By applying orthomax rotations to standard SSMs, the effects of the
components of the model become more understandable since they are limited
to specific structures of the femur. Despite this approach has previously been
used for describing pathological related abnormalities, this work represents
the first attempt in using rotations on three-dimensional shapes.
Even though the rotation does not change the general properties of the
model, since the probability distribution of the shape (assumed to be a multi-
variate Gaussian) is not affected, it offers a representation of shape in terms
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of variables which are more relevant to clinical practice.
These variables can be easily related to those standard geometrical mea-
sures used by clinicians to quantify morphology, some of which were described
in Chapter 2; however they offer a more complete description of shape. A
clear definition of pathology based on these parameter is not possible; the
availability of different methods and techniques to evaluate these measures
implies that the range of normality needs to be varied according to the par-
ticular method considered. On the contrary the rotated SSM allows the
detection of anatomical abnormalities in statistical terms and, since the rep-
resentation is derived from the shape itself, does not rely on an arbitrarily
chosen values representing normality.
A simple anomaly in the value of VA might not be sufficient to define the
optimal treatment, since the location and cause of this anomaly is actually
the important issue (Iguchi et al., 2010). The rotated model introduces
variables clearly related to individual geometrical parameters; however these
parameters are not represented by single variables, as there are different
modalities by which these parameters can experience a change from their
normal range of values.
The rotation that was applied to the initial PCA model preserves the
orthogonality of the original components. By removing the constraint of or-
thogonality, thus considering oblique “rotations”, it might be possible to ob-
tain a simpler structure for the model (Jennrich & Sampson, 1966). However,
this approach did not lead to any significant difference from the orthogonal
rotations and the behaviour of this model was not considered.
This thesis also tested the feasibility of using a SSM based on medial
representation, leading to the first SSM of three-dimensional shapes based
on the MAT representation.
Although Styner (2001) uses the medial representation to add subsidiary
information to a standard SSM, the approach described in Chapter 5 is solely
based on the MAT. This allows the decoupling of radius information, thus
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excluding thickness from the analysis.
By neglecting thickness it is possible to focus on finer aspects of shape
that would be otherwise be missed, due to the predominance of thickness
over other aspects of shape (Section 5.3.3).
This is something akin to what is achieved by scaling the shapes before
model computation; size is the most evident difference between a set of hu-
man femurs and by normalising the data set relative to size, it is possible to
detect other aspects of shape.
Since the MAT representation groups different kind of information that
might not be compared directly (radii and positions of the centres), PCA
based on the correlation matrix might be a better approach for the compu-
tation of the models.
All the models considered in this thesis do not take size into account,
this was an arbitrary choice that simplifies feature matching between MAT
representations (Section 3.3).
By applying orthomax rotations to the SSM based on the MAT represen-
tation, it is possible to relate morphological changes to the action of main
muscular groups. Even though the effects of muscles on bone shape has al-
ready been described previously, this model infers this relationship directly
from shapes and not by studying the effects of these forces on the bone, either
through in vivo observations (Glauber & Vizkelety, 1966) or through clinical
or cadaveric studies (Brookes & Wardle, 1962). The correspondence with the
different muscular groups was performed solely on the basis of the location
of the insertion points of the particular muscles; by considering the change
of orientation during main activities, such as walking or running, it could be
possible to refine this correspondence, opening the possibility to simulate the
effect of muscle impairment on femoral anatomy.
By using the MAT model, it is also possible to reconstruct the complete
femoral shape from partial information. Although the use of the point cloud
representation is technically feasible, the MAT representation simplifies fea-
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ture matching and therefore was the one of choice. The nature of the MAT
could also simplify the reconstruction of the three-dimensional shape from
planar images, although this would require to investigate the relationship be-
tween the MAT of three-dimensional objects and the medial representation
of their projections.
When re-establishing the geometry of bones and joints, the usual practice
consists of taking the contralateral limb (Bejui-Hugues et al., 2007). How-
ever, this kind of information might not always be available, for instance
in the (rare) cases of simultaneous bilateral fractures reported in literature
(Schwartsmann et al., 2001; Schro¨der & Marti, 2001; Tompkins et al., 1990).
Moreover, the symmetry of the limbs is still debated (Cuk et al., 2001),
and being able to reconstruct the anatomy before the traumatic event starting
from the shape of fragments, can possibly lead to better surgical outcomes.
In order to determine the best approach to follow in treating a fractured
bone, surgeons often use classification methods which rely on the geometrical
parameters introduced in Chapter 2. Medical images are usually limited to
the region of the lesion, thus excluding important landmark for the evalu-
ation of some parameters. The reconstruction will recreate this landmarks,
enabling a consistent definition of the parameters.
In this thesis, it is assumed that there is a need to reconstruct the original
shape of the femur. However, when considering a femoral fracture, it may
be argued that the original anatomy could be somehow responsible to some
extent for the occurrence of the traumatic event in the first place.
Nevertheless, since in clinical practice the possible scenarios are the most
diverse, knowing the original shape may provide additional information that
can assist clinicians in planning the best treatment or monitoring the recovery
process after surgery. The representation of the shape which is introduced by
the SSM can also allow for better classification of fractures, that can assist
the surgeon in deciding the optimal treatment.
The approach introduced in this thesis is not limited to femoral fractures;
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provided a sufficiently large dataset of intact bone is available, a SSM of the
humerus can be computed, thus allowing for the application of this method
to the treatment of proximal humeral fractures. This would be particularly
helpful, as this type of fracture is quite frequent, especially in the elderly
population, and the asymmetry between the left and right limb would be
more evident, due to the predominant use of one arm compared to the other
(Cuk et al., 2001).
Reconstruction of shape from partial information can also play an impor-
tant role in paleontology, archeology and forensic science (Carpenter, 1984;
Grevin et al., 1998). In all these fields there is often the need to recreate
the original shape; the accuracy of the reconstruction does depend on the
experience and skills of the operator. By formalising the available knowledge
on a given shape in the form of a SSM, it is possible to obtain improved
results.
7.3 Future Work
The main aim of this thesis was to explore different modelling approaches to
femoral anatomy and define the scope of their application.
Re-computation of the models starting from a larger data-set would be
one of the main improvements on this work, as obviously it would increase
their power. Of course, the model can be constantly upgraded whenever a
new suitable (i.e. healthy) instance of shape is available for processing.
A rigorous analysis of the behaviour of the rotated model in describing
real pathological deformities would be needed to validate the model, and
possibly introduce this technique in a diagnostic context. The correlation
between the rotated components and the main muscular groups should be
further investigated; the complex mechanical behaviour of the femur will
require an in-depth analysis of the effects of muscles on the developing femur.
The effects of the simplification parameters introduced when dealing with
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the MAT should also be tested to evaluate how the model is affected. The
MAT naturally introduced a hierarchy within the different features of shape.
In this thesis it was decided to use a degree of simplification that would
preserve as many features as possible but keeping the computational time
for reconstruction purposes reasonably small. Hopefully, with the increasing
power of rendering hardware and available computational power, it would be
possible to employ more accurate descriptions.
The models were all based on the surface representation of shape; mod-
elling shape as a solid body can allow to understand volume changes in a
better way and also enable to test mechanical hypothesis via finite element
modelling. Since the PCs represent a vector field defined on points, by mod-
elling the entire volume it would be possible to employ standard vector field
operators (such as divergence and curl), thus allowing a proper definition and
quantification of rotations, translations and changes in volume.
Regarding the predicting tool, the simulated scenario offered in Chapter 6
can be considered close enough to reality to predict good performances also in
real life. However, tests on real bones should be performed. A large number
of fracture humeri is available as well as a set of healthy bones, thus allowing
for extensive testing of the predicting capabilities of the models.
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Muscles Originating or
Inserting on the Femur
The shape of the femur in the adult population is the result of many fac-
tors acting during development. The loading conditions (both static and
dynamic), to which the femur is exposed, are among the main causes that
influence bone shape since the early stages of development (Villemure &
Stokes, 2009). It is therefore worth considering the main muscle groups that
act on the bone itself, as together with body weight they define its loading
conditions.
These muscles allow for a series of movements of the femur relatively
to other bones, which are essential for locomotion. These movements are
defined in terms of the anatomical planes. There are 3 anatomical planes
and their position is depicted in Fig. A.1.
The main movements at the hip joint are:
• Extension/Flexion, in which the femur moves in the sagittal plane.
(Fig. A.2 A )
• Adduction/Abduction, where the first movement brings the femur closer
to the sagittal plane, whilst the second one is the opposite movement
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Figure A.1: Anatomical Planes of the human body
(Fig. A.2 B ).
• Internal/External Rotation, which is a rotation towards or away from
the centre of the body (Fig. A.3).
The main muscles, inserting on or originating from the femur, can be
classified based on their origin, function or other criteria, such as their in-
nervation. In this thesis a topological classification is employed (Schuenke
et al., 2005).
Considering the hip and gluteus muscles, they can be divided into 2 dis-
tinct groups (Fig. A.4):
• The inner hip muscles
• The outer hip muscles
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Figure A.2: Movement at the hip joint. Extension/Flexion (A) and Abduc-
tion/Adduction (B) (Gray)
Figure A.3: Movement at the hip joint. (A) Rest Position (B) Internal Rotation
(C) External Rotation (Gray)
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(a) Anterior View (b) Posterior View
Figure A.4: Main muscle groups connected to the femur (Gray)
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A.1 The hip and gluteus muscles: the inner
hip muscles
This group includes three different muscles that are sometimes addressed
with a common name. These 3 muscles are:
Figure A.5: Schematic of the Inner Hip Muscles (Numbered according to the
text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
1. M. psoas major
2. M. psoas minor
3. M. iliacus
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Since these three muscles share the same insertion point on the lesser
trochanter of the femur (Fig. A.5), they are usually named Iliopsoas Muscle.
The function of this muscle on the hip joint is to flex and externally rotate
the joint.
Being the most powerful flexor of the hip joint it has an important role
for standing, walking and running. Since walking influences the development
of femoral shape it is expected that this muscle would play a relevant role in
determining the adult shape of the femur.
A.2 The hip and gluteus muscles: the outer
hip muscles
This group of muscles can be subdivided further according to the orientation
of the muscles.
Among the vertically-oriented muscles there are:
1. M. gluteus maximus, which inserts on the posterior region of the proxi-
mal part of the femoral shaft.The main action of the muscle is to extend
and externally rotate the hip. The upper fibres of the muscle insert on
the iliotibial tract, a tendinous structure inserting on the proximal tibia.
This structure provides stability to the hip joint and redistributes the
stresses along the shaft due to the eccentric loading of the femur.
2. M. gluteus medius, which attaches to the lateral surface of the greater
trochanter and, as a whole muscle, abducts the hip and stabilises the
hip joint in the coronal plane. The anterior and posterior part take
part in flexion/extension and internal/external rotation, respectively.
3. M. gluteus minimus, that inserts on the antero-lateral surface of the
greater trochanter of the femur and whose main action is to abduct the
hip and stabilise the pelvis in the coronal plane.
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4. M. tensor fascia latae,which does not insert directly onto the femur,
but is still affecting its loading conditions as it is connected to the
iliotibial tract.
5. M. piriformis, which inserts on the apex of the greater trochanter and
externally rotates, abducts and extends the hip joint.
A simplified representation of these muscles including their insertions and
origins is given in Fig. A.6.
Figure A.6: Schematic of the vertically-oriented Outer Hip Muscles (Numbered
according to the text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
Another group of muscles, that is included in the outer hip group, has a
horizontal orientation. The muscles in this group are:
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Figure A.7: Schematic of the horizontally-oriented Outer Hip Muscles (Num-
bered according to the text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
1. M. obturatorius internus, which is involved in the external rotation,
adduction and extension of the hip joint. Its insertion point on the
femur lies on the medial face of the greater trochanter.
2. Ms. gemelli, which insert together with the obturatorius on the me-
dial face of the greater trochanter. Their action is the same as the
obturatorius.
3. M. quadratus femoralis, that inserts posteriorly in the region between
the 2 trochanters. It is involved in the rotation and adduction of the
hip joint.
A schematic representation of these muscles is given in Fig. A.7.
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A.3 The Anterior Thigh Muscles: the adduc-
tor group
The majority of these muscles insert on the posterior region of the shaft of the
femur. They all are involved in the adduction of the hip joint, although some
of them are also involved in other movements such as flexion (to different
degrees) or external rotation.
The schematic representation of the origin and insertion points of these
muscles is given in Fig. A.8.
Figure A.8: Schematic of the Adductor Group, (Numbered according to the text)
(Schuenke et al., 2005)
The muscles in this group are:
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1. M. obturatorius externus, which inserts on the greater trochanter and
besides being involved in the adduction of the hip joint, stabilises the
pelvis in the sagittal plane.
2. M. pectineus, which inserts on the posterior face on the proximal femur
on a region called pectineal line.
3-6 Ms. adductor longus, brevis,magnus and minimus, they all insert on the
posterior face of the femur at different levels. The superficial part of the
adductor magnus has a tendineous insertion on the medial epicondyle
of the femur. As their names suggest all these muscles are responsible
for the adduction of the hip joint and they also provide stability to the
hip joint in the coronal and sagittal planes.
7. M. gracilis, this muscle is involved in the adduction and flexion of the
hip joint but inserts on the tibia.
A possible classification of the thigh muscles considers the anterior and
posterior muscles independently. The posterior and anterior muscles can be
further sub-classified based on their function.
A.4 The Anterior Thigh Muscles: the exten-
sor group
This group of muscles is responsible for the extension of the knee and, to a
lesser extent, the flexion of the hip joint.
The muscles comprising this group are depicted in Fig. A.9 and are:
1. M. sartorius, which is involved in the flexion of the hip and the knee.
It also abducts and externally rotates the hip joint. Its insertion point
is not located on the femur but on the proximal tibia.
2. M. Femoral Quadriceps, which can be further divided in 5 muscles
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Figure A.9: Schematic of the Hip Extensor Muscles (Numbered according to the
text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
• M. rectus femoris
• M. vastus medialis
• M. vastus lateralis
• M. vastus intermedius
• M. articularis genus
Among these muscles the vastus lateralis and medialis insert on the
posterior region of the shaft, whilst the vastus intermedius inserts on
the anterior part of the shaft.
Whenever the quadriceps is weak or paralysed, the centre of gravity of the
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whole body is shifted forward as the stability in standing position is ensured
by the hyper-extension of the knee obtained by the flexion effect of gravity
on the knee joint.
A.5 The Posterior Thigh Muscles: the flexor
group
The muscles in this group have an antagonistic action compared to those
just introduced, thus flexing the knee joint and either externally or internally
rotating it. Not all the muscles in this group originate or insert on the femur,
however they will all be introduced for completeness.
The muscles in this group are (Fig. A.10):
1. M. biceps femoris, which has two originating points, one being located
on the middle third of the femur. This muscle is directly involved in
the stabilisation of the pelvis and it also assists hip joint extension.
2,3 M. semimebranosus and semitendinosus, which are not directly con-
nected to the femur and have the main effect of extending the hip and
flexing the knee joint.
4. M. popliteus, which originates from the lateral epicondyle and is in-
volved in the flexion and internal rotation of the knee.
A.6 The Leg Muscles: the posterior compart-
ment
This group of muscles is the only other one that includes muscles connected
to the femur. The two muscles in the group are:
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Figure A.10: Schematic of the posterior compartment of the thigh muscles
(Numbered according to the text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
1. M. triceps surae, which is composed of two muscles, only one of which
is directly connected to the femur.
• M.soleus
• M.gastrocnemius, which inserts on the two epicondyles of the fe-
mur and flexes the knee joint.
2. M.plantaris, which originates from the femur but has a negligible action
since it has a very small cross section.
The schematic of the posterior compartment is shown in Fig. A.11.
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Figure A.11: Schematic of the posterior compartment of the leg muscles (Num-
bered according to the text) (Schuenke et al., 2005)
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Code
B.1 Reconstruction of Shape from MAT
The following code was used to visualise the MATs in a vtkRenderWindow
and to save the resulting shape into a vtk file for further visualisation.
1 #include <vtkPolyDataWriter . h>
2 #include <vtkRenderer . h>
3 #include <vtkRenderWindow . h>
4 #include <vtkActor . h>
5 #include <vtkPolyDataMapper . h>
6 #include <vtkSphereSource . h>
7 #include <vtkSphere . h>
8 #include <vtk Impl i c i tBoo l ean . h>
9 #include <vtkSampleFunction . h>
10 #include <vtkMarchingContourFi l ter . h>
11 #include <vtkPolyDataMapper . h>
12
13 void main ( int argc , char ∗∗ argv )
14 {
15 i f s t r e a m ist ream ( argv [ 1 ] ) ; // Get t ing stream from f i l e name from [...]
[...] arguments
16
17 int n sphere s=a t o i ( argv [ 2 ] ) ; // Get t ing number o f MAT po in t s
18
19 // Boolean imp l i c i t f unc t i on tha t w i l l be s e t to union
20 vtk Impl i c i tBoo l ean ∗union = vtkImpl i c i tBoo l ean : : New( ) ;
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21 union−>SetOperationTypeToUnion ( ) ;
22
23 // Rendering commands
24 vtkRenderer ∗ ren = vtkRenderer : : New( ) ;
25 vtkRenderWindow ∗renWin = vtkRenderWindow : : New( ) ;
26
27 ren−>SetBackground ( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
28 double x , y , z , r ad iu s ;
29
30 // I n i t i a l i s e maximum/minimum coord ina te s to very low/ high va lue s
31
32 double xm,xM,ym,yM, zm,zM,RM;
33
34 xm=100000;
35 ym=100000;
36 zm=100000;
37 xM=−100000;
38 yM=−100000;
39 zM=−100000;
40 RM=0;
41
42 // Reading coord ina te s o f MAT po in t s and f ind max−min coord ina te s
43
44 for ( int i s p h e r e s = 0 ; i s p h e r e s < n sphere s ; i s p h e r e s++)
45 {
46 // I n i t i a l i s e sphere func t i on LM
47
48 vtkSphere ∗LM = vtkSphere : : New( ) ;
49
50 i s t ream >> x ;
51 i s t ream >> y ;
52 i s t ream >> z ;
53 i s t ream >> rad iu s ;
54
55 LM−>SetCenter (x , y , z ) ;
56 LM−>SetRadius ( rad iu s ) ;
57
58
59 i f (x>xM)
60 xM=x ;
61 i f (x<xm)
62 xm=x ;
63 i f (y>yM)
64 yM=y ;
65 i f (y<ym)
66 ym=y ;
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67 i f ( z>zM)
68 zM=z ;
69 i f ( z<zm)
70 zm=z ;
71 i f ( rad ius>RM)
72 RM=rad iu s ;
73
74 // Add func t ion to the boolean func t ion
75
76 union−>AddFunction (LM) ;
77
78 PntMapper−>SetInput (LM−>GetOutput ( ) ) ;
79
80 vtkActor ∗PntActor = vtkActor : : New( ) ;
81 PntActor−>SetMapper ( PntMapper ) ;
82 PntActor−>GetProperty ( )−>SetColor ( 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 27 , 0 . 34 ) ;
83 PntActor−>GetProperty ( )−>SetOpacity ( opac i ty ) ;
84
85 ren−>AddActor ( PntActor ) ;
86
87 LM−>Delete ( ) ;
88 PntMapper−>Delete ( ) ;
89 PntActor−>Delete ( ) ;∗/
90 }
91
92
93 // Sample the imp l i c i t boolean func t ion to ge t po ly data
94 vtkSampleFunction ∗pb = vtkSampleFunction : : New( ) ;
95
96 pb−>Set Imp l i c i tFunc t i on ( unione ) ;
97 pb−>SetModelBounds (xm−RM,xM+RM,ym−RM,yM+RM, zm−RM,zM+RM) ;
98 pb−>SetSampleDimensions (20 ,20 ,100) ;
99 pb−>ComputeNormalsOff ( ) ;
100
101
102 // I n i t i a l i z i n g the marching contour f i l t e r to ge t the po ly data
103 vtkMarchingContourFi l ter ∗mcf = vtkMarchingContourFi lter : : New( ) ;
104
105 mcf−>SetInputConnect ion (pb−>GetOutputPort ( ) ) ;
106 mcf−>SetValue ( 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
107
108 vtkPolyDataMapper ∗pdm = vtkPolyDataMapper : : New( ) ;
109
110 pdm−>SetInputConnect ion ( mcf−>GetOutputPort ( ) ) ;
111 pdm−>S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( ) ;
112
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113
114 // Saving the recons t ruc t ed shape in to v t k format
115 vtkPolyDataWriter ∗pdw = vtkPolyDataWriter : : New( ) ;
116
117 pdw−>SetFileName ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
118
119 pdw−>SetInputConnect ion ( mcf−>GetOutputPort ( ) ) ;
120
121 pdw−>Write ( ) ;
122 }
B.2 Medial Axis Computation
B.2.1 Computing Normal to Points
1 // normals . cpp : Read a v t k f i l e and g i v e s as an output a l i s t o f po in t s [...]
[...] o f the sur face and t h e i r normals
2 // Author : Angelo Tardugno , Imper ia l Co l l e ge London
3
4 #include "stdafx.h"
5 #include <CGAL/ bas i c . h>
6 #include < l i s t >
7
8 // standard inc l ude s
9 #include <iostream>
10 #include <fstream>
11 #include <ca s s e r t>
12 #include <s t d i o . h>
13 #include <s t r i n g . h>
14 #include <vtkPoints . h>
15 #include <vtkPolyData . h>
16 #include <vtkPolyDataReader . h>
17 #include <vtkPolyDataWriter . h>
18 #include <vtkSTLWriter . h>
19 #include <vtkSTLReader . h>
20 #include "vtkPolyDataNormals.h"
21 #include <vtkDataArray . h>
22 #include <vtkPointData . h>
23 #include <vtk IdL i s t . h>
24
25 using namespace std ;
26
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27 int main ( int argc , char ∗∗ argv )
28 {
29
30 // Reading v t k f i l e
31 vtkPolyDataReader ∗ readerS = vtkPolyDataReader : : New( ) ;
32 readerS−>SetFileName ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
33 readerS−>Modif ied ( ) ;
34
35 vtkPointSet ∗pshape ;
36 vtkPoints ∗ shape pnts = vtkPoints : : New( ) ;
37 pshape = readerS−>GetOutput ( ) ;
38 pshape−>Reg i s t e r ( pshape ) ;
39 readerS−>Delete ( ) ;
40 shape pnts = pshape−>GetPoints ( ) ;
41
42 vtkPolyData ∗pdata = vtkPolyData : : New( ) ;
43 pdata=readerS−>GetOutput ( ) ;
44
45 pdata−>Modif ied ( ) ;
46 pdata−>Update ( ) ;
47
48 // Ca l cu l a t ing normals to shape
49 vtkPolyDataNormals ∗ surfNormals = vtkPolyDataNormals : : New( ) ;
50
51 surfNormals−>SetFl ipNormals (1 ) ;
52 surfNormals−>SetAutoOrientNormals (1 ) ;
53 surfNormals−>SetInput ( pdata ) ;
54 surfNormals−>SetFeatureAngle ( 3 0 . 0 ) ;
55 surfNormals−>S p l i t t i n g O f f ( ) ;
56 surfNormals−>ConsistencyOn ( ) ;
57 surfNormals−>Update ( ) ;
58
59 const double PI =3.14159265;
60 int ptId =1;
61 double ∗norm ;
62 ofstream f i l e ;
63 f i l e . open ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
64
65 f i l e << pdata−>GetNumberOfPoints ( ) << endl ;
66
67 for ( int i =0; i<pdata−>GetNumberOfPoints ( ) ; i++)
68
69 {
70 double ∗ point ;
71 point=pdata−>GetPoint ( i ) ;
72 // Writing po in t to f i l e
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73 f i l e << point [ 0 ] << " " << point [ 1 ] << " " << point [ 2 ] << " " ;
74 norm = surfNormals−>GetOutput ( )−>GetPointData ( )−>GetNormals ( )−>[...]
[...] GetTuple ( i ) ;
75 // Writing normal to f i l e
76 f i l e << norm[0]<< " " << norm [ 1 ] << " " << norm [ 2 ] << " " ;
77
78 f i l e . c l o s e ( ) ;
79
80 return 0 ;
81 }
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B.2.2 Compute Medial Axis Transform
1 // medial . cpp : Read output f i l e from normals . cpp and computes the [...]
[...] medial a x i s us ing Dey and Zhao ’ s a lgor i thm
2 // Author : Angelo Tardugno , Imper ia l Co l l e ge London
3 // Last Revis ion : 3/3/2008
4
5 #include "stdafx.h"
6 #include <CGAL/ bas i c . h>
7 #include < l i s t >
8 #include <set>
9
10 // standard inc l ude s [ . . . ]
11
12 //CGAL inc l ude s
13 #include <CGAL/ T r i a n g u l a t i o n h i e r a r c h y 3 . h>
14 #include <CGAL/ E x a c t p r e d i c a t e s i n e x a c t c o n s t r u c t i o n s k e r n e l . h>
15 #include <CGAL/ De launay t r i angu l a t i on 3 . h>
16 #include <CGAL/MP Float . h>
17 #include <CGAL/ Lazy exact nt . h>
18 #include <CGAL/ Quotient . h>
19 #include <CGAL/ T r i a n g u l a t i o n v e r t e x b a s e w i t h i n f o 3 . h>
20 #include <CGAL/ T r i a n g u l a t i o n d s c e l l b a s e 3 . h>
21 #include <CGAL/ T r i a n g u l a t i o n d a t a s t r u c t u r e 3 . h>
22 #include <CGAL/ c i r c u l a t o r . h>
23 #include < i t e r a t o r>
24
25 typedef CGAL: : Lazy exact nt<CGAL: : Quotient<CGAL: : MP Float> > NT;
26
27 using namespace std ;
28
29 typedef CGAL: : E x a c t p r e d i c a t e s i n e x a c t c o n s t r u c t i o n s k e r n e l K;
30 typedef CGAL: : T r i a n g u l a t i o n v e r t e x b a s e w i t h i n f o 3<int ,K> tvb ;
31 typedef CGAL: : T r i a n g u l a t i o n d s c e l l b a s e 3<> tcb ;
32 typedef CGAL: : T r i a n g u l a t i o n d a t a s t r u c t u r e 3<tvb , tcb> tds ;
33 typedef CGAL: : De launay t r i angu la t i on 3<K, tds> Tr iangu la t i on ;
34 typedef CGAL: : D i r e c t i on 3<K> D i r e c t i o n 3 ;
35 typedef CGAL: : Vector 3<K> Vector 3 ;
36
37
38 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : Ce l l hand l e Ce l l hand l e ;
39 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : Vertex handle Vertex handle ;
40 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : Locate type Locate type ;
41 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : Point Point ;
42 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : E d g e i t e r a t o r E d g e i t e r a t o r ;
43 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : C e l l i t e r a t o r C e l l i t e r a t o r ;
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44 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : Edge Edge ;
45 typedef Tr iangu la t i on : : C e l l c i r c u l a t o r C e l l c i r c u l a t o r ;
46
47 typedef CGAL: : C on ta in e r f r om c i r cu l a t o r<C e l l c i r c u l a t o r > cont ;
48
49 typedef tds : : Vertex handle VH;
50
51 int main ( int argc , char ∗∗ argv )
52 {
53
54 i f s t r e a m f i l e ;
55 f i l e . open ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
56
57 ofstream medial ;
58 medial . open ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
59
60 const double PI = 3 .14159265 ;
61
62 // Reading t h r e s ho l d s to be used fo r computation o f medial a x i s
63 double th r e sho ld=a t o f ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
64 double r t h r e s h o l d=a t o f ( argv [ 4 ] ) ;
65
66 int n po in t s ;
67
68 f i l e >> n po in t s ;
69
70 // Reading po in t s from f i l e
71
72 double ∗ po in t s = new double [ 3∗ n po in t s ] ;
73 double ∗normals = new double [ 3∗ n po in t s ] ;
74 double ∗ cr = new double [ n po in t s ] ;
75
76 for ( int i =0; i<n po in t s ; i++)
77 {
78 f i l e >> po in t s [ 3∗ i ] ;
79 f i l e >> po in t s [ 3∗ i +1] ;
80 f i l e >> po in t s [ 3∗ i +2] ;
81 f i l e >> normals [ 3∗ i ] ;
82 f i l e >> normals [ 3∗ i +1] ;
83 f i l e >> normals [ 3∗ i +2] ;
84 f i l e >> cr [ i ] ;
85 double modNormal = 0 ;
86 // Normalising normal v e c t o r s
87 modNormal = s q r t ( normals [ 3∗ i ]∗ normals [ 3∗ i ]+ normals [ 3∗ i +1]∗normals [ 3∗ [...]
[...] i +1]+normals [ 3∗ i +2]∗normals [ 3∗ i +2]) ;
88 normals [ 3∗ i ]/=modNormal ;
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89 normals [ 3∗ i +1]/=modNormal ;
90 normals [ 3∗ i +2]/=modNormal ;
91 }
92
93
94 // Find the maximum x , y and z to b u i l d the bounding box
95
96 double mx,my,mz ;
97 mx=abs ( po in t s [ 0 ] ) ;
98 my=abs ( po in t s [ 1 ] ) ;
99 mz=abs ( po in t s [ 2 ] ) ;
100
101 for ( int i =1; i<n po in t s ; i++)
102 {
103 i f ( abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i ] )>mx) mx=abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i ] ) ;
104 i f ( abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i +1])>my) my=abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i +1]) ;
105 i f ( abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i +2])>mz) mz=abs ( po in t s [ 3∗ i +2]) ;
106 }
107
108 // Computing Tr iangu la t ions o f po in t s in data−s e t
109
110 Tr iangu la t i on T;
111 VH vh ;
112
113 //Populat ing the l i s t
114 for ( int i =0; i<n po in t s ; i++)
115 {
116 vh = T. i n s e r t ( Point ( po in t s [ 3∗ i ] , po in t s [ 3∗ i +1] , po in t s [ 3∗ i +2]) ) ;
117
118 vh−>i n f o ( )=i ;
119
120 }
121
122 std : : l i s t <Cel l hand le> i c e l l s ;
123 std : : l i s t <Vertex handle> i v e r t i c e s ;
124 std : : set<Vertex handle> v e r t s e t ;
125
126 int v ind1 , v ind2 ;
127
128 // I t e r a t e through t r i a n gu l a t i o n v e r t i c e s , cons ider the edges and [...]
[...] compute normal
129
130 for ( Tr iangu la t i on : : V e r t e x i t e r a t o r v i = T. v e r t i c e s b e g i n ( ) ; v i !=T. [...]
[...] v e r t i c e s e n d ( ) ; v i++) // I t e r a t e throughout the v e r t i c e s o f [...]
[...] Tr iangu la t ion
131 {
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132 i c e l l s . c l e a r ( ) ;
133 v e r t s e t . c l e a r ( ) ;
134
135 Tr iangu la t i on : : Vertex v = ∗ v i ;
136
137 T. i n c i d e n t c e l l s ( vi , s td : : b a c k i n s e r t e r ( i c e l l s ) ) ; [...]
[...] // Find inc i d en t c e l l s to a g iven ve r t e x v i
138 C e l l c i r c u l a t o r cc , cc2 ;
139 C e l l c i r c u l a t o r cc end ;
140 Point pt ;
141 double xx , yy , zz ;
142
143 // I t e r a t e over the inc i d en t c e l l s
144 for ( std : : l i s t <Cel l hand le > : : i t e r a t o r c i = i c e l l s . begin ( ) ; c i !=[...]
[...] i c e l l s . end ( ) ; c i++)
145 {
146 // Extrac t the index o f the v e r t e x wi th in one o f the inc i d en t [...]
[...] c e l l s
147 v ind1 =(∗ c i )−>index ( v i ) ;
148 for ( int i =1; i <4; i++)
149 {
150 i f ( ! ( v e r t s e t . count ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)) ) ) [...]
[...] // Check i f I ’ ve a l ready v i s i t e d one[...]
[...] p a r t i c u l a r v e r t e x
151 {
152 v e r t s e t . i n s e r t ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)) ;
153 Edge e (∗ c i , v ind1 , ( ( v ind1+i )%4) ) ;
154
155 cc=T. i n c i d e n t c e l l s ( e ) ; [...]
[...] // [...]
[...] I n i t i a l i s e c i r c u l a t o r s
156 cc end=cc ;
157
158 int n cp =0;
159
160 // Compute d i r e c t i on o f edge e from ver t e x v ind1 −> ([...]
[...] v ind1+1)%4
161
162 D i r e c t i o n 3 d1 , dn ;
163
164 double vx , vy , vz ;
165 vx = ((∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . x ( ) ) − ( (∗ c i ) [...]
[...] −>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . x ( ) ) ;
166 vy = ((∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . y ( ) ) − ( (∗ c i ) [...]
[...] −>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . y ( ) ) ;
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167 vz = ((∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . z ( ) ) − ( (∗ c i ) [...]
[...] −>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . z ( ) ) ;
168
169 double norm v ;
170
171 norm v=s q r t ( vx∗vx+vy∗vy+vz∗vz ) ;
172
173 vx /= norm v ;
174 vy /= norm v ;
175 vz /= norm v ;
176
177 // Re t r i ev ing informat ion about v e r t e x v i normals
178
179 int index = vi−>i n f o ( ) ;
180
181 //Vector 3 vn ( normals [3∗ index ] , normals [3∗ index +1] ,[...]
[...] normals [3∗ index +2]) ;
182
183 double dotprod ;
184
185 dotprod = vx∗normals [ 3∗ index ]+vy∗normals [ 3∗ index+1]+vz∗[...]
[...] normals [ 3∗ index +2] ;
186
187
188 // ∗∗∗ Ratio Condit ion ∗∗∗
189
190 bool rc = ( norm v/ cr [ index ] ) > r t h r e s h o l d ;
191 bool rc2 = norm v < 25 ;
192 check << norm v << " " << ( dotprod > cos ( ( th r e sho ld [...]
[...] /180) ∗PI ) ) << " " << ( rc && rc2 ) << " " ;
193 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . x ( ) ) << [...]
[...] " " ;
194 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . y ( ) )<< [...]
[...] " " ;
195 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . z ( ) )<< [...]
[...] " " ;
196 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . x ( ) )<< " " ;
197 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . y ( ) )<< " " ;
198 check << ( (∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . z ( ) ) << endl ;
199
200
201 // ∗∗∗ Angle Condit ion ∗∗∗
202
203
204 i f ( ( dotprod > cos ( ( th r e sho ld /180) ∗PI ) ) ) // | | ( rc && [...]
[...] dotprod >0.5 && rc2 ) )
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205
206 {
207
208 cout << "Inserting edge " << endl ;
209
210 do
211 {
212 i f ( ! (T. i s i n f i n i t e ( cc ) ) )
213 {
214 ++n cp ;
215 }
216 } while ((++cc ) !=( cc end ) ) ;
217
218
219 cc=T. i n c i d e n t c e l l s ( e ) ;
220 cc end=cc ;
221
222 do
223 {
224 i f ( ! (T. i s i n f i n i t e ( cc ) ) )
225 {
226
227 pt=T. dual ( cc ) ;
228
229 xx = pt . x ( ) ;
230 yy = pt . y ( ) ;
231 zz = pt . z ( ) ;
232
233 //computing ang le between extremes o f edges[...]
[...] and each ve r t e x o f voronoi diagram
234
235 double vv1 [ 3 ] , vv2 [ 3 ] ;
236 double lvv1 , lvv2 ;
237
238 vv1 [0 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . [...]
[...] x ( ) − xx ;
239 vv1 [1 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . [...]
[...] y ( ) − yy ;
240 vv1 [2 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( ( v ind1+i )%4)−>point ( ) . [...]
[...] z ( ) − zz ;
241
242 lvv1=s q r t ( vv1 [ 0 ] ∗ vv1 [0 ]+ vv1 [ 1 ] ∗ vv1 [1 ]+ vv1[...]
[...] [ 2 ] ∗ vv1 [ 2 ] ) ;
243
244 vv2 [0 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . x ( ) − [...]
[...] xx ;
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245 vv2 [1 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . y ( ) − [...]
[...] yy ;
246 vv2 [2 ]=(∗ c i )−>ver tex ( v ind1 )−>point ( ) . z ( ) − [...]
[...] zz ;
247
248 lvv2=s q r t ( vv2 [ 0 ] ∗ vv2 [0 ]+ vv2 [ 1 ] ∗ vv2 [1 ]+ vv2[...]
[...] [ 2 ] ∗ vv2 [ 2 ] ) ;
249
250 double ang le ;
251
252 ang le = acos ( ( vv1 [ 0 ] ∗ vv2 [ 0 ] + vv1 [ 1 ] ∗ vv2 [ 1 ] [...]
[...] + vv1 [ 2 ] ∗ vv2 [ 2 ] ) /( lvv1 ∗ lvv2 ) ) ∗180/[...]
[...] PI ;
253
254 medial << xx << " " << yy << " " << zz << [...]
[...] " " << lvv1 << " " << lvv2 << " " <<[...]
[...] ang le << endl ;
255 }
256
257 } while (++cc != cc end ) ;
258
259 }
260 }
261 }
262
263 }
264
265
266
267 }
268
269
270 // Clos ing f i l e
271 medial . c l o s e ( ) ;
272 check . c l o s e ( ) ;
273
274 return 0 ;
275 }
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B.2.3 MAT Simplification
1 #
2 def pow distance (a , b ) :
3 d i s t = pow( a [0]−b [ 0 ] , 2 )+pow( a [1]−b [ 1 ] , 2 )+pow( a [2]−b [ 2 ] , 2 )
4 pd = d i s t − pow( a [3 ]+b [ 3 ] , 2 ) # Di f f e r en t d i s t ance
5 return pd
6
7 def f indRadius ( centre , l i s t O f S p h e r e s ) :
8 Rad=[ ]
9 xc=cent r e [ 0 ]
10 yc=cent r e [ 1 ]
11 zc=cent r e [ 2 ]
12 Rc=cent r e [ 3 ]
13
14 # Find rad ius o f minimum inc l ud ing spheres with centre in ( xc , yc , zc )
15 for i in range (0 , l en ( l i s t O f S p h e r e s ) ) :
16 x=l i s t O f S p h e r e s [ i ] [ 0 ]
17 y=l i s t O f S p h e r e s [ i ] [ 1 ]
18 z=l i s t O f S p h e r e s [ i ] [ 2 ]
19 R=l i s t O f S p h e r e s [ i ] [ 3 ]
20
21 d i s t=s q r t (pow ( ( x−xc ) ,2 )+pow ( ( y−yc ) ,2 )+pow ( ( z−zc ) ,2 ) )+R
22
23 Rad=Rad+[ d i s t ]
24
25
26 ind= Rad . index (max(Rad) )
27
28 return max(Rad)
29
30 def f indBoundingSphere ( lOs ) :
31 # I n i t i a l i s e guess sphere to f i r s t sphere in the l i s t
32 guess=array ( lOs [ 0 ] )
33
34 maxIterat ions = 1000 ;
35 gs =100.0
36 mgs=0.01
37 numIt=0
38 # Use maximum radius o f l i s t o f spheres as i n i t i a l rad ius
39 guess [3 ]= f indRadius ( guess , lOs )
40
41 # Test o ther va lue s on a sphere o f rad ius gs , check on d i r e c t i on +−x , [...]
[...] +−y +−z
42
43 while ( ( numIt<maxIterat ions ) and ( gs>mgs) ) :
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44 t r = [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
45
46 tp = [ [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] ]
47
48 tp [0 ]=( guess )+array ( [ gs , 0 , 0 , 0 ] )
49 tp [1 ]=( guess )+array ([−1∗ gs , 0 , 0 , 0 ] )
50 tp [2 ]=( guess )+array ( [ 0 , gs , 0 , 0 ] )
51 tp [3 ]=( guess )+array ([0 ,−1∗ gs , 0 , 0 ] )
52 tp [4 ]=( guess )+array ( [ 0 , 0 , gs , 0 ] )
53 tp [5 ]=( guess )+array ([0 ,0 ,−1∗ gs , 0 ] )
54
55 t r [0 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 0 ] , lOs )
56 t r [1 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 1 ] , lOs )
57 t r [2 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 2 ] , lOs )
58 t r [3 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 3 ] , lOs )
59 t r [4 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 4 ] , lOs )
60 t r [5 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 5 ] , lOs )
61
62 # Test o ther va lue s on a sphere o f rad ius gs , check on d i r e c t i on [...]
[...] a t 45 deg with axes
63 i f ( min ( t r )<guess [ 3 ] ) :
64 guess=tp [ t r . index (min ( t r ) ) ]
65 guess [3 ]= min ( t r )
66 else :
67 t r = [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
68 tp = [ [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] ]
69
70 c f =(1/ s q r t (3 ) ) ∗ gs
71 tp [0 ]= guess+array ( [ c f , c f , c f , 0 ] )
72 tp [1 ]= guess+array ( [ c f , c f ,− c f , 0 ] )
73 tp [2 ]= guess+array ( [ c f ,− c f , c f , 0 ] )
74 tp [3 ]= guess+array ( [ c f ,− c f ,− c f , 0 ] )
75 tp [4 ]= guess+array ([− c f , c f , c f , 0 ] )
76 tp [5 ]= guess+array ([− c f , c f ,− c f , 0 ] )
77 tp [6 ]= guess+array ([− c f ,− c f , c f , 0 ] )
78 tp [7 ]= guess+array ([− c f ,− c f ,− c f , 0 ] )
79
80 t r [0 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 0 ] , lOs )
81 t r [1 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 1 ] , lOs )
82 t r [2 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 2 ] , lOs )
83 t r [3 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 3 ] , lOs )
84 t r [4 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 4 ] , lOs )
85 t r [5 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 5 ] , lOs )
86 t r [6 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 6 ] , lOs )
87 t r [7 ]= f indRadius ( tp [ 7 ] , lOs )
88
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89 i f ( min ( t r )<guess [ 3 ] ) :
90 guess=tp [ t r . index (min ( t r ) ) ]
91 guess [3 ]= min ( t r )
92 else :
93 # I f no decrease , rad ius o f b a l l i s decreased
94 gs=gs /2 .0
95
96 numIt=numIt+1
97
98 return guess
99
100 def simplifyMA ( ) :
101
102 indMA = listboxM2S . c u r s e l e c t i o n ( )
103
104 for ind in indMA :
105 f i l e 2 s = listOfM2S [ i n t ( ind ) ]+’.mat’
106
107 # Threshold f o r s p h e r i c i t y
108 s t h r e s h o l d =0.9
109
110 f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s =[ ]
111
112 f = open ( f i l e 2 s , "r" )
113
114 out = open ( "simplified.log" , "w" )
115
116 c=0
117 # Counting number o f spheres
118 for l i n e s in f . r e a d l i n e s ( ) :
119 c=c+1
120
121 f . c l o s e ( )
122
123 f = open ( f i l e 2 s , "r" )
124
125 # Bui ld ing array con ta in i g data
126 data = ze ro s ( ( c , 4 ) , typecode=’float’ )
127
128 for i in range (0 , c ) :
129 l i n = f . r e a d l i n e ( ) . s p l i t ( )
130 data [ i ,0 ]= f l o a t ( l i n [ 0 ] )
131 data [ i ,1 ]= f l o a t ( l i n [ 1 ] )
132 data [ i ,2 ]= f l o a t ( l i n [ 2 ] )
133 data [ i ,3 ]= f l o a t ( l i n [ 3 ] )
134
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135
136 # Bui ld ing d i s t ance matrix
137 print "Number of points:" , c
138
139 n items = i n t ( ( ( c∗c−c ) /2 . 0 ) )
140
141 d i s t ance = ze ro s ( ( n i tems ) , typecode=’float’ )
142 maxnumb=1
143
144 index = 0
145 for i in range (0 , c ) :
146 for j in range (0 , i ) :
147 d i s t ance [ index ]= pow distance ( data [ i ] , data [ j ] )
148 index=index+1
149
150 print l en ( d i s t anc e )
151
152 t r e e = t r e e c l u s t e r ( d i s tancematr ix=dis tance , method=’m’ )
153
154 t r e e . s c a l e ( )
155
156 print "Tree:" , t r e e
157 print "Lenght tree:" , l en ( t r e e )
158
159 l ength = len ( t r e e )−1
160
161
162 # I t e r a t e through a l l nodes in t r e e
163
164 f l a g = ze ro s ( l en ( t r e e ) )
165
166 for i in range (0 , l en ( t r e e ) ) :
167 j=l en ( t r e e )−i−1
168
169 i f ( t r e e [ j ] . d i s tance <0) :
170 i f ( f l a g [ j ]==0) :
171 print "Examining node " , j
172
173 l i s t =[ t r e e [ j ] . l e f t ]+[ t r e e [ j ] . r i g h t ]
174 print l i s t
175
176 l i s t V i s i t e d N o d e s =[ j ] # Sta r t i n g v i s i t e d l i s t wi th [...]
[...] current node
177
178 # Consider only c l u s t e r s with nega t i v e d i s t ance ( a l l [...]
[...] c l u s t e r s are i n t e r s e c t i n g )
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179 while ( min ( l i s t )<0) :
180 temp=l i s t
181 i n2 r =[ ]
182 for k in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
183 i f ( l i s t [ k ]<0) :
184 i n2 r=in2 r +[k ]
185 l i s t V i s i t e d N o d e s=l i s t V i s i t e d N o d e s +[abs ( l i s t [ k[...]
[...] ] ) −1] # Adding index to l i s t o f [...]
[...] v i s i t e d nodes
186 temp=temp+[ t r e e [ abs ( l i s t [ k ] ) −1]. l e f t ]+[ t r e e [ [...]
[...] abs ( l i s t [ k ] ) −1]. r i g h t ]
187 l i s t=temp
188 temp =[ ]
189 for k in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
190 i f not ( k in i n2 r ) :
191 temp=temp+[ l i s t [ k ] ]
192 l i s t=temp
193
194 print >> out , l en ( l i s t )
195
196 c sphere s =[ ]
197 for i i in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
198 c sphere s=csphere s +[map(None , data [ l i s t [ i i ] , : ] ) ]
199
200 bsphere=findBoundingSphere ( c sphe re s )
201
202 l i s t O f R a d i i =[ ]
203 for i i in range (0 , l en ( c sphere s ) ) :
204 l i s t O f R a d i i=l i s t O f R a d i i +[ c sphe re s [ i i ] [ 3 ] ]
205
206 s p h e r i c i t y = max( l i s t O f R a d i i ) / f l o a t ( bsphere [ 3 ] )
207
208 # Simp l i f y spheres with s p h e r i c i t y > than t h r e s ho l d
209 i f ( s p h e r i c i t y>s t h r e s h o l d ) :
210 for k i in range (0 , l en ( l i s t V i s i t e d N o d e s ) ) :
211 # Se t t i n g f l a g o f a l l nodes v i s i t e d so they ’ re [...]
[...] not v i s i t e d again
212 f l a g [ l i s t V i s i t e d N o d e s [ k i ] ]=1
213
214 # Adding the c i rcumscr i b ing sphere in the s e t
215 f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s=f ina lSe tO fSphe r e s +[ bsphere ]
216 print l en ( c sphe re s ) , " have been simplified\n"
217
218
219 #l i s t o f spheres forming the s imp l i f i e d MA
220 for i in range (0 , l en ( t r e e ) ) :
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221 j=l en ( t r e e )−i−1
222 print j
223 print "Node" , t r e e [ j ] . l e f t
224 i f ( f l a g [ j ]==0) :
225
226 print "Examining node " , j
227 l i s t =[ t r e e [ j ] . l e f t ]+[ t r e e [ j ] . r i g h t ]
228 while ( min ( l i s t )<0) :
229 temp=l i s t
230 i n2 r =[ ]
231 for k in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
232
233 i f ( l i s t [ k ]<0) and ( f l a g [ abs ( l i s t [ k ] )−1]==0) :
234 i n2 r=in2 r +[k ]
235 temp=temp+[ t r e e [ abs ( l i s t [ k ] ) −1]. l e f t ]+[ t r e e [ abs ( [...]
[...] l i s t [ k ] ) −1]. r i g h t ]
236
237 i f ( l i s t [ k ]<0) and ( f l a g [ abs ( l i s t [ k ] )−1]==1) :
238 print "Tree Node has to be removed"
239 i n2 r=in2 r +[k ]
240
241 l i s t=temp
242 temp =[ ]
243
244 for k in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
245 i f not ( k in i n2 r ) :
246 temp=temp+[ l i s t [ k ] ]
247 l i s t=temp
248 i f l en ( l i s t )==0:
249 break
250
251 for i q in range (0 , l en ( l i s t ) ) :
252 f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s=f ina lS e tO fSphe r e s +[ array ( data [ i q ] ) ]
253
254 o u t f i l e = open ( l istOfM2S [ i n t ( ind ) ]+’.mas’ , ’w’ )
255
256 setOfSpheres=( f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s )
257
258 # re t a in in g unique e lements in s e t
259 checked = [ ]
260 for e in setOfSpheres :
261 i f e not in checked :
262 checked . append ( e )
263
264 f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s=checked
265
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266 for i in range (0 , l en ( f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s ) ) :
267 o u t f i l e . wr i t e ( "%f %f %f %f\n" % ( f ina lS e tO fSphe r e s [ i ] [ 0 ] , [...]
[...] f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s [ i ] [ 1 ] , f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s [ i ] [ 2 ] , [...]
[...] f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s [ i ] [ 3 ] ) )
268 print f i na lS e tO fSphe r e s [ i ]
269 o u t f i l e . c l o s e ( )
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B.3 Anatomical Measurements
1 import sys
2 import time
3 from cStr ingIO import Str ingIO
4 from vtk import ∗
5 from rpy import ∗
6 from s c ipy import ∗
7 import math as m
8 import s c ipy . l i n a l g as l a
9
10 print sys . argv [ 1 ]
11
12 f = open ( "eigenrotated.txt" , "r" )
13
14 global p1
15 global p2
16 global nsL
17 global neckPlane
18 global neckPoint
19 global newpoints
20 global mpoints
21 global zT
22 global dirpn
23 global centreN1 , centreN2
24 global T
25 global l i t o
26 global renWin
27 global i r e n
28
29 centreN1 =[ ]
30 centreN2 =[ ]
31 zT=5
32
33 def comRelease ( a , b ) :
34 global c l i ckCount
35 global nsL
36 c l i ckCount +=1
37 global p1
38 global p2
39 global p3
40 global O
41 global dirUP
42 global centreN1 , centreN2
43
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44 # Action to perform a f t e r 1ˆ s t c l i c k : S e l e c t i on o f medial i n f e r i o r [...]
[...] po in t in f r o n t a l view
45 i f ( c l i ckCount==1) :
46 global nsL
47 s = a . GetEventPosit ion ( )
48 s = l i s t ( s )
49
50 s t a r t p t = [ ]
51 rend . SetDisp layPoint ( s [ 0 ] , s [ 1 ] , 0) ;
52 rend . DisplayToWorld ( ) ;
53 p1 = [ ]
54 p1 = rend . GetWorldPoint ( ) ;
55 p1=l i s t ( p1 )
56
57
58 # Action to perform a f t e r 2ˆnd c l i c k : S e l e c t i on o f l a t e r a l super io r [...]
[...] po in t in f r o n t a l view
59 i f ( c l i ckCount==2) :
60 global nsL
61 s2 = a . GetEventPosit ion ( )
62 s2 = l i s t ( s2 )
63 s t a r t p t = [ ]
64 rend . SetDisp layPoint ( s2 [ 0 ] , s2 [ 1 ] , 0)
65 rend . DisplayToWorld ( ) ;
66 p2 = [ ]
67 p2 = rend . GetWorldPoint ( ) ;
68 p2=l i s t ( p2 )
69
70 # Render l i n e pass ing through the f i r s t 2 s e l e c t e d po in t s
71 nsL . SetPoint1 ( p1 [ 0 ] , maxY, p1 [ 2 ] )
72 nsL . SetPoint2 ( p2 [ 0 ] , maxY, p2 [ 2 ] )
73
74 nsLMapper = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
75 nsLMapper . SetInput ( nsL . GetOutput ( ) )
76
77 nsLActor = vtkActor ( )
78 nsLActor . SetMapper ( nsLMapper )
79
80 nsLActor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
81 nsLActor . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
82 pA=[p1 [ 0 ] , maxY, p1 [ 2 ] ]
83 pB=[p2 [ 0 ] , maxY, p2 [ 2 ] ]
84 P12=[pB[0]−pA [ 0 ] , pB[1]−pA [ 1 ] , pB[2]−pA [ 2 ] ]
85
86 # Computing new view d i r e c t i on as perpend icu lar to the l i n e [...]
[...] pass ing through pA and pB
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87 dirUP=c r o s s (P12 , [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] )
88
89 dirUP=dirUP . t o l i s t ( )
90
91 rend . AddActor ( nsLActor )
92 cam . SetViewUp ( dirUP [ 0 ] , dirUP [ 1 ] , dirUP [ 2 ] )
93 cam . SetFoca lPoint (pA [ 0 ] , maxY,pA [ 2 ] )
94 cam . Se tPos i t i on (pA[0 ]+ P12 [ 0 ]∗1 0 0 ,pA[1 ]+ P12 [ 1 ]∗1 0 0 ,pA[2 ]+ P12[...]
[...] [ 2 ] ∗ 1 0 0 )
95
96 # Turn pe r s p e c t i v e OFF
97 cam . Para l l e lP ro j e c t i onOn ( )
98 rend . ResetCamera ( )
99
100 # Action to perform a f t e r 3ˆ rd c l i c k : S e l e c t i on o f po in t in [...]
[...] t r ansve r s e view
101 i f ( c l i ckCount==3) :
102 s2 = a . GetEventPosit ion ( )
103 s2 = l i s t ( s2 )
104 s t a r t p t = [ ]
105 rend . SetDisp layPoint ( s2 [ 0 ] , s2 [ 1 ] , 0)
106 rend . DisplayToWorld ( ) ;
107 p3 = [ ]
108 p3 = rend . GetWorldPoint ( ) ;
109 p3=l i s t ( p3 )
110
111 pA=[p1 [ 0 ] , maxY, p1 [ 2 ] ]
112 pB=[p2 [ 0 ] , maxY, p2 [ 2 ] ]
113
114
115 P12=[pB[0]−pA [ 0 ] , pB[1]−pA [ 1 ] , pB[2]−pA [ 2 ] ]
116 P12n=[ i / s q r t ( dot (P12 , P12 ) ) for i in P12 ]
117 d i r 3 =[p3 [0]−pB [ 0 ] , p3 [1]−pB [ 1 ] , p3 [2]−pB [ 2 ] ]
118 comp3=dot (P12n , d i r 3 )
119
120 pC=[pB[0 ]+ d i r3 [0]−comp3∗P12n [ 0 ] , pB[1 ]+ d i r3 [1]−comp3∗P12n [ 1 ] , pB[2 ]+[...]
[...] d i r 3 [2]−comp3∗P12n [ 2 ] ]
121
122 P13=[pC[0]−pA [ 0 ] , pC[1]−pA [ 1 ] , pC[2]−pA [ 2 ] ]
123 P23=[P13 [0]−P12 [ 0 ] , P13 [1]−P12 [ 1 ] , P13 [2]−P12 [ 2 ] ]
124
125 pD=[pA[0 ]+ P23 [ 0 ] , pA[1 ]+ P23 [ 1 ] , pA[2 ]+ P23 [ 2 ] ]
126
127 # Render Se l e c t i on r e c t ang l e
128
129 centrepA=vtkSphereSource ( )
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130 centrepA . SetCenter (pA [ 0 ] , pA [ 1 ] , pA [ 2 ] )
131 centrepA . SetRadius (3 )
132 centrepAMap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
133 centrepAMap . SetInput ( centrepA . GetOutput ( ) )
134 centrepAMap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
135 centrepAAc = vtkActor ( )
136 centrepAAc . SetMapper ( centrepAMap )
137 centrepAAc . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
138 centrepAAc . P ickab leOf f ( )
139 rend . AddActor ( centrepAAc )
140
141 centrepB=vtkSphereSource ( )
142 centrepB . SetCenter (pB [ 0 ] , pB [ 1 ] , pB [ 2 ] )
143 centrepB . SetRadius (3 )
144 centrepBMap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
145 centrepBMap . SetInput ( centrepB . GetOutput ( ) )
146 centrepBMap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
147 centrepBAc = vtkActor ( )
148 centrepBAc . SetMapper ( centrepBMap )
149 centrepBAc . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
150 centrepBAc . P ickab leOf f ( )
151 rend . AddActor ( centrepBAc )
152
153 centrepC=vtkSphereSource ( )
154 centrepC . SetCenter (pC [ 0 ] , pC [ 1 ] , pC [ 2 ] )
155 centrepC . SetRadius (3 )
156 centrepCMap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
157 centrepCMap . SetInput ( centrepC . GetOutput ( ) )
158 centrepCMap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
159 centrepCAc = vtkActor ( )
160 centrepCAc . SetMapper ( centrepCMap )
161 centrepCAc . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
162 centrepCAc . P ickab leOf f ( )
163 rend . AddActor ( centrepCAc )
164
165
166 centrepD=vtkSphereSource ( )
167 centrepD . SetCenter (pD [ 0 ] , pD [ 1 ] , pD [ 2 ] )
168 centrepD . SetRadius (3 )
169 centrepDMap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
170 centrepDMap . SetInput ( centrepD . GetOutput ( ) )
171 centrepDMap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
172 centrepDAc = vtkActor ( )
173 centrepDAc . SetMapper ( centrepDMap )
174 centrepDAc . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
175 centrepDAc . P ickab leOf f ( )
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176 rend . AddActor ( centrepDAc )
177
178
179 O=[(pA[0 ]+pB[0]+pC[0]+pD [ 0 ] ) /4 , (pA[1 ]+pB[1]+pC[1]+pD [ 1 ] ) /4 , (pA[...]
[...] [2 ]+pB[2 ]+pC[2]+pD [ 2 ] ) /4 ]
180
181 d i r 1 =P12
182 norm1 = s q r t ( dot ( dir1 , d i r 1 ) )
183 dir1n = d i r1 /norm1
184 dir1n = dir1n . t o l i s t ( )
185 dir1n=array ( d i r1n )
186
187
188 d i r 2=P13
189 norm2=s q r t ( dot ( dir2 , d i r 2 ) )
190 dir2n=d i r2 /norm2
191 dir2n=dir2n . t o l i s t ( )
192 dir2n=array ( d i r2n )
193
194 di rp=c r o s s ( dir1n , d i r2n )
195 normp = s q r t ( dot ( dirp , d i rp ) )
196 dirpn=dirp /normp
197
198
199 Bl ine = vtkLineSource ( )
200 Bl ine . SetPoint1 (pC [ 0 ] , pC [ 1 ] , pC [ 2 ] )
201 Bl ine . SetPoint2 (pB [ 0 ] , pB [ 1 ] , pB [ 2 ] )
202
203 Bmapper = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
204 Bmapper . SetInput ( Bl ine . GetOutput ( ) )
205
206 Bactor = vtkActor ( )
207 Bactor . SetMapper (Bmapper )
208 Bactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
209 Bactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
210
211 Cl ine = vtkLineSource ( )
212 Cl ine . SetPoint1 (pC [ 0 ] , pC [ 1 ] , pC [ 2 ] )
213 Cl ine . SetPoint2 (pD [ 0 ] , pD [ 1 ] , pD [ 2 ] )
214 Cmapper = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
215 Cmapper . SetInput ( Cl ine . GetOutput ( ) )
216
217 Cactor = vtkActor ( )
218 Cactor . SetMapper (Cmapper )
219 Cactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
220 Cactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
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221
222 Dline = vtkLineSource ( )
223 Dline . SetPoint1 (pD [ 0 ] , pD [ 1 ] , pD [ 2 ] )
224 Dline . SetPoint2 (pA [ 0 ] , pA [ 1 ] , pA [ 2 ] )
225 Dmapper = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
226 Dmapper . SetInput ( Dl ine . GetOutput ( ) )
227
228 Dactor = vtkActor ( )
229 Dactor . SetMapper (Dmapper)
230 Dactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
231 Cactor . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
232 rend . AddActor ( Bactor )
233 rend . AddActor ( Cactor )
234 rend . AddActor ( Dactor )
235
236 rend . Render ( )
237
238 # Se l e c t Points i n s i d e the r e c t ang l e and change rendered co lour
239 pointsNeckx =[ ]
240 pointsNecky =[ ]
241 pointsNeckz =[ ]
242 pointsNeck =[ ]
243
244 pts = newpoints . t o l i s t ( )
245 maxT=0;
246
247 for pt in pts :
248
249 v t e s t =[pt [0]−pA [ 0 ] , pt [1]−pA [ 1 ] , pt [2]−pA [ 2 ] ]
250 i f ( dot ( vtes t , d i r1n )>maxT) :
251 maxT=dot ( vtes t , d i r1n )
252 i f ( dot ( vtes t , d i r2n )>maxT) :
253 maxT=dot ( vtes t , d i r2n )
254 cond1=(dot ( vtes t , d i r1n )>0) and ( dot ( vtes t , d i r1n )<norm1 )
255 cond2=(dot ( vtes t , d i r2n )>0) and ( dot ( vtes t , d i r2n )<norm2 )
256 cond3=(abs ( dot ( vtes t , d i rp ) )<zT)
257
258
259 i f ( cond1 and cond2 and cond3 ) :
260 pointsNeckx+=[pt [ 0 ] ]
261 pointsNecky+=[pt [ 1 ] ]
262 pointsNeckz+=[pt [ 2 ] ]
263 pointsNeck+=[pt ]
264
265 A, err , centreN1 , aA , aB = f i t E l l i p s e 3 D ( pointsNeckx , pointsNecky , [...]
[...] pointsNeckz , 1 )
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266
267 centreN1S=vtkSphereSource ( )
268 centreN1S . SetCenter ( centreN1 [ 0 ] , centreN1 [ 1 ] , centreN1 [ 2 ] )
269 centreN1S . SetRadius (1 )
270 centreN1Map=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
271 centreN1Map . SetInput ( centreN1S . GetOutput ( ) )
272 centreN1Map . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
273 centreN1Ac = vtkActor ( )
274 centreN1Ac . SetMapper ( centreN1Map )
275 centreN1Ac . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 1 , 0 , 0 )
276 centreN1Ac . P ickab leOf f ( )
277 rend . AddActor ( centreN1Ac )
278
279
280 nsource =[ ]
281 nmappers =[ ]
282 nactor s =[ ]
283 for i j in range ( l en ( pointsNeckx ) ) :
284 nsource+=[vtkSphereSource ( ) ]
285 nsource [ i j ] . SetCenter ( pointsNeck [ i j ] [ 0 ] , pointsNeck [ i j ] [ 1 ] , [...]
[...] pointsNeck [ i j ] [ 2 ] )
286
287
288 nmappers+=[vtkPolyDataMapper ( ) ]
289 nmappers [ i j ] . SetInput ( nsource [ i j ] . GetOutput ( ) )
290 nmappers [ i j ] . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
291 nactor s += [ vtkActor ( ) ]
292 nactor s [ i j ] . SetMapper ( nmappers [ i j ] )
293 nactor s [ i j ] . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
294 nactor s [ i j ] . P i ckab leOf f ( )
295
296 cam . SetViewUp ( d i r ISn [ 0 ] , d i r ISn [ 1 ] , d i r ISn [ 2 ] )
297
298 cam . SetFoca lPoint (0 ,−400 ,0)
299 cam . Se tPos i t i on (0 ,400 ,0 )
300 cam . Para l l e lP ro j e c t i onOn ( )
301 rend . ResetCamera ( )
302
303 rend . Render ( )
304
305 # Action to perform a f t e r 4ˆ th c l i c k : d e f i n i t i o n o f l i n e pass ing [...]
[...] through centre
306 # of the e l l i p s e f i t t i n g the po in t s wi th in r e c t ang l e and new poin t . [...]
[...] This d i r e c t i on
307 # i s used fo r re f inement o f capi to−c o l l a r ax i s
308
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309 i f ( c l i ckCount==4) :
310 s = a . GetEventPosit ion ( )
311 s = l i s t ( s )
312 s t a r t p t = [ ]
313 rend . SetDisp layPoint ( s [ 0 ] , s [ 1 ] , 0) ;
314 rend . DisplayToWorld ( ) ;
315 p4 = [ ]
316 p4 = rend . GetWorldPoint ( ) ;
317 p4=l i s t ( p4 )
318
319 centreN2 =[p4 [ 0 ] ,O[ 1 ] , p4 [ 2 ] ]
320 neckAxis =[ centreN2 [0]− centreN1 [ 0 ] , centreN2 [1]− centreN1 [ 1 ] , centreN2[...]
[...] [2]− centreN1 [ 2 ] ]
321
322 nAL = vtkLineSource ( )
323 nAL. SetPoint1 ( centreN1 [ 0 ] , centreN1 [ 1 ] , centreN1 [ 2 ] )
324 nAL. SetPoint2 ( centreN1 [0 ]+ neckAxis [ 0 ] , centreN1 [1 ]+ neckAxis [ 1 ] , [...]
[...] centreN1 [2 ]+ neckAxis [ 2 ] )
325
326 nMap = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
327 nMap . SetInput (nAL. GetOutput ( ) )
328 nActor = vtkActor ( )
329 nActor . SetMapper (nMap)
330 nActor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
331
332 rend . AddActor ( nActor )
333 normNeckA=s q r t ( dot ( neckAxis , neckAxis ) )
334 NA=f l o a t (normNeckA)
335 neckAxisn =[ q i /normNeckA for q i in neckAxis ]
336
337 centresOfNeck =[ ]
338 e c a c t o r s =[ ]
339 ec s =[ ]
340 ecmap =[ ]
341 ecmap =[ ]
342 pts = newpoints . t o l i s t ( )
343
344
345 # I t e r a t e the f i t t i n g process u n t i l no s i g n i f i c a n t change in the [...]
[...] d i r e c t i on occurs
346 angleN = 0
347 n i t e r=0
348 maxRad=0
349 while ( angleN <0.99) :
350 centresOfNeck =[ ]
351 n i t e r+=1
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352 print "Iteration #"+s t r ( n i t e r )
353 # e l l i p s e s are f i t t e d from 10 to 90% of the l i n e p r e v i ou s l y [...]
[...] de f ined
354 for tk in range (10 ,90 ,2 ) :
355
356 ec =[ centreN1 [0 ]+ tk∗neckAxisn [ 0 ] ∗NA/100 .0 , centreN1 [1 ]+ tk∗[...]
[...] neckAxisn [ 1 ] ∗NA/100 .0 , centreN1 [2 ]+ tk∗neckAxisn [ 2 ] ∗ [...]
[...] NA/ 1 0 0 . 0 ]
357 x2f =[ ]
358 y2f =[ ]
359 z2 f =[ ]
360 po int sF lag=0
361
362 for pt in pts :
363
364 t e s t =[pt [0]− ec [ 0 ] , pt [1]− ec [ 1 ] , pt [2]− ec [ 2 ] ]
365 i f ( abs ( dot ( t e s t , neckAxisn ) )<zT) :
366 po int sF lag=1
367
368 x2f+=[pt [ 0 ] ]
369 y2f+=[pt [ 1 ] ]
370 z2 f+=[pt [ 2 ] ]
371
372 i f ( po int sF lag==1) :
373
374 A, err , centreE , aAxis , bAxis = f i t E l l i p s e 3 D ( x2f , y2f , z2f [...]
[...] , 1 )
375 meanRad=(aAxis+bAxis ) /2 .0
376 i f (meanRad>maxRad) :
377 maxRad=meanRad
378
379
380 centresOfNeck+=[centreE ]
381
382 centresOfNeck = matrix ( centresOfNeck )
383
384 meanCentres = centresOfNeck . mean (0 )
385
386 centresOfNeck −= meanCentres
387
388 n e c k l i n e = r . prcomp ( centresOfNeck )
389
390 eigenVectorsN = n e c k l i n e [ ’rotation ’ ]
391 l i n eNDi r e c t i on = eigenVectorsN [ : , 0 ]
392
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393 dirN = [ eigenVectorsN [ 0 , 0 ] , e igenVectorsN [ 1 , 0 ] , e igenVectorsN[...]
[...] [ 2 , 0 ] ]
394
395 normN=s q r t (sum ( [ i ∗∗2 for i in dirN ] ) )
396
397 dirNn=[ i /normN for i in dirN ]
398
399
400 # The new d i r e c t i on i s f l i p p e d i f not po in t ing in the same [...]
[...] d i r e c t i on
401 # of the f i r s t approximation o f the capi to−c o l l a r ax i s
402
403 i f ( dot ( dirNn , neckAxis )<0) :
404 dirNn=[−1∗elem for elem in dirNn ]
405
406 neckAxisn/=s q r t ( dot ( neckAxisn , neckAxisn ) )
407 dirNn/=s q r t ( dot ( dirNn , dirNn ) )
408
409 angleN=dot ( neckAxisn , dirNn )
410
411 neckAxis=array ( [ i for i in dirNn ] )
412 neckAxisn =[ i / s q r t ( dot ( neckAxis , neckAxis ) ) for i in neckAxis . [...]
[...] t o l i s t ( ) ]
413 neckAxisn=array ( neckAxisn )
414
415
416 neckAxis/=s q r t ( dot ( neckAxis , neckAxis ) )
417 dirpn=neckAxisn
418 cNe=[meanCentres [ 0 , 0 ] , meanCentres [ 0 , 1 ] , meanCentres [ 0 , 2 ] ]
419 neckAxisL = vtkLineSource ( )
420 neckAxisL . SetPoint1 ( cNe [0]+200∗ dirpn [ 0 ] , cNe [1]+200∗ dirpn [ 1 ] , cNe[...]
[...] [2 ]+200∗ dirpn [ 2 ] )
421 neckAxisL . SetPoint2 ( cNe [ 0 ] , cNe [ 1 ] , cNe [ 2 ] )
422
423 neckMapper = vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
424 neckMapper . SetInput ( neckAxisL . GetOutput ( ) )
425 neckActor = vtkActor ( )
426 neckActor . SetMapper ( neckMapper )
427 pdmw = vtkPolyDataWriter ( )
428 pdmw. SetInput ( neckAxisL . GetOutput ( ) )
429 pdmw. SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "_N.vtk" )
430 pdmw. Write ( )
431
432 neckActor . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 0 )
433 neckActor . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
434 rend . AddActor ( neckActor )
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435
436 # Creating ans sav in L−M di r e c t i on
437 lineLM = vtkLineSource ( )
438 CLM=cNe
439 lineLM . SetPoint1 (CLM[0]−normLM∗dirLMn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]−normLM∗dirLMn [ 1 ] , [...]
[...] CLM[2]−normLM∗dirLMn [ 2 ] )
440 lineLM . SetPoint2 (CLM[0]+normLM∗dirLMn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]+normLM∗dirLMn [ 1 ] , [...]
[...] CLM[2]+normLM∗dirLMn [ 2 ] )
441
442 lineLMMapper=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
443 lineLMMapper . SetInput ( lineLM . GetOutput ( ) )
444
445
446 pdmw = vtkPolyDataWriter ( )
447 pdmw. SetInput ( lineLM . GetOutput ( ) )
448 pdmw. SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "_LM.vtk" )
449 pdmw. Write ( )
450 actorLM = vtkActor ( )
451 actorLM . SetMapper ( lineLMMapper )
452
453 actorLM . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
454 actorLM . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
455
456 rend . AddActor ( actorLM )
457
458 # Creating ans sav in P−A d i r e c t i on
459 l inePA = vtkLineSource ( )
460
461 l inePA . SetPoint1 (CLM[0]−20∗dirPAn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]−20∗dirPAn [ 1 ] ,CLM[...]
[...] [2]−20∗dirPAn [ 2 ] )
462 l inePA . SetPoint2 (CLM[0]+200∗dirPAn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]+200∗dirPAn [ 1 ] ,CLM[...]
[...] [2 ]+200∗dirPAn [ 2 ] )
463
464 pdmw = vtkPolyDataWriter ( )
465 pdmw. SetInput ( linePA . GetOutput ( ) )
466 pdmw. SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "_PA.vtk" )
467 pdmw. Write ( )
468
469 linePAMapper=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
470 linePAMapper . SetInput ( linePA . GetOutput ( ) )
471
472 actorPA = vtkActor ( )
473 actorPA . SetMapper ( linePAMapper )
474
475 actorPA . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 1 , 0 , 1 )
476 actorPA . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
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477
478 rend . AddActor ( actorPA )
479
480 # Creating ans sav in I−S d i r e c t i on
481 l i n e I S = vtkLineSource ( )
482
483 l i n e I S . SetPoint1 (CLM[0]−20∗ d i r ISn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]−20∗ d i r ISn [ 1 ] ,CLM[...]
[...] [2]−20∗ d i r ISn [ 2 ] )
484 l i n e I S . SetPoint2 (CLM[0]+200∗ d i r ISn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]+200∗ d i r ISn [ 1 ] ,CLM[...]
[...] [2 ]+200∗ d i r ISn [ 2 ] )
485
486 pdmw = vtkPolyDataWriter ( )
487 pdmw. SetInput ( l i n e I S . GetOutput ( ) )
488 pdmw. SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "_IS.vtk" )
489 pdmw. Write ( )
490
491 l ineISMapper=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
492 l ineISMapper . SetInput ( l i n e I S . GetOutput ( ) )
493
494 ac to r IS = vtkActor ( )
495 ac to r IS . SetMapper ( l ineISMapper )
496
497 ac to r IS . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 1 , 0 )
498 ac to r IS . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
499
500 rend . AddActor ( ac to r IS )
501
502 cam . SetViewUp ( dirPAn [ 0 ] , dirPAn [ 1 ] , dirPAn [ 2 ] )
503
504 cam . SetFoca lPoint (CLM[ 0 ] ,CLM[ 1 ] ,CLM[ 2 ] )
505 cam . Se tPos i t i on (CLM[0]+200∗dirPAn [ 0 ] ,CLM[1]+200∗dirPAn [ 1 ] ,CLM[...]
[...] [2 ]+200∗dirPAn [ 0 ] )
506
507 cam . Para l l e lP ro j e c t i onOn ( )
508 rend . ResetCamera ( )
509
510
511 rend . Render ( )
512
513 pts = newpoints . t o l i s t ( )
514 maxT=0;
515
516 # Find most p o s t e r i o r po in t s on condy les MC= medial condy le LC= [...]
[...] l a t e r a l condy le
517
518 minM=10000
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519 minL=10000
520 MC=[]
521 LC=[]
522
523
524 for pt in pts :
525 i f ( pt [0 ]<0) and ( pt [2]<minM) :
526 minM=pt [ 2 ]
527 MC=[pt [ 0 ] , pt [ 1 ] , pt [ 2 ] ]
528 i f ( pt [0 ]>0) and ( pt [2]<minL) :
529 minL=pt [ 2 ]
530 LC=[pt [ 0 ] , pt [ 1 ] , pt [ 2 ] ]
531
532 dirCON=[LC[0]−MC[ 0 ] ,LC[1]−MC[ 1 ] ,LC[2]−MC[ 2 ] ]
533
534 normCON=s q r t ( dot (dirCON , dirCON) )
535
536 dirCONn=[ i l /normCON for i l in dirCON ]
537
538
539 lineCO = vtkLineSource ( )
540
541 lineCO . SetPoint1 (MC[ 0 ] ,MC[ 1 ] ,MC[ 2 ] )
542 lineCO . SetPoint2 (LC[ 0 ] ,LC[ 1 ] ,LC [ 2 ] )
543
544 lineCOMapper=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
545 lineCOMapper . SetInput ( lineCO . GetOutput ( ) )
546
547 pdmw = vtkPolyDataWriter ( )
548 pdmw. SetInput ( lineCO . GetOutput ( ) )
549 pdmw. SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "_COND.vtk" )
550 pdmw. Write ( )
551 actorCO = vtkActor ( )
552 actorCO . SetMapper ( lineCOMapper )
553
554 actorCO . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 1 , 0 , 1 )
555 actorCO . GetProperty ( ) . SetLineWidth (4 )
556
557 rend . AddActor ( actorCO )
558
559 Nx = dot ( neckAxisn , dirLMn )
560 Ny = dot ( neckAxisn , dirPAn )
561 Nz = dot ( neckAxisn , d i r ISn )
562
563 NSangle = (90−m. acos ( dot ( neckAxisn , d i r ISn ) ) ∗180/ p i )+90
564 Vers ion = (m. atan (Ny/Nx) ∗180/ p i )
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565
566 NxCond = dot (dirCON , dirLMn )
567 NyCond = dot (dirCON , dirPAn )
568 NzCond = dot (dirCON , d i r ISn )
569
570
571 Bangle = m. atan ( abs (NzCond/NxCond) ) ∗180/ p i
572 CONDLength = normCON
573
574 f i l e O u t = open ( "results.txt" , "a" )
575 f i l e O u t . wr i t e ( s t r ( NSangle )+" "+ s t r ( Vers ion )+" " + s t r ( Bangle )+"[...]
[...] "+s t r (CONDLength)+" "+s t r (maxRad)+"\n" )
576
577 w 2 i F i l t e r=vtkWindowToImageFilter ( )
578 w 2 i F i l t e r . SetInput ( renWin )
579 jpegw=vtkJPEGWriter ( )
580 jpegw . SetInput ( w 2 i F i l t e r . GetOutput ( ) )
581 jpegw . SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "C.jpg" )
582 jpegw . Write ( )
583
584 cam . SetViewUp ( dirPAn [ 0 ] , dirPAn [ 1 ] , dirPAn [ 2 ] )
585
586 cam . SetFoca lPoint (0 ,0 ,−400)
587 cam . Se tPos i t i on (0 ,0 , 400 )
588
589 cam . Para l l e lP ro j e c t i onOn ( )
590 rend . ResetCamera ( )
591
592 w 2 i F i l t e r=vtkWindowToImageFilter ( )
593 w 2 i F i l t e r . SetInput ( renWin )
594 jpegw=vtkJPEGWriter ( )
595 jpegw . SetInput ( w 2 i F i l t e r . GetOutput ( ) )
596 jpegw . SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "T.jpg" )
597 jpegw . Write ( )
598
599 cam . SetViewUp ( d i r ISn [ 0 ] , d i r ISn [ 1 ] , d i r ISn [ 2 ] )
600
601 cam . SetFoca lPoint (−400 ,0 ,0)
602 cam . Se tPos i t i on (400 ,0 , 0 )
603
604 cam . Para l l e lP ro j e c t i onOn ( )
605 rend . ResetCamera ( )
606
607 w 2 i F i l t e r=vtkWindowToImageFilter ( )
608 w 2 i F i l t e r . SetInput ( renWin )
609 jpegw=vtkJPEGWriter ( )
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610 jpegw . SetInput ( w 2 i F i l t e r . GetOutput ( ) )
611 jpegw . SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "S.jpg" )
612 jpegw . Write ( )
613
614
615 e x i t ( )
616
617
618
619
620 def f i t E l l i p s e 3 D (x , y , z , p l o t ) :
621 p2f =[ ]
622 numpoints=len ( x )
623
624 for i in range ( l en ( x ) ) :
625 p2f +=[[x [ i ] , y [ i ] , z [ i ] ] ]
626
627 p2f=matrix ( p2f )
628 c en t r o id=p2f . mean (0)
629
630 p2fc=p2f−c en t r o id
631
632 PC=r . prcomp ( p2fc )
633
634 Tr=PC[ ’rotation ’ ]
635
636
637 XY=p2fc ∗Tr [ : , 0 : 2 ]
638
639 n j l =(XY. shape ) [ 0 ]
640
641 c en t r e = XY. mean (0)
642
643 D=[]
644
645 for i in range ( numpoints ) :
646 D+=[[(XY[ i ,0]− c en t r e [ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗∗2 , (XY[ i ,0]− c en t r e [ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗(XY[ i ,1]− [...]
[...] c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ] ) , (XY[ i ,1]− c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ] ) ∗∗2 ,XY[ i ,0]− c en t r e [ 0 , 0 ] , [...]
[...] XY[ i ,1]− c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ] , 1 ] ]
647
648 D=matrix (D)
649
650 S = D. t ranspose ( ) ∗D
651
652 # Constrain Matrix
653 C=ze ro s ( ( 6 , 6 ) )
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654 C[0] [2 ]=−2
655 C[ 1 ] [ 1 ] = 1
656 C[2] [0 ]=−2
657
658 e r r=0
659 e i g S o l=l a . e i g (S ,C)
660
661 geva l=e i g S o l [ 0 ]
662 gevec=e i g S o l [ 1 ]
663 i n d i c e=0
664 for i in range ( i n t ( geva l . shape [ 0 ] ) ) :
665 i f ( geva l [ i ]<0) and (not ( i s i n f ( geva l [ i ] ) ) ) :
666 i n d i c e=i
667
668 A=gevec [ : , i n d i c e ] . t o l i s t ( )
669
670
671 xc = cen t ro id [0 ,0 ]+ Tr [ 0 , 0 ] ∗ c en t r e [0 ,0 ]+ Tr [ 0 , 1 ] ∗ c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ]
672 yc = cen t ro id [0 ,1 ]+ Tr [ 1 , 0 ] ∗ c en t r e [0 ,0 ]+ Tr [ 1 , 1 ] ∗ c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ]
673 zc = cen t ro id [0 ,2 ]+ Tr [ 2 , 0 ] ∗ c en t r e [0 ,0 ]+ Tr [ 2 , 1 ] ∗ c en t r e [ 0 , 1 ]
674 c e n t r e l l i p s e =[xc , yc , zc ]
675 t i l t =1∗0.5∗m. atan ( r e a l (A[ 1 ] ) /( r e a l (A[2]−A[ 0 ] ) ) )
676 angolo=0
677
678 a=r e a l (A[ 0 ] )
679 b=r e a l (A[ 1 ] )
680 c=r e a l (A[ 2 ] )
681 d=r e a l (A[ 3 ] )
682 f=r e a l (A[ 4 ] )
683 g=r e a l (A[ 5 ] )
684
685 aAxis = s q r t ( ( 2∗ ( a∗ f ∗∗2 + c∗d∗∗2 + g∗b∗∗2 − 2∗b∗d∗ f − a∗c∗g ) ) / ( ( b∗∗2−a[...]
[...] ∗c ) ∗ ( ( s q r t ( ( a−c ) ∗∗2+4∗b∗∗2)−(a+c ) ) ) ) )
686 bAxis = s q r t ( ( 2∗ ( a∗ f ∗∗2 + c∗d∗∗2 + g∗b∗∗2 − 2∗b∗d∗ f − a∗c∗g ) ) / ( ( b∗∗2−a[...]
[...] ∗c ) ∗((−1∗ s q r t ( ( a−c ) ∗∗2+4∗b∗∗2)−(a+c ) ) ) ) )
687
688
689 i f ( p l o t==1) :
690 e l l i p s e P t =[ ]
691 e l l ip seMap =[ ]
692 e l l i p s e A c =[ ]
693 nsp=0
694 e l l i p s e C e n t r e=vtkSphereSource ( )
695 e l l i p s e C e n t r e . SetCenter ( c e n t r e l l i p s e )
696 e l l i p s e C e n t r e . SetRadius (1 )
697 el l ipseCMap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
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698 el l ipseCMap . SetInput ( e l l i p s e C e n t r e . GetOutput ( ) )
699 el l ipseCMap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
700 e l l i p s e C = vtkActor ( )
701 e l l i p s e C . SetMapper ( el l ipseCMap )
702 e l l i p s e C . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
703 e l l i p s e C . P ickab leOf f ( )
704 rend . AddActor ( e l l i p s e C )
705 rend . Render ( )
706
707
708 A=[a , b , c , d , f , g ]
709 return A, err , c e n t r e l l i p s e , aAxis , bAxis
710
711
712
713
714 # Main Program #
715
716 l i n e s = f . r e a d l i n e s ( )
717 numlines = ( l en ( l i n e s ) )
718
719 e i g v e c t =[ ]
720
721 # Reading po in t s from f i l e s
722 for j in l i n e s :
723 e i g v e c t +=[[ f l o a t ( q ) for q in j . s p l i t ( ) ] ]
724
725 matRPC=matrix ( e i g v e c t )
726
727 condy les=matRPC [ : , 1 ]
728 t rochante r=matRPC [ : , 2 ]
729
730 loadCondyles=reshape ( condyles ,(−1 ,3) )
731 loadTrochanter=reshape ( t rochanter ,(−1 ,3) )
732
733 normC=[]
734 normT=[]
735
736 for i in range ( l i s t ( loadCondyles . shape ) [ 0 ] ) :
737 cL=loadCondyles [ i , : ] . t o l i s t ( )
738
739 normC +=[s q r t ( dot ( cL [ 0 ] , cL [ 0 ] ) ) ]
740 cT=loadTrochanter [ i , : ] . t o l i s t ( )
741 normT+=[s q r t ( dot (cT [ 0 ] , cT [ 0 ] ) ) ]
742
743
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744
745 trC = 0.5∗max(normC)
746 trT = 0.5∗max(normT)
747
748 l i s t C = [ ]
749 l i s t T = [ ]
750 for i in range ( l i s t ( loadCondyles . shape ) [ 0 ] ) :
751 i f (normC [ i ]>trC ) :
752 l i s t C += [ i ]
753
754 i f (normT [ i ]>trT ) :
755 l i s t T += [ i ]
756
757
758 global newpoints , mpoints
759 r eader=vtkPolyDataReader ( )
760
761 r eader . SetFileName ( sys . argv [1 ]+ "r" )
762 r eader . Update ( )
763
764 shape = vtkPolyData ( )
765 shape = reader . GetOutput ( )
766
767
768 po in t s =[ ]
769
770 numP=shape . GetNumberOfPoints ( )
771
772 for i in range (numP) :
773 po in t s+=[ l i s t ( shape . GetPoint ( i ) ) ]
774
775
776 mpoints=matrix ( po in t s )
777
778
779 rend=vtkRenderer ( )
780 renWin=vtkRenderWindow ( )
781
782 renWin . AddRenderer ( rend )
783
784
785 d i f f t o t =1;
786 numit1=0
787 maxit=100
788 maxit2=100
789
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790 # Rotate the bone along long ax i s and tempta t i ve condy le ax i s
791 # un t i l contac t po in t s are found
792
793 while ( d i f f t o t >0.1 and numit1<maxit ) :
794 numit1+=1
795 #STEP 1
796
797 angleA=−10∗pi /180
798 angleB=10∗pi /180
799
800 p s i=angleA
801 Rz=matrix ( [ [ cos ( p s i ) ,− s i n ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ] )
802
803 sA=mpoints∗Rz
804
805 p s i=angleB
806 Rz=matrix ( [ [ cos ( p s i ) ,− s i n ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ] )
807
808 sB=mpoints∗Rz
809
810 sM=mpoints
811
812 valuesA =[ i [ 0 ] for i in sA [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
813 valuesB =[ i [ 0 ] for i in sB [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
814 valuesM=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
815
816 minA=valuesA . index ( min ( valuesA ) )
817 minB=valuesB . index ( min ( valuesB ) )
818 minM=valuesM . index (min ( valuesM ) )
819
820 A=sA [ l i s t C [ minA ] , : ]
821 B=sB [ l i s t C [ minB ] , : ]
822 M=sM[ l i s t C [minM ] , : ]
823
824 distAM=s q r t ( (A[0 ,0 ]−M[ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗∗2+(A[0 ,1 ]−M[ 0 , 1 ] ) ∗∗2+(A[0 ,2 ]−M[ 0 , 2 ] ) ∗∗2)
825 distBM=s q r t ( (B[0 ,0 ]−M[ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗∗2+(B[0 ,1 ]−M[ 0 , 1 ] ) ∗∗2+(B[0 ,2 ]−M[ 0 , 2 ] ) ∗∗2)
826
827 th r e s =(distAM+distBM ) /2
828
829 i f ( distAM>th r e s ) :
830 B=M
831 angleB=0
832 angleA=−10∗pi /180
833
834 i f ( distBM>th r e s ) :
835 A=M
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836 angleA=0
837 angleB=10∗pi /180
838
839
840
841 d i f f e r e n c e=abs (B[0 ,1 ]−A[ 0 , 1 ] )
842 numit2=0
843
844 # STEP 2
845 while ( d i f f e r e n c e >0.1 and numit2<maxit2 ) :
846 numit2+=1
847
848 angleM=(angleA+angleB ) /2
849
850 p s i=angleA
851 Rz=matrix ( [ [ cos ( p s i ) ,− s i n ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) , [...]
[...] 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ] )
852
853 sA=mpoints∗Rz
854
855 p s i=angleB
856 Rz=matrix ( [ [ cos ( p s i ) ,− s i n ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) , [...]
[...] 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ] )
857
858 sB=mpoints∗Rz
859
860 p s i=angleM
861 Rz=matrix ( [ [ cos ( p s i ) ,− s i n ( p s i ) , 0 ] , [ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) , [...]
[...] 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ] )
862
863 sM=mpoints∗Rz
864
865 valuesA =[ i [ 0 ] for i in sA [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
866 valuesB =[ i [ 0 ] for i in sB [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
867 valuesM=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
868
869 minA=valuesA . index ( min ( valuesA ) )
870 minB=valuesB . index ( min ( valuesB ) )
871 minM=valuesM . index (min ( valuesM ) )
872
873
874 A=sA [ l i s t C [ minA ] , : ]
875 B=sB [ l i s t C [ minB ] , : ]
876 M=sM[ l i s t C [minM ] , : ]
877
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878 distAM=s q r t ( (A[0 ,0 ]−M[ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗∗2+(A[0 ,1 ]−M[ 0 , 1 ] ) ∗∗2+(A[0 ,2 ]−M[ 0 , 2 ] ) [...]
[...] ∗∗2)
879 distBM=s q r t ( (B[0 ,0 ]−M[ 0 , 0 ] ) ∗∗2+(B[0 ,1 ]−M[ 0 , 1 ] ) ∗∗2+(B[0 ,2 ]−M[ 0 , 2 ] ) [...]
[...] ∗∗2)
880
881
882 i f ( distAM>th r e s ) :
883 B=M
884 angleB=angleM
885
886
887 i f ( distBM>th r e s ) :
888 A=M
889 angleA=angleM
890
891 d i f f e r e n c e=abs (B[0 ,1 ]−A[ 0 , 1 ] )
892
893 vecML=A−B
894
895 vecML=[vecML [ 0 , 0 ] , vecML [ 0 , 1 ] , vecML [ 0 , 2 ] ]
896 normML =s q r t (sum ( [ c ∗∗2 for c in vecML ] ) )
897
898 U =[com/normML for com in vecML ]
899
900 newpoints=sA
901
902 # Rotation about the newly found ax i s ( genera l r o t a t i on about ax i s )
903
904 p s i=−5∗pi /180
905 Ru=[ [U[0]∗∗2+(1−U[ 0 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i [...]
[...] ) ,U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) [...]
[...] )+U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[1]∗∗2+(1−U[ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ,U[ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos [...]
[...] ( p s i ) )−U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[...]
[...] [ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[2]∗∗2+(1−U[ 2 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( [...]
[...] p s i ) ] ]
906 sC=newpoints ∗Ru
907
908 p s i =5∗pi /180
909 Ru=[ [U[0]∗∗2+(1−U[ 0 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i [...]
[...] ) ,U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) [...]
[...] )+U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[1]∗∗2+(1−U[ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ,U[ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos [...]
[...] ( p s i ) )−U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[...]
[...] [ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[2]∗∗2+(1−U[ 2 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( [...]
[...] p s i ) ] ]
910
911 sD=newpoints ∗Ru
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912
913 sM=newpoints
914
915 ## Check i f po in t s minimum in the AP d i r e c t i on i s on troch or [...]
[...] condy les fC = 1 i f condy les
916
917 valuesCC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sC [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
918 valuesDC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sD [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
919 valuesMC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
920
921 valuesCT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sC [ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
922 valuesDT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sD [ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
923 valuesMT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
924
925 fC=0
926 fD=0
927 fM=0
928
929 minCC=valuesCC . index (min ( valuesCC ) )
930 minCT=valuesCT . index (min ( valuesCT ) )
931 minDC=valuesDC . index (min ( valuesDC ) )
932 minDT=valuesDT . index (min ( valuesDT ) )
933 minMC=valuesMC . index ( min ( valuesMC ) )
934 minMT=valuesMT . index ( min ( valuesMT ) )
935
936
937 i f ( min ( valuesCC )<min( valuesCT ) ) :
938 fC=1
939 C=sC [ l i s t C [ minCC ] , : ]
940 else :
941 C=sC [ l i s t T [ minCT ] , : ]
942 i f ( min ( valuesDC )<min( valuesDT ) ) :
943 fD=1
944 D=sD [ l i s t C [minDC ] , : ]
945 else :
946 D=sD [ l i s t T [minDT ] , : ]
947 i f ( min ( valuesMC )<min( valuesMT ) ) :
948 fM=1
949 M=sM[ l i s t C [minMC ] , : ]
950 else :
951 M=sM[ l i s t T [minMT ] , : ]
952
953 i f (fM==fD ) :
954 angleD=0
955 D=M
956 angleC=−5∗pi /180
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957
958 i f (fM==fC ) :
959 angleC=0
960 C=M
961 angleD=5∗pi /180
962
963
964 d i f f e r e n c e=abs (D[0 ,1 ]−C[ 0 , 1 ] )
965
966 while ( d i f f e r e n c e >0.1) :
967
968 angleM=(angleC+angleD ) /2
969
970 p s i=angleC
971 Ru=[ [U[0]∗∗2+(1−U[ 0 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n [...]
[...] ( p s i ) ,U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− [...]
[...] cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[1]∗∗2+(1−U[ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ,U[...]
[...] [ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i [...]
[...] ) )−U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[...]
[...] [2]∗∗2+(1−U[ 2 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ] ]
972
973
974
975 sC=newpoints ∗Ru
976
977 p s i=angleD
978 Ru=[ [U[0]∗∗2+(1−U[ 0 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n [...]
[...] ( p s i ) ,U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− [...]
[...] cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[1]∗∗2+(1−U[ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ,U[...]
[...] [ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i [...]
[...] ) )−U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[...]
[...] [2]∗∗2+(1−U[ 2 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ] ]
979
980
981 sD=newpoints ∗Ru
982
983 p s i=angleM
984 Ru=[ [U[0]∗∗2+(1−U[ 0 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n [...]
[...] ( p s i ) ,U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[1]∗(1− [...]
[...] cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 2 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[1]∗∗2+(1−U[ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ,U[...]
[...] [ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )−U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ] , [U[ 0 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i [...]
[...] ) )−U[ 1 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[ 1 ] ∗U[2]∗(1− cos ( p s i ) )+U[ 0 ] ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , U[...]
[...] [2]∗∗2+(1−U[ 2 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ] ]
985
986 sM=newpoints ∗Ru
987
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988 valuesCC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sC [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
989 valuesDC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sD [ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
990 valuesMC=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tC , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
991
992 valuesCT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sC [ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
993 valuesDT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sD [ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
994 valuesMT=[ i [ 0 ] for i in sM[ l i s tT , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
995
996 fC=0
997 fD=0
998 fM=0
999
1000 minCC=valuesCC . index (min ( valuesCC ) )
1001 minCT=valuesCT . index (min ( valuesCT ) )
1002 minDC=valuesDC . index (min ( valuesDC ) )
1003 minDT=valuesDT . index (min ( valuesDT ) )
1004 minMC=valuesMC . index ( min ( valuesMC ) )
1005 minMT=valuesMT . index ( min ( valuesMT ) )
1006
1007
1008 i f ( min ( valuesCC )<min ( valuesCT ) ) :
1009 fC=1
1010 C=sC [ l i s t C [ minCC ] , : ]
1011 else :
1012 C=sC [ l i s t T [ minCT ] , : ]
1013 i f ( min ( valuesDC )<min ( valuesDT ) ) :
1014 fD=1
1015 D=sD [ l i s t C [minDC ] , : ]
1016 else :
1017 D=sD [ l i s t T [minDT ] , : ]
1018 i f ( min ( valuesMC )<min ( valuesMT ) ) :
1019 fM=1
1020 M=sM[ l i s t C [minMC ] , : ]
1021 else :
1022 M=sM[ l i s t T [minMT ] , : ]
1023
1024 i f (fM==fD ) :
1025 angleD=angleM
1026 D=M
1027
1028 i f (fM==fC ) :
1029 angleC=angleM
1030 C=M
1031
1032
1033 d i f f e r e n c e=abs (D[0 ,1 ]−C[ 0 , 1 ] )
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1034
1035 newpoints=sC
1036 mpoints=newpoints
1037 d i f f t o t=abs (B[0 ,1 ]−A[ 0 , 1 ] )+abs (B[0 ,1 ]−C[ 0 , 1 ] )
1038
1039 # Finding Long Axes Based on f i t t e d e l l i p s e s
1040
1041 valuesZ =[ i [ 0 ] for i in newpoints [ : , 2 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
1042 valuesY =[ i [ 0 ] for i in newpoints [ : , 1 ] . t o l i s t ( ) ]
1043 minZ=min ( valuesZ )
1044 maxZ=max( valuesZ )
1045 global minY ,maxY
1046 minY=min ( valuesY )
1047 maxY=max( valuesY )
1048 rangeZ=l i n s p a c e (minZ , maxZ,1 00 )
1049 l i s t O f C e n t r e s =[ ]
1050 for t in range (1 , l en ( rangeZ )−1) :
1051 x =[ ]
1052 y =[ ]
1053 z =[ ]
1054 for j in range (numP) :
1055 i f ( abs ( newpoints [ j ,2]− rangeZ [ t ] )<zT) :
1056 x+=[newpoints [ j , 0 ] ]
1057 y+=[newpoints [ j , 1 ] ]
1058 z+=[newpoints [ j , 2 ] ]
1059
1060 AA, er ro r , ecentre , aAx , bAx = f i t E l l i p s e 3 D (x , y , z , 0 )
1061
1062 l i s t O f C e n t r e s+=[e c en t r e ]
1063
1064 # Fit l i n e to cen te r s o f s h a f t
1065
1066 centresToFit = l i s t O f C e n t r e s [ 2 0 : 8 0 ] [ : ]
1067
1068 centresToFit = matrix ( centresToFit )
1069
1070 meanCentresToFit = centresToFit . mean (0 )
1071
1072 centresToFit −= meanCentresToFit
1073
1074 p c l i n e = r . prcomp ( centresToFit )
1075
1076 e igenVecto r s = p c l i n e [ ’rotation ’ ]
1077 l i n e D i r e c t i o n = e igenVector s [ : , 0 ]
1078
1079 d i r I S = [ e igenVector s [ 0 , 0 ] , e i genVector s [ 1 , 0 ] , e i g enVector s [ 2 , 0 ] ]
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1080
1081 normIS=s q r t (sum ( [ i ∗∗2 for i in d i r I S ] ) )
1082
1083 d i r ISn =[ i /normIS for i in d i r I S ]
1084
1085 # Check Direc t ion o f IS ax i s
1086
1087 i f ( d i r ISn [ 2 ] < 0) :
1088 d i r ISn=[− i for i in d i r ISn ]
1089
1090
1091 # Long Axis
1092
1093 lengthZ=(maxZ−minZ) /1 .8
1094 longAxis = vtkLineSource ( )
1095 longAxis . SetPoint1 ( meanCentresToFit [0 ,0 ]− lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 0 , ] , [...]
[...] meanCentresToFit [0 ,1 ]− lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 1 , ] , meanCentresToFit[...]
[...] [0 ,2 ]− lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 2 , ] )
1096 longAxis . SetPoint2 ( meanCentresToFit [0 ,0 ]+ lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 0 , ] , [...]
[...] meanCentresToFit [0 ,1 ]+ lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 1 , ] , meanCentresToFit[...]
[...] [ 0 ,2 ]+ lengthZ ∗ l i n e D i r e c t i o n [ 2 , ] )
1097 longmap=vtkPolyDataMapper ( )
1098 longmap . SetInput ( longAxis . GetOutput ( ) )
1099 longmap . S c a l a r V i s i b i l i t y O f f ( )
1100 l ongac to r=vtkActor ( )
1101 l ongac to r . SetMapper ( longmap )
1102 l ongac to r . GetProperty ( ) . SetColor ( 0 , 0 , 1 )
1103
1104 rend . AddActor ( l ongac to r )
1105
1106 # Find f i n a l L−>M ax i s
1107 dirLM = [B[0 ,0 ]−A[ 0 , 0 ] ,B[0 ,1 ]−A[ 0 , 1 ] ,B[0 ,2 ]−A[ 0 , 2 ] ]
1108 normLM=s q r t (sum ( [ i ∗∗2 for i in dirLM ] ) )
1109 dirLMn =[ i /normLM for i in dirLM ]
1110
1111 # Check the d i r e c t i on o f dirLMn
1112 i f ( dirLMn [ 0 ] < 0) :
1113 dirLMn=[− i for i in dirLMn ]
1114
1115 dirCond=dirLMn # This i s the d i r e c t i on o f the condy lar l i n e
1116
1117 dirPA = c r o s s ( dir ISn , dirLMn ) . t o l i s t ( )
1118
1119 normPA=s q r t (sum ( [ i ∗∗2 for i in dirPA ] ) )
1120
1121 dirPAn =[ i /normPA for i in dirPA ]
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1122
1123 #re f i n e dirLMn
1124
1125 dirLM=c r o s s ( dirPAn , d i r ISn ) . t o l i s t ( )
1126
1127 normLM2=s q r t (sum ( [ i ∗∗2 for i in dirLM ] ) )
1128
1129 dirLMn =[ i /normLM2 for i in dirLM ]
1130
1131 ## Rendering [ . . . ]
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